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ABSTRACT
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT:
A STUDY DURING EVENING WORSHIP AT SARDIS CHAPEL
by
Theodore Eugene Beam
Character stands supreme. Christian leaders agree that God's character reflected
by God's people remains the central thrust that compels sinners to seek the transforming
power foimd in the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Using the Rokeach Value Survey and the Decision-Making Factors Survey, a
study was conducted during the evening worship service ofSardis Chapel United
Methodist Church to determine ifChristian character development can be taught. An
overview, along with the main elements ofcharacter; love, truth or deception, self-
discipline, the supernatural engagement ofGod, and a review conducted on sk
consecutive Sunday nights sought to discover ifChristian character can be taught.
From the pretest to the posttest, a significant positional exchange took place
for the group where the terminal values of fi-eedom and inner harmony were removed
fi-om the inner core values and were replaced by happiness and self-respect.
Courage and responsibility increased fiirther into the core instrumental values of the
group alluding to the explanation by psychiatrist M. Scott Peck that a person must
exercise greater responsibility to reach further spiritual growth. The findings of this study
lend additional credibility to the practice of intentional character development.
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CHAPTER 1
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
". . . until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son ofGod
and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness ofChrist" (Eph. 4: 13
NIV).
Personal History
As a teacher, coach, city council member, and now a mayor, my father has often
taken advantage of teachable moments to remind me that character is the foundation of a
worthy life. Numerous times he has expressed his desire for me to "be a leader." "But,"
he adds quickly, "for good leadership, character stands supreme." President Eisenhower
made a similar point, "The essential qualities of a leader are vision, integrity, courage,
understanding, the power ofarticulation, and profimdity ofcharacter" (qtd. in Guinness
11).
Bill Lyle led me to Christ while we attended college. He taught me that God calls
us to holy character. He modeled this and showed me this from the scriptures. Then in
seminary I learned from Allan Coppedge that one must intentionally cultivate and develop
character as the foundation for exercising Christian leadership. In class and in a small
group setting, I studied with him the character ofGod and ofGod's people. Accordingly,
God's character reflected in God's people has become the core issue in my thoughts.
This dual centrality of character has brought all of life into focus for me.
Character Development�Societal Relevance for This Study
"Young people yearn for consistent adult involvement, and when they get it,
according to surveys and plain common sense, they are less inclined to sexual activity,
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drug and alcohol use, suicide attempts, vandalism, and other problems" (Josephson
Institute 1). That quotation cites a poll taken in 1995 of thirteen thousand adolescents by
the Michigan State University.
In Ohio, a high school student became ineligible to play football. In spite of
pressure from the community, the teacher maintained an ethical standard, the principal
maintained an ethical standard, but the school board brought "disciplinary measures"
against the teacher (Norris A12). This sends a conflicting message to the students.
In the May 1999 edition ofTechniques Magazine, Eric Ries the contributing editor
provided a list ofguidelines for building character into present day students, "Enforce a
zero-tolerance poUcy on swearing. Prohibit vulgar and obscene language in the
classroom or on school property" (28). One month later, the June session ofthe House
ofRepresentatives ruled that society would not practice such a zero tolerance, "In a
victory for the entertainment industry, the House refiised yesterday to curb youth access
to explicit sexual or violent material in video games, movies and elsewhere inmodem-day
culture" (Associated Press). The elected officials and the national education officials do
not follow the same character building philosophy.
The public school systems ofAmerica have developed what they call the Character
Counts! Coalition. Conceived as the means to tum around a "national apathy toward
character," they have centered their program around the "Six Pillars ofCharacter:
trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, feimess, caring, and citizenship" (Josephson
Institute 1). These values transcend divisions of race, creed, politics, gender, and wealth
according to the Josephson Institute.
Writing in the introduction to Character is Destiny, William Kilpatrick disagrees
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with the premise presented by the public schools, "There is no way to educate young
people for character in the absence ofadults with character. Character development is
not something the schools can do through the introduction of some new, technically
perfect curriculum" (qtd. in Gough viii). Kilpatrick then continues with, "the best way for
a young person to learn good habits ofbehavior is by identifying with and imitating aduhs
who already practice those habits."
The public schools have followed the findings of the Josephson Institute ofEthics
by determining the golden rule as the baseline for all ethics. Engstrom and Larson quote
this rule from the Bible and call it the "North Star ofconscience" (59). Kilpatrick
would add, "We become better people not by discussing ethics but by practicing good
behavior" (qtd. in Gough x).
At the college level, Dr. Russell Gough at Pepperdine University claims that
"knowledge without character�^without virtues such as honesty, self-control,
responsibility, and compassion�^is worthless at best and evil at worst" (Gough 53).
President Theodore Roosevelt commented that to educate a person in mind and not in
morals is to educate a menace to society. During a debate, Alan Keyes noted that "The
great challenge of the era before us is will the moral wisdom and responsibility increase
along with the guaranteed increase in knowledge?' (Keyes and Dershowitz).
Going one step beyond the public schools, the civic organization of the Boy Scouts
ofAmerica has designed their program to teach character. They list twelve elements in
their Scout Law. Their last element is "Reverent�^A Scout is reverent toward God. He
is feithful in his religious duties. He respects the beliefs ofothers" (11). Within a debate
against Alan Dershowitz, Alan Keyes pulls our attention to God when he states, "As the
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call on our moral judgment grows greater, our confidence in those things that provide the
foundation ofmoral judgment grows ever weaker. Except of course, the antidote; that
our faith and due dependence on Almighty God seems to grow."
The Church does not stand exempt fi-om the character void we face as a nation,
nor is this a modem problem. The Bible has always stood primarily as a book for the
people ofGod and secondarily as a book for the world; consequently, the Bible calls for
holy character primarily fi-om the people ofGod and secondarily firom the world. As
helpfiil as the secular world is in helping to identify character, this research seeks to
define and study Christian character; however, this study of character will not be a
precise measurement just as Aristotle mentioned centuries ago (Gough 86).
Character: Its Biblical and Theological Foundations
The Bible records the story ofGod choosing and redeeming a people to represent
him to the worki. Genesis gives two chapters to the creation of the world, thirteen verses
for sin's entry, but fourteen chapters to the life story ofAbraham. Genesis provides
seven tunes more information on the building ofone faithfiil follower ofGod than it gives
to the creation story. As important as creation is, the Bible gives greater detail and
emphasis to the process God uses to build one faithful follower who will reflect God's
character to God's world.
Old Testament
Early in the Old Testament, the biblical record indicates that God expects a level of
behavior fi-om his followers as individuals indicated by his instmctions to Abraham,
"Walk before me and be blameless" (Gen. 17:1, NAS). At Sinai God expanded this
beyond the individual level to the corporate level, "You shall be to me a kingdom of
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priests and a holy nation" (Exod. 19:6, NAS) and "Be holy for I am holy" (Lev. 1 1 :44,
NAS). John Oswalt pinpoints the biblical thrust in regards to character:
The holiness which God expects ofhis people is behavioral which cuts right
across the grain of life, touchiag every aspect of it, whether personal, social,
moral, civil, or religious. When God calls his people to be holy as he is holy
he is calling them to share his unique character, one that will alter how they
approach every aspect of their lives. Here then is the goal of salvation: that
God's people should be holy, that they should share his character. (33)
Oswalt fiirther focuses his statement. "One who is in a relationship with God is expected
to be holy and that holiness is manifested in transformed social ethics" (34). As with the
nation, this thrust is especially true for the one who will represent the nation before God.
At Sinai, God gave instructions regarding the attire of the high priest. Engstrom
and Larson e^lain how the Hebrew term, thorn, signifies "whole" or "complete," often
translated as "integrity." The plural of thorn is thummim and is the term for part ofthe
garb worn exclusively by the high priest upon his breastplate, symbolically worn over his
heart (Exod. 28:30). "No High Priest could enter the Holy ofHolies without his heart
being covered (by integrity). He (God) also wants every Christian to be protected with
the 'breastplate of righteousness' (Eph. 6:14)" (12).
David asks the question, "Who may abide in Thy tent or dwell on Thy holy hill7'
(Ps. 15:1, NAS). He then answers with a list ofattributes including "he who walks with
integrity, he who speaks truth in his heart, he does not slander, does no evil to his
neighbor, swears to his own hurt, who takes no bribe" (Ps. 15:2-5, NAS). So to dwell in
God's presence required integrity, inner truth, not harming one's neighbor, and keeping
one's promises even if it meant the one making the promise came up short on the deal.
These are some of the elements that help us define character fi-om the Old Testament
perspective.
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When Joshua took over the leadership of Israel, God told him no less than four
times, "be strong and courageous" (Josh. 1). These attributes manifest themselves within
our attitudes and we then express them throughout our behavior.
Within the book ofDeuteronomy, we find the Schema, "Hear, O Israel! The
LORD is our God, the LORD is one. And you shall love the LORD your God with all
your heart and with all your soul, and with all your might" (Deut. 6:4-5, NAS). This
passage is the very core of the Old Testament faith. Later on in Deuteronomy, Moses
gives a commandment and a promise regarding the fiilfillment of the Schema. He
commands, "Circumcise then your heart, and stiffen your neck no more" (Deut. 10:16,
NAS). Additionally he presents the promise, "The Lord your God will circumcise your
heart and the heart ofyour descendants, to love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul" (Deut. 30:6, NAS).
The commandment implies that this circumcision ofour hearts is to be done by us.
Circumcision, then is descriptive language for a fiill consecration of ourselves to God.
Meanwhile, the promise states that God will perform the circumcision. This is still using
descriptive language; however, instead ofour consecration, God does the work. God
sanctifies us. This descriptive language is picked up by the Apostle Paul writing in the
New Testament. Paul focuses his attention on the promise, that is, Paul focuses on what
God does on our behalf, "Circumcision is that which is of the heart, by the Spirit" (Rom.
2:29, NAS).
New Testament
An expert in the Old Testament law asked Jesus a question in order to test his
understanding of the scriptures, "Teacher, which is the great commandment in the Law?"
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(Matt. 22:36, NAS). Jesus quotes the Schema, "You shall love the Lord your God with
all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind" (Matt. 22:37, NAS). Jesus
then offers a one sentence commentary, "This is the great and foremost commandment"
(Matt. 22:38, NAS). However, Jesus does not stop there. He adds, "The second is like
it, 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself.'" (Matt. 22:39, NAS).
Jesus condenses the teaching ofall thirty-nine books of the Old Testament into the
very next line, "On these two commandments depend the whole Law and the Prophets"
(Matt. 22:40, NAS). In his own words Jesus has just summarized the entire scriptures.
This two part combination, sometimes referred to as the "vertical and horizontal balance
ofbehavior" dictates major elements in the discussion ofcharacter development.
Peter quotes from the Exodus and Leviticus passages mentioned above. He
directs these to the Christians, "You are a royal priesthood, a holy nation" (1 Pet. 2:9,
NAS) and "Like the Holy One who called you, be holy yourselves also in all your
behavior, because it is written, 'You shall be holy for I am holy'" (1 Pet. 1:15-16, NAS).
Peter uses the phrase, "be holy yourselves in aSlyour behavior [emphasis mine]" (1 Pet.
1:15, NAS). Holy character then, not limited to an inner disposition, must be expressed
in behavior.
Similar to the idea ofcircumcision being both active and passive in Deuteronomy,
Peter demonstrates this with the word "sanctify" (hagios). He commands us to "sanctify
Christ as Lord in our hearts" (1 Pet. 3:15, NAS). Yet he also tells us the desired result
comes through "the sanctifying work of the Spirit" (1 Pet. 1 :2, NAS). This work by the
Spirit is the same that Paul describes with "circumcision" language (Rom. 2:29).
Jesus stated that behavior does indeed spring from inner attitudes, "Out of the
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heart come evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, slanders"
(Matt. 15:19, NAS). Jesus uses the term "heart" to mean the very core ofa person or the
very root ofan issue. We use it the same way when we say we want to get to the "heart
ofa matter."
We could add the attitudes listed in the Beatitudes, "poverty of spirit, meekness,
desire for righteousness, mercy filled, purity ofheart," and the behavior of
"peacemaking" (Matt. 5:3-9). Paul lists the finit of the Spirit, "love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, feithfiilness, gentleness" (Gal. 5:22-23, NIV). Paul also includes a
quality that leans more toward behavior than attitude, "self-control" (Gal. 5:23).
Character involves attitude and behavior.
Peter and John demonstrate courage in their response to the Sanhedrin, "Judge for
yourselves whether it is right in God's sight to obey you rather than God" (Acts 4:19,
NTV). So in response to these threats, they led the entire church in prayer. They
included in the prayer, "And now. Lord, take note of their threats, and grant that Thy
bondservants may speak Thy word with all confidence" (Acts 4:29, NAS). The
ftilfillment oftheir prayer is recorded one verse later, "When they had prayed, the place
where they had gathered together was shaken, and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit
and began to speak the word ofGod with boldness" (Acts 4:3 1 , NAS). Courage while
facing opposition is presented as an inner attitude expressed in behavior. All of these
attributes are necessary for Christian character, and more.
What goes beyond the sum of these elements is what the authors cannot label.
Within the Christian character, lies the supernatural engagement ofGod with the
individual, where the individual, in a cooperative position, receives a transforming touch
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from God. This can be seen in John's description of those who received Jesus, "But to as
many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become children ofGod" (John 1:12,
NAS).
A tension exists here that the Bible does not reconcile. The verb, genesthai "to
become" is in the passive voice. The tension lies with the logical construction, "Those
who received Him had the right to be acted upon." The emphatic exsousian (translated
"authority") indicates that those who received Jesus were given authority. The believer
exercises authority by placing himselFherself in a passive position as a recipient ofGod's
action. Throughout the Scriptures, this action is the supernatural transformation of
"those who receive Him."
Consequently, with this brief look at some of the elements ofChristian character,
one might ask, "Does this kind ofcharacter find expression within the members ofour
churches in this modem day?" Do we embody the courage seen in Joshua or in Peter and
John? Do we see the attitudes and behaviors ofa holy people? Do we see the
cooperative efforts between ourselves and God producing that supematural
transformation?
Purpose of This Research
The purpose ofthis research is to identify and interpret any changes in the
understanding ofcharacter among the members of Sardis Chapel United Methodist
Church as a result ofa six-week study designed to take place during the Sunday evening
worship services.
Research Questions Addressed
The following research questions are addressed in this research.
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Research Question 1
What effect does teaching the main elements ofcharacter have on the overall
perception ofcharacter of the Sardis Chapel United Methodist Church?
Research Question 2
What effect does teaching the main elements ofcharacter have on the overall
perception of the terminal values of the members of Sardis Chapel United Methodist
Church?
Research Question 3
What effect does teaching the main elements of character have on the overall
perception of the instrumental values of the members of Sardis Chapel United Methodist
Church?
Character�Some Working Definitions
Throughout this work the term "values" will be used to help understand character.
Values, as defined by Allport means "a beUefupon which a man acts by preference"
(454). Rokeach defines a value as an "enduring belief that a specific mode ofconduct or
end-state ofexistence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode
ofconduct or end state ofexistence" (Nature 5). This research uses Rokeach' s
terminology primarily: "terminal values" are the end-state ofexistence; and "instrumental
values" are the specific modes ofconduct.
Webster supplies a variety ofdefinitions for character. The one most relevant for
this study is, "moral excellence and firmness" ("Character" 187). Character Counts
Coalition ofthe public schools defines character as the integration of six elements into
one's life: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, feimess, caring and citizenship
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(Josephson Institute 1). The Boy Scouts ofAmerica also define character as the
integration ofcertain elements: trustworthy, loyal, helpfiil, fiiendly, courteous, kind,
obedient, cheerfiil, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent. This offers a starting place,
however, this research proposes to examine Christian character specifically.
One definition for Christian character comes from the International Standard Bible
Encvclopedia, 'Tersons with character or experience are reUable and trustworthy, having
stood the test" ("Character" 634). Similar to the Character Counts Coalition and the Boy
Scouts ofAmerica, this standard resource identifies character as a composite ofelements.
As an alternative, Hartshome, May, Mailer, and Shuttleworth's research in the
1920s and Rokeach's study in the 1970s go beyond a composite ofelements. Each of
these researchers concluded character is beyond a mere sum.
Christian character is best understood from the biblical record. Since the Bible
does not offer a list ofdefinitions, we must glean such a definition from the collection of
literary types including biography, history, poetry, epistolary, and even apocryphal As a
result. Christian character would involve a variety ofelements, but Christian character
goes beyond the sum of those elements. Throughout the literature, the three most
common elements, whether terminal or instrumental, were: (1) truth and/or honesty, (2)
self-discipline and/or self-control, and (3) love.
What goes beyond the sum of these elements is what the authors cannot label, the
supematural engagement ofGod. This cannot be measured, but only described and
noted. Yet this immeasurable element serves as a golden thread throughout the scriptural
data and throughout the secondary literature as the unique mark ofChristian character.
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Description of the Study
For two weeks prior to the start of the study, a promotional explanation letter was
included within the worship bulletin. This was highlighted within the morning worship
service asking the members to participate. This letter can be viewed in Appendix C.
A notebook and pen were handed to each subject on the first of six Sunday
evening worship experiences. The notebook included in sequence a biographical page
where they were to identify themselves by the last four digits of their social security
numbers and by various demographic information which can be seen in Appendix E,
directions for the Rokeach Value Survey and the Survey itself, directions for the Decision
Making Factors Survey and the Survey itself and a page ejqpressing my gratitude for their
participation. The Rokeach Value Survey with instructions can be seen in Appendix A.
The DecisionMaking Factors Survey and its instmctions can be seen in Appendix B.
Any questions they had were clarified. We prayed corporately, and then allowed
them the next thirty minutes to engage the instruments. One handed back an unfinished
notebook within five minutes. Three did not finish in the given time. They carried the
instrument to their homes and called for me to pick up the completed instruments about
one hour afl:er the service had dismissed.
During the first service, one-halfhour was allotted for the instrument but forty-five
minutes was actually used. After the pretest was collected firom the participants, an
overview of the various elements ofcharacter was presented. An outline of the overview
can be seen in Appendix D.
The next four Sunday night services were formatted very similar to our usual
stmcture. We sang requested hymns for about fifteen minutes, prayed corporately for
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fifteen to thirty minutes with various participants leading in prayer aloud, and then the
lesson for the evening was presented. Each service lasted anywhere fi-om one-hour to
one and one-halfhours. The lessons were presented as an overview, love, self-discipline,
truth/deception, and the supematural engagement. The outlines for each of these can be
viewed in Appendix D.
Only one song and a brief prayer opened the sixth service. Identical notebooks
were passed out to the participants. By this point, only eighteen had attended enough of
the services to be included in the entire survey, even though about thirty five different
persons had been involved to various degrees. A brief summary of the four lessons was
given. Then the remainder of the service was used for engaging the posttest instrument.
Again, three subjects did not finish in the allotted time, but took the instrument home with
them. After about one hour, these instruments were collected.
Research Methodology
Through the Rokeach Value Survey and the Decision-Making Factors Survey,
data were collected according to terminal values, instrumental values, and the factors that
were consulted for informed decisions. The values were assigned sequential numbers.
The Rokeach Value Survey values were assigned one through eighteen based upon their
alphabetic position. Likewise the Decision-Making Factors were assigned one through
ten based upon their alphabetic position. These two numerical listings can be viewed in
Appendix G.
The pretest and posttest results were listed vertically side by side for the Rokeach
Value Survey terminal values and instrumental values and for each question of the
Decision-Making Factors Survey. The individual results can be seen in Appendbc F.
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A table was developed which showed each subject's pretest to posttest numerical
comparison. These were placed for the group for each category of the test instruments.
This table can be seen in Appendix H.
The results for the Rokeach Value Survey were divided into regions of thirds with
six values for each region. This was done because it was noticed that during the survey,
subjects were visiting and sharing strategies. A common practice quickly developed
where they placed their top value then their bottom value. They continued to list the
most important remaining value and the least important remaining value. This naturally
filled up the top third and bottom third of the eighteen values. Consequently, the middle
region held those values that had the most compromising fluidity for the subjects.
The results for the Decision-Making Factors Survey were handled in a similar
feshion as for the Rokeach Value Survey. However, the ten values were separated into
top halfand bottom half instead of thirds.
In reporting the results of the Rokeach Value Survey, attention was given to which
values remained in the top third in the pretest and posttest and which values remained in
the bottom third for the pretest and the posttest. Attention was also given to the values
that were raised in the list fi-om pretest to posttest and which values were lowered in the
list fi"om pretest to posttest. The findings were compared to discover if there were any
patterns for the group as a whole.
Research Subjects
The subjects were self chosen. A letter explaining the project was included as a
bulletin insert for the two consecutive weeks prior to the study. This letter can be seen in
Appendix C. The letter informed everyone about the project, what would be involved.
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and requested their participation. This was the only means ofcommunication offered.
The subjects were all members ofSardis Chapel. Eight men and ten women
participated. Ages represented included one person who was twenty-six to forty, seven
persons were forty-one to fifty-five, four persons were fifty-sk to seventy, and six
persons were seventy-one and older. Their years ofChristian experience varied fi-om one
who claimed no Christian faith to one person who listed one to five years, three persons
who listed eleven to twenty years, four persons who listed twenty-one to forty years, and
nine persons who listed forty-one and more years ofChristian experience. Educational
levels included five persons who left school at the eighth grade level or before, nine
persons who finished high school, and four persons who had some schooling beyond a
bachelor's degree. Employment saw an even split ofeight persons each who were
employed and eight persons who were self-employed with two who did not list their
employment status. Three persons were single while fifteen were married.
Variables
The primary variable in this study was the various background and demographic
make-up ofthe participants. Some had never given much thought to the whole area of
character. Some had assumed character was bestowed supematurally at conversion with
some getting more and others getting less, a victim of fete mentality. Some had been
raised with character development as a theme of their families. Some have occupations as
fectory line workers where character is secondary to production, while others'
occupations as professional counselors find themselves addressing character development
daily.
Another variable was age; both chronological and the length of their Christian
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experience. It is assumed that nine persons who have been Christians for over forty-one
years will view life differently than one person who claims no Christian experience.
A third variable was the amount ofparticipation of each subject. Some seemed to
attend without engagement with the content area. Others became involved, read on the
subject outside the project time, and thoroughly engaged the process.
A fourth variable was the teaching sessions. Content, style, voice inflection,
emphasis, repetition, time allotted for each element all influenced the process and the
results in some way.
Instruments
The main instrument used in this study was the Rokeach Value Survey designed by
Milton Rokeach in 1967 (see Appendix A). The Rokeach Value Survey divides values
into two categories: terminal values and instrumental values. Terminal values are "end-
states ofexistence"; whereas, instrumental values are "modes ofconduct." According to
Rokeach, a value is a prescriptive or proscriptive belief that a specific mode ofbehavior
or end-state of existence is preferred to an opposite mode ofbehavior or end-state. The
Rokeach Value Survey uses eighteen terminal values and eighteen instrumental values
separate fi"om each other.
Each subject was presented with the list of terminal values and asked to rank them
in importance fi-om high to low based upon the guiding influence his/her life. The
procedure was repeated with the instrumental values.
Form D of the Rokeach Value Survey was employed, which uses removable
stickers with the values printed on them. The subject removes them and sticks them onto
a separate sheet ofpaper in the appropriate order.
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Extensive research has been conducted on the Rokeach Value Survey. For the
form used in this research. Form D, median test-retest reliabilities of college students run
from .78-.80 on the terminal values and .70-.72 on the instrumental values.
This instrument was designed specifically to study changes in values; consequently
the most appropriate use for this instrument was the very nature of this study. A pretest
was given along with a posttest in order to identify ifany changes occurred in values
afl;er the project. A copy of the Rokeach Value Survey can be viewed at Appendix A.
A secondary instrument designed by the researcher was also included in this study.
Ten factors that help persons make decisions were arbitrarily chosen from a list of
sixteeiL These were placed in alphabetic order. Three questions were developed that
would test the preferred ranking of these factors. This instrument is referred to as the
Decision-Making Factors Survey.
Data Collection
Data collection began with the gathering of the notebooks containing the test
instruments. Each individual instrument was recorded onto a sheet ofpaper with the
biographical and demographic information. The last four digits ofeach subject's social
security was entered at the top right ofthe page. Later, all these were changed to a more
anonymous identification number.
The Rokeach Value Survey terminal values pretest results were listed vertically
along the left hand side of the page with the terminal value posttest beside it. The
Rokeach Value Survey instrumental values pretest results were listed vertically about the
mid-point of the page with the posttest results to its right. A space was left in the
terminal values and instrumental values listings between each third region to make them
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more easily identifiable.
The Decision-Making Factors Sm-vey was in a similar way as the Rokeach Value
Survey. The identification number was Usted at the top right of the page. The
biographical material was not included however, but could easily be cross referenced with
the identification number. The Decision-Making Factors Survey pretest was listed
vertically along the left hand side of the page with the posttest beside it. The
results of question one was listed at the top of the page, question two in the middle, and
question three was listed at the bottom of the page.
To compile the data, a group chart was designed. The terminal values were listed
in vertical caption columns across the page horizontally. The individual biographical
material was listed horizontally along with the corresponding number for each value. The
numbers listed under each value had the pretest corresponding number separated by a
hyphen fi-om the posttest corresponding number. This group consolidation can be seen in
Appendix H. The increases fi-om pretest to posttest were marked with a pink highlighter
while the decreases from pretest to posttest were marked with a blue highlighter. The
horizontal data listings were cut apart with scissors, one horizontal strip for each
participant. These were then rearranged easily as needed when examining each subgroup
of the group as a whole. The instrumental values and all three questions of the Decision-
Making Factors Survey were collected the same way.
Preview of the Study
In Chapter 2, various forms ofUterature were reviewed and examined including
many biblical passages, literature on leadership development from corporate America and
the Church, character development, psychology, values and morals, biographies, and
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history. Chapter 3 provides a more detailed look at the design of the research project.
Chapter 4 supplies a report on the findings of the study. Chapter 5 analyzes the major
findings ofthe study as well as some suggestions regarding practical applications that
emerge fi"om this research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature on the subject of character ranges from letters to the editor in local
newspapers to scholarly research conducted over a period ofmany years. Most writers
concentrate on the character of the individual while some expand to examine the character
ofa group or even an entire culture. This research limits its exploration to the
development of the individual. The review of the literature is divided into four main
categories: general background; terminal values, those elements that help to define an end-
state ofbeing; instrumental values, those elements that could be described as actions or
behavior or conduct; and, the immeasurable, that supematural element where God engages
the process.
General Background
An anonymous adage states, "When wealth is lost, nothing is lost; when health is
lost, something is lost; when character is lost, all is lost." A number ofauthors added to
this, "Sow an act, and you reap a habit. Sow a habit, and you reap a character. Sow a
character and you reap a destiny." This guiding principle of life helps us understand what
Martin Luther King, Jr. meant when he proclaimed, "I look to the day when my children
will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character." For all
of time, those who have led the way know one thing: character stands supreme.
In 1924, Columbia University gathered several top scholars led by Hugh
Hartshome and Mark May to research the development of character. "Hundreds of
millions ofdollars are probably spent annually by churches, Sunday schools, and other
organizations for children and youth with almost no check on the product�a negligence
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ofwhich no modem industry would be guilty" (5). This research demonstrated moral
education could be evaluated objectively. After years of research in the late 1960s,
Rokeach concluded, "The value concept, more than any other, should occupy a central
position across all the social sciences�sociology, anthropology, psychology, psychiatry,
political science, education, economics, and history" (Beliefs 3). Forty years earlier,
Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth had reached a similar conclusion.
The movement to provide a satisfactory scientific foundation for the study
ofcharacter and personality has involved the facing and surmounting of
obstacles fer more serious than those that confronted natural science.
Chiefamong these are the complexity and fluidity of the phenomena of
himian behavior on the one hand and on the other the vested interests
which all human beings have in their reputations irrespective of their
correspondence with feet. (214)
The research by Hartshome and May began by asking the question, "How is
religion being taught to young people and with what effect?" To answer this question,
they composed a test instrument covering four categories: (1) knowledge and skill; (2)
attitude, opinion, and motive; (3) conduct; and, (4) self-control (8). Decades later,
Rokeach also saw various categories that could lend help to understanding character.
Three types ofbeliefe have previously been distinguished (Rokeach
1968B): descriptive or existential beliefe, those capable ofbeing tme or
false; evaluative behefe, wherein the object ofbelief is judged to be good or
bad; and prescriptive or proscriptive beliefs, wherein some means or end of
action is judged to be desirable or undesirable. A value is a belief of the
third kind�a prescriptive or proscriptive beUef (Nature 6-7)
In spite ofthis categorizing, all these researchers concluded that character goes beyond
the sum total ofthe individual's distinct actions and attitudes and resides more with "an
organized and fimctioning self' (Hartshome and May 378).
The entire body of literature on leadership development speaks about the
development ofskills while agreeing that character remains the most important element in
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any leader (Coppedge 29; Bogardus 141; Bama 107; Knapp 57; Crossland 12; Maxwell
103; Covey 109; Cueni 30; Lmidy 13; Gorsuch and Schaflfer 95; Nanus 139; Kotter 29).
Engstom and Larson interchange integrity with character when they state, "Like the North
Star of conscience, everything circulates around integrity" (59). Additionally they write,
"Integrity has proven itself to be at the heart and core of survival . . . integrity is
mandatory and not optional" (52).
Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth disagree with Engstrom and Larson's
conclusion that integrity is mandatory while seeming to side on the concept ofopinion:
In the case of fects, one's opinion is of small moment. But in the case of
questions involving moral principles, such as whether one should steal
when starving, the relevant knowledge has to do with laws, consequences,
concepts ofsociety, and the ethics ofproperty, and we are at once in the
field ofopinion. (82)
Not all beliefe are equally important to the individual. Rokeach explains, "Beliefs
vary along a central-peripheral dimension. The more central a behef, the more it will resist
change. The more central the belief changed, the more widespread the repercussions in
the rest ofthe beliefsystem" (Beliefs 3). Rokeach presents his findings that "two values�
salvation and forgiving�^stand out above all the others as the most distinctively Christian
values" (Nature 82). He develops this fiirther, "Whereas Jews and non-believers rank
salvation last. Christians generally rank it considerably higher�^third on the average for
Baptists and anywhere firom ninth to fourteenth for the remaining Christian groups" (82).
Church attendance has a similar pattem ofbeing last for non-beUevers and about the
middle for believers (128).
Character lies at the heart of the belief system. Character is that irreducible core of
our being. Rokeach began his research with some presuppositions:
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These formulations were guided by five assmnptions about the nature of
human values: (1) the total number ofvalues that a person possesses is
relatively small; (2) all men everywhere possess the same values to different
degrees; (3) values are organized into value systems; (4) the antecedents of
human values can be traced to culture, society and its institutions, and
personality; (5) the consequences ofhuman values will be manifested in
virtually all phenomena that social scientists might consider worth
investigating and understanding. (Nature 3)
Rokeach presupposes that values originate within the person holding those values
or at least within humanity itself Such an assumption requires supportive evidence, which
he does not supply. MacDonald offers an explanation fi-om the preferred alternative. In
referring to Proverbs 4:23, "Watch over your heart with all diUgence, for fi-om it flow the
springs of life," Gordon MacDonald points out that Solomon "wrote what he had received
fi-om the Creator who made us to work most effectively fi-om the inner world toward the
outer" (Ordering 23). He continues.
What does it mean to keep the heart? For one thing, the writer is obviously
concerned that the heart be protected fi-om influences outside itself that
might jeopardize its integrity. The writer is also concerned about the
strength and development ... to increase its capacity to bring order to
one's life. (23-24)
MacDonald explains this involves a deliberate and disciplined choice. Health and
productivity cannot be assumed but must be protected and maintained.
Howard Hendricks picks up on the idea of the core of the inner world flowing to
the outer world. He speaks of this importance for the entire area of instruction or
teaching.
The teacher's character is what produces the learner's confidence. When 1
see the quality ofyour life, I know you have something significant as a
teacher to contribute to me. I can trust you. I know you wouldn't lie to
me. This trust factor, this confidence in you, is the greatest commodity
you have going for you in communication. Never do anything to shred it.
It's the hardest thing to bring back. (121)
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Hendricks clearly states character stands supreme in the propagation ofeducation.
Ulrich, Zenger, and Smallwood, writing from the field of corporate America where the
goal is profit, take this a step fiirther indicating moral character is to be taught and
learned. To emphasize the priority of character, they explain that "personal credibiUty" is
the primary means to achieve that profit (215). To propagate this, they fiirther point out
"some leaders are taught [emphasis mine] to be personally credible, to develop [emphasis
mine] good habits, to live [emphasis mine] virtuous lives, and to build [emphasis mine]
moral character" (215). Character not only stands supreme but can be taught and
learned. The "how" question is just what this research tries to uncover.
Engstrom and Larson refer to a prayer breakfest in Minnesota when they write
that, "A moral and ethical crisis of the first dimension is gripping the United States,
according to pollster George M. Gallop, Jr. The crisis is so deep that even church
attendance makes little difference in a person's ethical views and behavior" (108). Oswalt
takes this fiirther, 'TJnless Christians are truly transformed into the character ofGod, the
whole process of the Church's existence becomes blurred and confiised" (3). He later
returns to this, 'Tfpeople are to be in a vital relationship with God, if they are to 'know'
him, then they must share his character, not merely forensically, but actually" (80).
Stephen Seamands identifies what he believes to be the problem in the fife of the
prophet Isaiah referring to the prophet's vision recorded in Isaiah 6,
"The fiitiUty and hopelessness ofhis situation begins to sink in. In seeing
God, he has seen himself! The gulfbetween God's infiniteness and his
finiteness is not what disturbs him most. Rather, it is the gulfbetween
God's character and his character" (62).
Oswalt ofifers some help in describing the character ofGod with the understanding that an
individual's character is to reflect God's character.
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What does the covenant reveal to us about the character ofGod? Above
all else that character is described in the word "holy." It is the word that
begins the exodus experience in Exodus 3, and it is the word that ends it in
Joshua 5. And all along the way, it crops up again and agaiiL The God
who makes the covenant, whatever else he may be, is supremely holy. (17)
In summary of the general overview, character stands supreme. It can be
categorized and measured but goes beyond the sum total of these parts. Christian
character is to reflect the character ofGod by the beUever actually sharing in the character
ofGod.
Values�A Working Definition
Throughout the remainder ofthe literature review, certain terms will be used that
must have some working definitions. Within a number ofdefinitions, the most relevant
suppUed by Webster for this study is, "to rate or scale in usefiilness, importance, or
general worth" ("value" 1292). Allport defines a "value" as "a beliefupon which a man
acts by preference" (454). Rokeach defines a "value" as an "enduring behef that a specific
mode ofconduct or end-state ofexistence is personally or socially preferable to an
opposite or converse mode ofconduct or end-state of existence" (Nature 5). Rokeach
dissects the values into three con^nents:
Values, like all beliefe, have cognitive, affective, and behavioral
components: (1) A value is a cognition about the desirable. To say that a
person has a value is to say that cognitively he knows the correct way to
behave or the correct end-state to strive for. (2) A value is affective in the
sense that he can feel emotional about it, be affectively for or against it,
approve of those who exhibit positive instances and disapprove of those
who exhibit negative instances of it. (3) A value has a behavioral
component in the sense that it is an intervening variable that leads to action
when activated. (7)
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Tenninal Values
Humans are not compartmentalized structures but integrated fimctioning beings
with values and beliefe. Values serve as standards that guide ongoing activities. We do
not separate our values and beliefe fi-om our behavior. Rokeach presents this looking
through the lens oforganized science.
It must be assumed that man's beUefs�like the physicists electrons and
protons, like the astronomer's moons and planets and sims, like the
geneticist's chromosomes and genes�become somehow organized into
architectural systems having describable and measurable structural
properties which, in turn, have observable behavioral consequences.
(BeHefe 1)
The terminal qualities ofcharacter are those that comprise the end-state ofbeing.
Rokeach identifies two such categories: personal and social, and the complete list can be
seen in Appendix A. This concept of separating end-states fi-om modes of conduct is not
unique to Rokeach. Maslow wrote of the ultimate value.
For one thing, it looks as if there were a single ultimate value for mankind,
a fer goal toward which all men strive. This is called variously by different
authors self-actualization, self-realization, integration, psychological health,
individuation, autonomy, creativity, productivity, but they aU agree that this
amounts to realizing the potentialities of the person, that is to say,
becoming fiilly human, everything that the person can become. (123)
Rokeach responds to Maslow.
Ifvalues are indeed equivalent to needs, as Maslow and many others have
suggested, then the lowly rat, to the extent that it can be said to possess
needs, should to the same extent also be said to possess values. If such a
view were adopted, it would be difficult to account for the fact that values
are so much at the center ofattention among those concerned with the
understanding ofhuman behavior and so little at the center ofattention
among those concerned with the understanding ofanimal behavior. That
values are regarded to be so much more central in the one case than in the
other suggests that values cannot altogether be identical to needs and
perhaps that values possess some attributes that needs do not. Man is the
only animal that can be meaningfiilly described as having values. Indeed, it
is the presence ofvalues and systems ofvalues that is a major characteristic
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distinguishing humans from infrahumans. Values are the cognitive
representations and transformations ofneeds, and man is the only animal
capable of such representations and transformations. (Nature 20)
John McClintock comments on the terminal values.
Our work is amoral work; that is to say, the work ofmaking men holy.
Our preaching is for that, our church agencies are for that, our schools,
colleges, universities and theological seminaries are for that. There is our
mission�^there is our glory�^there is our power, and there shall be the
ground ofour triumph. God keep us true. (qtd. in Smith 137)
John MacArthur tells of the potential for evil, and ui so doing, states the goal of life.
Inner space was meant to be the territory, an inner temple or sanctuary if
you please, in which God our Maker would make His interior residence.
Here He would commune with us, give empowerment for us to reflect His
image and His glory. Here would be the wellspring for thoughts and deeds
showing forth what the Bible calls holiness, life after the character ofGod.
(87)
Therefore, utilizing various terms, many researchers and authors note that there exists a
distinct goal of life.
In contrast to all the above instances of terminal values and understanding that
humans are integrated systems, Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth state some of their
results.
The wide differences in means of tests taken by the same children in
different situations and the relatively low correlations between the scores of
the same children in the different situations indicate quite clearly that a
child (5-8 grade) does not have a uniform generalized code ofmorals but
varies his opinions to suit the situations in which he finds himself. In other
words, he has a home code, a school code, a Sunday School code, et
cetera. (107-108)
Good Reputation
The integration ofterminal values involves a number of elements. The desire for a
good reputation is one of these. When the earfy Church wanted to establish a group of
men who would supervise the daily distribution of food, one of the qualities the apostles
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determined that the men were to possess was "a good reputation" (Acts 6:3, NAS). A
high correlation between reputation and conduct and attitudes is possible and can be
objectively measured according to Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth.
Theoretically the evidence from our knowledge of reputation indicates that
character, so far as it is reflected in reputation is completely represented by
(a) a series ofmeasurements ofconduct ofabout the same importance,
service, inhibition, persistence, hostility; and (b) a series ofmeasure of
ability in this order of importance: scholastic marks, school adjustment,
culture, social opinion and attitude, and intelligence. (236)
The value ofgood reputation can drive persons to compromise other values as
Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth discovered. They rewarded children for being tmthfiil
by setting them in a higher rank in the classroom. This provided pubHc prestige. Their
test results indicated the higher rank a child achieved, the higher frequency ofdeception,
pretending to be tmthfiil (339-343).
Christlikeness
Robert Coleman takes the idea ofan end-state one step fiirther to go beyond the
individual goal For Coleman, the individual's character is but a bridge to reach the world
for Christ. He states that the purpose ofmaking disciples is to develop into the likeness of
the Master: "Herein is the genius ofHis plan ofworld evangelization. For disciples of
Christ grow into the character oftheir Lord, and thereby become involved in his mission"
(Nothing 79).
Coleman comes back to this thought later when he writes, "The manifestation of
Christ's character has been the basis ofGod's program to reach the world. It is this
likeness ofChrist in the saints that makes holiness beautifiil" (Nothing 81). The world can
see a difference in Christians according to Coleman. The world sees a graciousness, a
humble servant-like attitude, and expressions of love. They see a joyfiil obedience. They
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see a thankful attitude even throughout sufferings, ridicule, and oppression. So
uncharacteristic of society, the world has to admit the Christians have been with Jesus.
"The print ofhis character is upon them" (81).
In discussing world evangeli2ation, Harold Burgess stated in a conference, "There
is nothing more attractive to a lost and dying world than a sanctified Ufe." Only one year
after Burgess's statement, George Gallop published a poll citing that eighty-four milHon
Americans claim to have made a personal commitment to Christ as Savior (Ortberg 33).
However, combine that number with the comments by William Iverson that "A pound of
meat would surely be affected by a quarter pound ofsalt. Ifthis is real Christianity, the
'salt of the earth,' where is the effect ofwhich Jesus spokeT' (qtd. m Ortberg 33). In
other words, authentic Christianity will produce a life ofholiness that will affect all of
society. Paul speaks of this practical holiness in Ephesians when addressing how the
Church works to strengthen each other in becoming like Christ, "As each part does its
own special work, it helps the other parts grow, so that the whole body is healthy and
growing and full of love" (Eph. 4:15-16, NLT). Jerry Bridges writes: "Everyone, then,
who professes to be a Christian should ask himself if there is evidence ofpractical hohness
in his fife" (43).
Inner Harmony
Another terminal value Rokeach lists is inner harmony. Scott Peck speaks of this
same value using mental health terminology, "Mature mental health demands then an
extraordinary capacity to flexibly strike and continually re-strike a deUcate balance
between conflicting needs, goals, duties, responsibilities, directions, et cetera" (66). The
opposite of this inner harmony is prevalent in the literary Poe classic The Tell-Tale Heart
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where the mm"derer suffers great guilt and fear over the deed imtil it Uterally causes him to
lose touch with reaUty (122-128).
Terminal values take on different shapes depending on the author. Adversity
serves a dual role in building character and in revealing what character has already been
built. We have some persons in the Bible who demonstrate this principle. Joseph saw life
from God's vantage point (terminal) because he had paid the price of keeping his integrity
(instrumental) during family persecution, and Ues and rumors spread about him at work.
Potipher's wife framed him for a crime he did not commit. He spent years in prison,
forgotten. Yet he viewed life from the end-state ofGod's vantage point (Gen. 37-50).
Job was attacked and totally devastated. His response revealed his terminal values
in his character. He worshipped (Job 1 :20-22). AVhen the difficulties increased, his own
wife testified to his integrity remaining intact (Job 2:9). We are then told that Job did not
sin throughout the ordeal.
View of Sin
This discussion ofcharacter automatically requires us to examine how one views
sin. "To continue to live in sin as a Christian is to go contrary to God's very purpose for
our salvation. Holiness, then, is not necessary as a condition of salvation�that would be
salvation by works�^but as a part of salvation that is received by feith" (Bridges 39).
Therefore, character can be described as a life devoid of sinfiil behavior. MacDonald
writes, "The Scriptures do not focus on the individual actions or attitudes of sin; rather,
the focus is on the underlying condition ofevil or sinfiilness that leaves us all morally and
spiritually vulnerable to misbehavior" (Rebuilding 52).
Oswalt explains the Old Testament term tamim (Gen. 6:9, 17:1, 20:5; Deut. 18:13;
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2 Sam. 22:33; Ps. 101:2, 15:2, 37:18, et al.) translated often as "perfect" leads to a
conclusion ofan end-state. Rather than a static state a distinct difference in being is called
for with this term (45-50). Oswalt shows how the New Testament equivalent telios
(Matt. 5:48; Phil. 3:12, 15) also points to such a state (45-50). He points to some of the
symptoms of this state ofbeing with Elihu, the fiiend ofJob. "Elihu claims to be perfect in
knowledge. Elihu contrasts his unblemished knowledge with felsehood. He is speaking
out ofa perfect knowledge. It is not corrupted by self seeking or by deceitfiilness" (51).
So ifone chose to compromise his/her character and sin, MacDonald states
nothing could be worse than to sin and watch the consequences unfold. He Usts some of
the consequences as a loss ofgood reputation, responsibiUties, even material security.
Relationships can dissolve including divorce, loss ofjob, loss of fiiends. The right to
pursue one's vocation can be denied by the governing bodies of that vocation. "AU parts
ofa person's world can be shattered into tiny pieces when misbehavior generates its
consequences (RebuUding XVI).
Some define sin in terms of self-interest or self-preservation. Hartshome, May,
and MaUer discovered that self-interest is one of the leading causes ofconflict. They
commented that one does not need to go back to Hobbes or Freud to see how "self-
interest and the desire for power and possession are the dominant forces in social and
individual Ufe" (42).
One can look at the story ofJesus in the Garden ofGethsemane to see that this
self-interest is a very real power in our Uves. Jesus prayed repeatedly that he did not want
his own wiU but his Father's wiU to be done (Matt. 26:36-44). The wrestUng match Jesus
had that night was authentic. Yet the apostle Paul writes that the very wrestUng match
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Jesus had that night is the same for us and that we can be delivered from this self-interest.
Paul writes, "The love ofChrist controls us, having concluded this, that one died for all,
therefore all died; and He died for all that they who live should no longer live for
themselves" [emphasis mine] (2 Cor. 5: 14-1 5a, NAS). The last five words of the quote
indicate a dehverance from self-interest. The other italicized word, "thaf serves as a
logical connector indicating purpose. In other words, the purpose of Jesus' death was to
deliver us from Hving for ourselves.
This issue of the cross ofChrist delivering us from self-interest is developed by
Dennis Kinlaw. He examines the passage in Philippians 2. He says that self-interest is
well demonstrated by the question, "What's in it for me? Jesus never strove to get
something for himself (101). English translations include the word "only" or "merely" in
verse 4, "Do not merely/only [emphasis mine] look out for your own interests". In
looking through the Greek, Kinlaw did not see any word justifying this inclusion. He
asked a professor at Asbury College with a Ph.D. in classical literature and Bob
Mulholland who has a Ph.D. in New Testament from Harvard University about this issue.
Both responded with, "It is not there" (100). To explain the inclusion, Kinlaw writes,
"We twentieth century Christians don't believe the Lord can deliver us from self-interest,
so we insert our assumptions into Scripture" (101).
Instrumental Values
Instrumental values include all modes of conduct or behavior. They include
thinking patterns. Some of the instrumental values can also double as termiaal values.
This is demonstrated by the feet that the momentum ofour character becomes
unstoppable. We create our character with our decisions (instrumental), and our
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character, in tum, exercises more and more influence (terminal) on the decisions we make.
The examination of the instrumental values is organized by those individual values and
their related ideas.
MacDonald uses the Apostle Peter as a case study in how an individual can
compromise his/her integrity with his/her decisions, thus having a broken world experience
as he calls it. He exposes the following three myths: (1) broken worlds are the exception,
not the rule; (2) a broken world experience can never happen to me; and, (3) if and when
my world does break, I can more than handle the results (Rebuilding 25-30). In answer to
these myths, he provides three items that serve either as preventative or as restorative: (1)
know history; (2) know yourself; and, (3) know God's laws (25-30).
To explain his answer about knowing history, MacDonald points to the saints of
the Bible. "The Bible seems to suggest through the stories ofvarious men and women
that broken world experiences are usually the turnaround moments ushering God's people
into greater and more powerful performances of character, courage, and achievement"
(Rebuilding 27).
The Apostle Peter is examined under the second solution. MacDonald states that
the Bible teaches by way ofbiography that pressure, failure, embarrassment, sorrow, pain,
and stress are required means to result in godly character, human development, and
maturity (Rebuilding 28). To say that failure, pressure, sorrow, and pain are all required is
confirmed by fife, but this research disagrees with MacDonald' s explanation. MacDonald
treats Peter's forsaking Christ as a "failure" instead of as a sin. That interpretation is
incorrect. IfMacDonald is correct, then the logical conclusion is: sin is required of us.
Saying sin is required goes too far, yet that is MacDonald's position.
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MacDonald continues with this reasoning, "It would take a world-breaking
experience ofmajor proportions�^humiliating, devastating, complete�^to develop the kind
ofcharacter Christ wanted for him. Jesus let the man fail" (Rebuilding 30). To say Jesus
let the man fell is one thing. To say Jesus required the man to fell is quite another.
MacDonald is rationalizing at this point. Rokeach lends some help for us to understand,
"The process of rationalization so crucial a component in virtually all the defense
mechanisms, would be in^ssible ifman did notpossess values [emphasis mine] to
rationalize with" (Nature 13).
To develop the third answer, MacDonald paraphrases E. Stanley Jones by
mentioning that Jones told people regularly that even though we make all our own
choices we cannot control the consequences of those choices. "They have an energy of
their own and no one�except God�^knows where the effects ofa broken world are likely
to stop" (qtd. in Rebuilding 32).
Another instrumental value of this study is obedience to God. MacDonald writes
that God's laws must be obeyed because they come from Him and because in the scheme
of life they make sense. He notices that when they are violated, the result is nonsense.
The result involves "j)eople hurting one another, taking from one another, slandering one
another, even killing one another. And out of all that flows pain, anger, bitterness, and
vengeance" (Rebuilding XV).
Obedience
Coleman explains the purposes ofGod involve teaching obedience to his children
and his children learning obedience. He points to Jesus,
He Uved in obedience. He died in obedience. The things He suffered were
only means of teaching Himmore about obedience (Hebrews 5:8). In this
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sense, the cross displays a Ufe totaUy obedient to the wiU ofGod. Jesus
always did those things which the Father commanded (John 8:28, 55,
14:31, 17:4) thereby permitting God to perfect His purpose in human flesh.
(Mind 98)
Within his sermon on the mount, Jesus preaches that many wiU have the skills
necessary for ministry including casting out demons, heaUng the sick, and proclamation
abilities. However, he points to the necessity of obedience when he teUs this group of
highly pubUc ministers, "I never knew you. Depart from me you who practice
lawlessness" (Matt. 7:23, NAS). Just earUer in this passage, Jesus puts it plainly, "The
decisive issue is whether they obey my Father in heaven" (Matt. 7:21, NLT).
King Saul learned this principle the hard way. After a great military victory and
the gathering up of the spoils, the prophet Samuel reminded him God had ordered a
complete destruction ofeverything. Saul testifies that he has destroyed everything. At
that point Samuel calls him to account for the Uvestock and the captured king. Saul
continues to cloud the situation with various rhetoric, but Samuel wiU not be sidetracked:
"To obey is better than sacrifice" (1 Sam. 15). Amos teaches this exact same principle
that God looks for obedience instead ofworship from a sinfiil Ufe (Amos 5).
Within the discussion ofobedience, we find Micah askii^ the question about what
the Lord requires. He then gives the answer, "To do what is right, to love mercy, and to
walk humbly with your God" (Mic. 6:8, NLT).
Walking humbly with God is walking in obedience. This stands out most clearly in
the mind ofChrist passage ofPhiUppians 2. After Paul has given the commands of
avoiding self-interest in 2:3-4, he illustrates this principle with Christ. Within verse 8, Paul
uses a dative ofmeans to fiirther emphasize the area ofobedience serving as a means not
an end. This grammatical analysis is corroborated in the New American Standard
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Translation: "He hmnbled Himself6y becoming obedient [emphasis mine]." Paul returns
to this emphasis on obedience in verse 12 with, "just as you have always obeyed" (NAS).
The Scriptures point out a clear principle. Obedience is the number one trait of
humility while disobedience is the number one trait of pride. (Num. 12:3; Deut. 10:12-16;
2 Chron. 7:14; Mic. 6:8; Zeph. 2:3; Jas. 4:6-10; 1 Pet. 5:5-6).
Responsibility
Another instrumental value in character development is responsibility. "Most
people who come to see a psychiatrist are suffering from what is called either a neurosis or
a character disorder. These two conditions are disorders of responsibility" (Peck 35).
Peck says that almost aU ofus "from time to time seek to avoid�in ways that can be quite
subtle�the pain ofassuming responsibiUty for our own problems" (40). This is especiaUy
true of the one with the character disorder. "When they are in conflict with the world,
they automatically assume [emphasis mine] that the world is at fault" (35). He picks up
on this again:
Whenever we seek to avoid the responsibiUty for our own behavior, we do
so by attempting to give that responsibiUty to some other individual or
organization or entity. But this means we then give away our power to
that entity, be it 'fete' or 'society' or the government or the corporation, or
our "boss." (42)
From the Garden ofEden onward, the Bible places aU responsibiUty on us for our
decisions. This does not mean aU circumstances in which we find ourselves are our
responsibiUty, but aU our decisions are. Peck speaks of this in the area ofmental health:
"Sooner or later, if they are to be healed, they must learn that the entirety ofone's adult
Ufe is a series ofpersonal choices, decisions. If they can accept this totaUy, then they
become free people. To the extent that they do not accept this they wiU forever feel
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themselves victims" (44).
Therefore, ifwe find om-selves with problems, Peck would say we must solve
them. Passing the buck would be considered a character disorder involving a lack of
responsibility.
We cannot solve life's problems except by solving them. We must accept
responsibility for a problem before we can solve it. 1 can solve a problem
only when I say, "This is my problem and it's up to me to solve it." But
many, so many seek to avoid the pain of their problems by saying to
themselves, "This problem was caused me by other people, or by social
circumstances beyond my control, and therefore it is up to other people or
society to solve this problem for me." (32-33)
Adam and Eve avoided fecir^ the problem. Adam blamed Eve. Eve blamed the
serpent. God called them each to account for their own behavior (Gen. 3:1-13). We see
the same avoidance of responsibihty with Aaron after he crafted the golden calf and was
confi-onted by Moses. He blamed the people. He blamed Moses for being so long. He
even blamed the fire (Rebuilding 80).
Self-Discipline/Self-Control
Peck states that responsibility lies within the larger area ofself-discipline. Rokeach
identifies self-discipline as an instrumental value, not a terminal value. Interestingly
enough, a commonly heard statement among Christian circles is, "I wish I were more self-
disciplined." Yet research indicates self-discipline is a mode ofconduct, not an end-state
of being.
The New Testament uses engkrateia (self-control) sparingly. Paul uses it in the
list of the fiiiit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:23), and Peter uses it in a list ofattributes to be
developed by the Christian (2 Pet. 1 :6). Paul uses it again to speak ofcontroUing oneself
sexually (1 Cor. 7:5). Paul then uses an athlete as an example for a Christian to exercise
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self-control in every area of life as the specific means to prepare for that very Ufe (1 Cor.
9:24-27).
MacDonald suppUes a list ofcharacteristics of an midiscipUned life including "a
cluttered desk, the condition of the car, forgotten appointments or phone calls, missed
deadlines, investing energy in unproductive tasks, lost sense of intimacy with God,
personal relationships suffer, lowering of self-esteem" (Ordering 66-67). He provides his
solution by seeing the discipline in Jesus. These include how Jesus clearly understood his
mission. He understood his own limits. He prioritized time aside for the training of the
disciples, and "properly budgeted his time for the gathering of inner strength and resolve
in order to compensate for one's weaknesses when spiritual warfere begins" (68).
MacDonald would agree that Jesus never procrastinated or avoided the task at hand
because he did not feel up to the task. "A mature disciplined Christian never dissipates
time and energy by catering to moodiness" (Taylor 34).
Peck speaks ofdiscipline as a "self-enlarging process;" consequently, "the pain of
giving up is the pain ofdeath, but death of the old is birth of the new" (Peck 74). He
explains that the pain involved in this process ofl;en deters people fi-om engaging the
process. "Consequently they cling, ofi;en forever, to their old patterns of thinking and
behaving, thus foiling to negotiate any crisis, to truly grow up, and to experience the joyfiil
sense ofrebirth that accompanies the successfiil transition into greatermaturity" (71).
Peck uses terminology shared with the Bible. He speaks of rebirth as a transition.
This same terminology used by Jesus in his conversation with Nicodemus challenged
Israel's teacher's thinking patterns. It caused Nicodemus pain in learning to think
differently. This change in thinking was necessary to negotiate the crisis that would take
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place in his heart and life at the new birth (John 3).
Peck also uses the phrasing of transitioning to greater maturity. John speaks of
levels ofmature feith by using "children, young men, and fathers" (1 John 2: 12-14). Paul
writes, "When I was a child, I spoke and thought and reasoned as a child does. But when
I grew up, I put away childish things" (1 Cor. 13:12, NLT). David Seamands points out
this "putting away" is the very strong word katargeo. He states it must be a disciplined
and deliberate act by the beUever to reach a higher level ofmature feith (Preface). In other
words, chronological maturity does not automaticaUy bring on emotional and spiritual
maturity. Kohlberg explained the levels ofmoral reasoning stretched from Egocentric to
Perspectivistic, from childish to mature, from self-kiterest to internal principles
(qtd. in Stonehouse 96). A chart that identifies Kohlberg's developed thoughts can be
viewed in Appendix I.
Taylor states this same principle, "Without discipline the character wiU remain
weak and infantile" (39). When parents permit their child to grow up without learning
self-discipUne, "This wiU bring his so-caUed strong wUl into bondage to his appetites. He
is being conditioned to want what he wants when he wants it, without any capacity for
deferment or denial The resulting character wiU be not reaUy strong at aU but patheticaUy
weak" (68).
Peck discovered four techniques or elements which constitute discipline including,
"delaying gratification, assumption of responsibiUty, dedication to the truth or reaUty, and
balancing" (Peck 77). He continues, "Discipline is a system of techniques, because these
techniques are very much interrelated" (77).
By examining each element. Peck elaborates, "Lack of self-discipUne is the
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unwillingness to delay gratification" (30). He has discovered the lack of self-discipline
stays witlun the realm of the will in contrast with the theory that it is beyond the control of
the individual or "just a victim" mentality. Bridges also speaks of self-discipHne within the
realm ofthe will fi-om a Reformed position:
Paul said, 'Tor the grace ofGod that brings salvation has appeared to all
men. It teaches us to say 'No' to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to
live self-controlled, upright and godly Uves in this present ^e" (Titus 2:11-
12). The same grace that brings salvation teaches us to renounce ungodly
Uving. We cannot receive halfofGod's grace. Ifwe have experienced it at
all, we wiU experience not only forgiveness ofour sins but also fi-eedom
fi-om sin's dominion. (39)
To elaborate on balancing, Peck introduces the areas ofanger and depression.
The feeling ofgiving up something loved (to become balanced or stay
balanced)�or at least something that is a part of ourselves and familiar�is
depression- Since mentaUy healthy human beings must grow, and since
giving up or loss ofthe old self is an integral part ofthe process ofmental
and spiritual growth, depression is a normal and basicaUy healthy
phenomena. (69)
Peck fiirther explains the need for anger in our Uves by showing how anger is experienced
"whenever we perceive another organism encroaching upon our geographical or
psychological territory or trying one way or another, to put us down" (64). The Apostle
Paul must have understood this whole area ofanger and balance when he commanded,
"Be angry, yet do not sin" (Eph. 4:26 NAS). A recent translation states this, "Don't sin
by letting anger gain control over you" (NLT). Paul balances the anger we feel with the
abiUty to express it without harm or sin. Peck goes so far as to state, "Without our anger
we would indeed be continuaUy stepped on, until we were totaUy squashed and
exterminated. Only with anger can we survive" (64).
In his letter to the Galatians, Paul Usts the deeds of the flesh. Within that Ust is
"outbursts ofanger." Paul then Usts the fruit of the Spirit. He finishes that list with "self-
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control." Paul does not say anger is sinfiil, but the various expressions of that anger can
be acts of sin. With self-control, one can maintain that anger within productive, heahhy
expressions.
'Troblems do not go away," Peck states. "They must be worked through or else
they remain, forever a barrier to the growth and development ofthe spirit" (Peck 31).
Self-discipline combines many tools we require to solve the problems of life. "A large
segment ofpeople believe the best way to deal with evil is simply not to talk about it.
Maybe, they seem to assume, it will go away. But it doesn't" (MacDonald 85). Peck
bcHeves nothing can be solved ifwe lack discipline. He teaches that "with some discipline
we can solve only some problems. With total discipline we can solve all problems" (Peck
15-16). To condense all this into a guiding principle, he states, "It is necessary that the
higher centers ofour brain (judgment) be able to regulate and modulate the lower centers
(emotion)" (65). Gough agrees, 'Tret's be honest fi-om the onset: Despite the fatalistic, 'I
can't help it' attitude so prevalent in our day, the truth is that we do have control over and
can overcome our weaknesses ofcharacter [original emphasis]" (xxi).
Within the area ofdiscipline we find that "fi-ankness is indeed a virtue when
coupled with intelligent, loving tact and discretion. It often takes a far higher display of
discipline to refi-ain fi-om speaking than it does to speak" (Taylor 35). James writes that
one who blesses God and curses another person reveals the fact that they lack self-
discipline (Jas. 3:9-12). When Paul instructs the church at Ephesus to be filled with the
Spirit, his very next word, "speaking" would indicate that the supematural engagement of
God with the person directly affects their speech patterns. Here we have another example
of the combination ofthe person taking action as well as being the recipient ofGod's
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action to develop an element of character.
The feeling we possess that we are valuable people is essential to mental health and
is a cornerstone of self-discipline according to Peck. 'Tt is a direct product ofparental
love. Such fortunate children will enter adulthood not only with a deep internal sense of
their own value but also with a deep internal sense of security" (Peck 24). This leads us to
the next instrumental value of love.
Love
Peck defines love as "the will to extend one's self for the purpose ofnurturing
one's own or another's spiritual growth" (Peck 81). As a matter of fact he states, "The
only true end of love is spiritual growth or human evolution" (106). Paul speaks of the
development and spiritual growth ofothers when he writes ofGod giving gifts to the
Church:
He gave these gifts to the church: the apostles, the prophets, the
evangelists, and the pastors and teachers. Their responsibihty is to equip
God's people to do his work and build up the church, the body ofChrist,
until we come to such unity in our faith and knowledge ofGod's Son that
we will be mature and fiill grown in the Lord, measuring up to the fiill
stature ofChrist. (Eph. 4:11-13, NLT)
When discussing the major elements in raising children. Peck commented that role-
modehng remained very important, but the most important element is love (Peck 22). He
picks this up later, 'T^ve is an act ofwill�namely, both an intention and an action. WiU
also impUes choice. We do not have to love. We choose to love" (83). Hemfelt, Minirth,
and Meier agree with Peck that we choose to love, and that sometimes that love is
expressed in very difficult ways. "Much depends upon your desire to fi-ee yourself fi"om
the ghosts ofyour own past. The chUdren in your Ufe wiU benefit, perhaps immeasurably.
Your own happiness and your abiUty to genuinely love hir^e on the decisions you make
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now" (16).
Peck mifolds the expression of love as giving, but he says,
"Love is not simply giving; it is judicious giving and judicious withholding
as well It is judicious praising and judicious criticizing. It is judicious
arguing, struggling, confronting, urging, pushing and puUing in addition to
comforting. It is leadership. The word 'judicious' means requiring
judgment, and judgment requires more than instinct; it requires thoughtfiil
and often painfiil decision-making" (111).
Peck just described the entire love ofGod bound up in redemption as we see it unfold,
event after event, throughout the Old Testament climaxing at the cross of Jesus.
Peck unfolds what love is not as a way to help us understand what love is:
"Dependent people are interested in their own nourishment, but no more; they desire
filling; they desire to be happy; they don't desire to grow; they are not wilhng to tolerate
the unhappiness, the loneliness and suffering involved in growth" (Peck 106). Stated
another way,
"Fostering independence is more loving than taking care ofpeople who
could otherwise take care ofthemselves. Expressing our own needs,
anger, resentment and expectations is every bit as necessary to the mental
health ofa family as self-sacrifice, confrontation as much as acceptance"
(112).
Earher he explained the difference between a love that gives and a lack of love that takes.
"When you require another individual for yoiir survival, you are a parasite
on that individuaL There is no choice, no freedom involved in your
relationship. It is a matter ofnecessity rather than love. Love is the free
exercise of choice. Two people love each other only when they are quite
capable of hving without each other but choose to Uve with each other"
(98).
E. Stanley Jones speaks of the balance to a person when he/she follows the
guidance found within the Schema: "Loving God with the strength of the mind, the
strength ofthe emotion, and the strength of the will�^that makes the truly Christian and
the truly balanced and the truly strong character" (189). Jesus told the disciples that the
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entire world would know they were his followers, his disciples, if they loved one another
(John 13:35). Francis Schaeffer calls this love the "mark of a Christian" saying that above
all else, this love is the distinguishing mark (8). This love is the very thing Paul
determined as utmost in 1 Corinthians 13. Rokeach learned from his research that even
though Christianity teaches love, data from the national survey do not support the
proposition that Christians place a greater value on love than non-Christians. "There is no
evidence from the national san^le that being loving and helpfiil are distinctively Christian
vahies" (Nature 83).
Coleman writes about the love ofChrist as paramount.
It is an appeal to actively conform to the will ofGod, not out ofcoercion
but because it is the desire ofour hearts. This was the secret of Jesus' joy,
and he covets the same experience for his disciples (John 15:11). Hence,
he calls them "fiiends" (John 15:15). A servant does not know his master's
business; he knows only the command to act. But a firiend knows not only
the command, but the reason behind it. Borne along by this knowledge of
God's motive, the Christian ministry is a labor of love. (Mind 99).
Foresight
Throughout the Old Testament, the prophets preach about fiiture consequences to
Israel's or other nation's decisions. Jonah, for example preached ofcoming judgment if
the city ofNineveh refiised to repent and tum to God. The city considered this and
decided to repent. Paul mentions in his epistle to the Philippians that he prefers to go to
heaven, but he realizes that his remaining on earth will benefit the Church: so he states that
he knows he will remain (1:20-26). This abiUty to foresee consequences is one of the
foremost instrumental values in decision making. This was one area tested in 1919 to
analyze reUgious growth (Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth 10). Hartshome, May, and
Shuttleworth write.
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Man is perhaps unique in his possession of the abilities of foresight and
choice. It has been thought that at any particular point in his career he can
inhibit the impulse to act along one single line, look back on previous
experience for enhghtenment, look forward and construct in imagination
the consequences of several alternatives, consider the relative importance
ofeach, and decide on his course ofaction. What he does at such a time in
his consideration of consequences and his choice ofalternatives becomes a
measure ofcharacter in the sense in which this concept has been developed
by the Character Education Inquiry . . .His deliberation as to probable
consequences in any particular situation is dependent upon somewhat
similar situations in the past. It is, in fact, this dependence upon his past
that makes his creative acts significant as indices to character. In addition,
man makes all his choices in a world where contingency is universal. (237)
Truth�Deception
The last instrumental value to examine is a two-part element. It is deception and
truth. In a 1996 study conducted by the Josephson Institute, 24 percent of college
students and 10 percent of adults not in school admitted that they would he to get a job.
The study also indicated 61 percent of college students and 26 percent ofadults not in
school admitted that they had Bed to a parent within the previous year. On this very same
survey, 97 percent ofall the participants agreed that honesty is the best pohcy and that "it
is dishonest to intentionally misrepresent a fact or to deUberately cause another person to
beheve something that is not true" (Gough 56). Having reported the results of this study
by the Josephson Institute, Gough then draws the conclusion, "Stats like these, and
expecially the personal experiences ofour every day fives, clearly reveal that many, ifnot
most, of the problems precipitating bad behaviors are not a problem ofthe head . . . but of
character" (56).
Hartshome and May Ust three types of deception: cheating; lying; and stealing
(407). They state that one learns to deceive, "Adaptive behavior is learned very early
everyone knows. It is first leamed in those situations where it constitutes the most
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successful solution of the problem ofgetting one's own way" (21). Peck points out that,
"The reason people he is to avoid the pain of challenge and its consequences. Lying is an
attenpt to circumvent legitimate suffering and hence is productive ofmental iUness" (Peck
56).
Because deception is a leamed behavior, "it runs in famihes about the same way as
inteUigence, eye color, or height" (Hartshome and May 14). That research also indicated
that "deception also goes by gangs and classrooms. A pupil resembles his fiiends in his
tendency to deceive" (15). In learning a fife ofdeception or tmth,
A comparison of the correlation will indicate that the influence ofparents is
much greater than that of teachers. The relationship ofthe club (i.e..
Scouts) leader to the children indicates Uttle, ifany moral influence. The
Sunday school is supposed to be the bulwark ofmoral instruction for
children. Yet the studies indicate (Sunday school) the teachers have no
measurable moral influence on their students. (Hartshome, May, and
Shuttleworth 102-103)
These findings show the amount ofmoral influence various adults have on
children- The researchers inferred the reason for these results simply corresponded to the
amoimt oftime each adult actually spent with the child (Hartshome, May, and
Shuttleworth 99).
The research by Hartshome and May concluded that significant differences exist
between the extremely honest and the extremely dishonest. These extremes match up with
differences in intelhgence, home background, and school deportment. Their data also
suggests an influence in matters of race, nationahty, or gender (311). There was an
increase in the tendency to deceive based upon lower economic class, lower inteUigence,
and lower social class (250). Hartshome and May raised the possibiUty that deception
might have a biological cause (244-245).
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Hartshome and May, trying to miderstand their research, comment definitively that
deception is a leamed behavior. Then because of seeing deception patterns in femiUes
where the sibhngs share the same intelhgence level, they begin to ask ifdeception is
biological (244-245). Ifdeception is a leamed behavior, it would be most prevalent in
those femihes or groups that model or teach deceptive practices. Hartshome and May
have no physiological evidence to make the logical leap fi-om an environmental process to
a biological process.
The Bible places issue of tmth or deception squarely in the realm of the will, not
the genetic makeup, and indicates the problem goes much deeper than a vohtional issue
when Jeremiah cries out that the heart is deceitfiilly wicked (17:9). Hartshome and May
discovered that as children grow and age chronologically, no indication is evident of a
correlating change in their tendency to deceive (257). Kohlberg's research also indicates
no automatic correlation vsdth chronological aging and increases in moral development
(qtd. in Stonehouse 96). Rokeach pointed out that a correlation to those who retumed the
pencils after the test ranked honesty higher on the values scale than those who did not
retum the pencil (Nature 136).
Whether a follower ofGod or a pagan, deception was considered vohtional by the
bibhcal writers. This explains Abunelech's question to Abraham when he found out Sarah
was Abraham's wife (Gen. 20). The commandment against slandering your neighbor
(Exod. 20: 16) is grounded on the behef that telling the tmth or slandering is within the
control of the individual. Paul uses the first halfof the letter to the Ephesians to tell us
what God has done for us in Christ. Paul then uses the remainder of the letter to speak of
our response to God including putting away falsehood and speaking the tmth (4:22). This
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research has discovered a consensus among the authors that truth or deception resides in
the realm of the will.
Hartshome, May, and Shuttleworth mention that, "In areas of interest which are
conventionally called moral, it may be cmel to be kind, and kindness which considers the
ultimate results may involve momentary cmelty" (144). They continue with this whole
area of "white Ues" or lying because we beheve it to attain a higher good: "We deceive
ourselves ifwe imagine that a he is any less a he because it is used for a worthy end. Ifwe
feel we have to he, Ue 'honestly,' i.e., with clear recognition of the feet that we are lying"
(144). Peck would disagree.
Withholding tmth�seen as protective but the result is not protection but
deprivation. The children are deprived of the knowledge they might gain
about money, illness, dmgs, sex, marriage, their parents, their
grandparents, and people in general. They are also deprived ofthe
reassurance they might receive if these topics were discussed more openly.
FinaUy, they are deprived of role models of openness and honesty, and are
provided instead with role models ofpartial honesty, incomplete opeimess,
and limited courage. (60)
Peck did qualify his statements explaining that selective withholding remains healthy, and
disclosure or honesty must be timely. He mdicated the disclosure must be appropriate for
the age level of the chUd.
Hartshome andMay conclude that "no one questions that the habits and skills of
dishonest behavior have to be leamed. When these prove unprofitable or dangerous and
the old honest ways are stiU avaUable, the old are resorted to once more" (26).
MacDonald points to a similar transition when he writes about those who are trying to
rebuild their integrity and the difiSculties involved, "The broken world experience is
usuaUy private and very personal It may include a period of resistance to the tmth"
(Rebuilding 36). He later points out that restoration begms with honest confession of
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wrong done (58). Gough develops this transition from deception to truth also: "Ifyou
want to develop good habits ofethical character such as honesty and respect, then you
must hterally practice being honest and respectfiil" (63). Hartshome and May infer from
the data of their tests that this is hkely to come easier for those ofhigher inteUigence,
"Honesty is positively related to intelhgence. In almost any group ofchildren of
approximately the same age, those ofhigher levels of inteUigence deceive definitely less
than those of lower levels" (408).
MacDonald points out the indispensable nature of tmth in rebuUding private
worlds. "No broken world ever begins to be rebuilt until this moment of insight is
initiated. And the longer it takes to reach that moment, the more difficult it wiU be to
rebuild a broken world and minimize the consequences" (Rebuilding 64). Ifthis is tme for
rebuilding, it must also be tme for initial building. He continues by explaining why we
keep away from tmth: "The answer has to do with tmth. We acquire secrets when we do
not wish to face or reveal the tmth" (73). We see this avoidance of tmth in Aaron after
the golden calfepisode and his blaming everyone else, as mentioned earher.
MacDonald offers three steps to come to the tmth. The first step is personal
insight, when we realize the truth intemaUy and own up to it. Second, we see ourselves
for what we are. Third, we embrace God's law for the tmth it is. "This tmth is
noncompetitive; it is nonnegotiable; and it is, in the long run, unavoidable. When it is
respected and obeyed, everyone wins, and God is honored" (RebuUding 56).
Agreeing with MacDonald about rebuilding broken worlds, Alcohohcs
Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous and every other recovery program begin by
admitting they are out ofcontrol (Alcohohcs Anonymous 59; Narcotics Anonymous 17).
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Guiding the entire recovery process is truth.
Blamires takes this issue of truth one step beyond MacDonald's revelatory and
freedom nature by showing that "truth is most certainly a shelter. And it is inviolable"
(114). Peck explains this in a similar way, "Ifour hves are to be healthy and our spirits are
to grow, then there must be a dedication to the truth. For truth is reahty. That which is
felse is imreal" (44). The Apostle John rejoiced to hear that his converts were walking in
the truth (3 John 4).
David asked the question, "Who may worship in your sanctuary, LORD?" (Ps.
15:1, NLT). He then answered that question with a series ofquahties and value
statements including, "speaking the truth from sincere hearts and those who refiise to
slander others" (Ps. 15:2-3 NLT). Truth is a requirement to approach God. To stand in
God's presence, one cannot harbor deceit or falsehood.
In trying to help individuals tum aroimd. Peck offers some guidehnes.
What rules, then can one follow ifone is dedicated to the tmth? First,
never speak felsehood. Second, bear in mind that the act ofwithholding
the tmth is always potentially a he; and that in each instance in which the
tmth is withheld a significant moral decision is required. Third, the
decision to withhold the tmth should never be based on personal needs
such as a need for power, a need to be hked or a need to protect one's
world view from challenge. Fourth, and conversely, the decision to
withhold the tmth must always be based entirely upon the needs of the
person or people from whom the tmth is being withheld. Fifth, the
assessment ofanother's needs is an act of responsibility which is so
complex that it can only be executed wisely when one operates with
genuine love for the other. Sbd:h, the primary fector in the assessment of
another's needs is the assessment of that person's capacity to utilize the
tmth for his or her own spiritual growth, it should be borne in mind that
our tendency is generaUy to underestimate rather than overestimate this
capacity. (62)
Because this research seeks to understand Christian character, the Christian view
of tmth must also be understood in distinction from the common understanding oftmth.
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Blamires provides a clear distiaction between truth as seen by the world's standards and
truth that is Christianly conceived:
The conception oftruth proper to the Christian mind is determined by the
supematural orientation of the Christian mind. When we Christians speak
of "the great tmths" of the Christian Faith, we mean especially those
doctrines describing the meeting of the temporal and the eternal. For the
Christian, tmth is supematurally grounded: it is not manufactured within
nature. The violence of the collision between the secular mind and the
Christian mind in this respect is often underestimated. One may say
without exaggeration that failure to distinguish clearly between the
Christian conception of tmth and the conception of tmth popularly
cherished in the secular mind has been one of the most unfortunate neglects
ofour age. This feilure has done more than anything else to sap the
Church's intellectual morale. It has produced woolly sentimentahty and
evasion in the thinking ofChristians themselves, destroying clarity and
authority. It has conversely nourished in the secular world the conviction
that the Church has nothing to say to this generation deeper or more
startling than the conventional platitudes ofwelfere ethics. Briefly one may
simi up the clash between the Christian mind and the secular mind thus.
Secularism asserts the opinionated self as the only judge of tmth.
Christianity imposes the given divine revelation as the final touchstone of
tmth. (106-107)
Blamires summarizes this explanation:
"The marks of tmth as Christianly conceived are: that it is supematurally
grounded, not developed within nature; that it is objective and not
subjective; that it is a revelation and not a constmction; that it is discovered
by inquiry and not elected by a majority vote; that it is authoritative and not
a matter ofpersonal choice" (107).
The prophet states the goal regarding this whole area of tmth: "The remnant of
Israel wiU do no wrong; they will speak no Ues, nor will deceit be found in their mouths"
(Zeph. 3:13, NIV). The final word about tmth for this hterature review comes fi-om the
Apostle John when he states clearly that tmth is not a choice: "So I am writing to you not
because you don't know the tmth but because you know the difference between tmth and
falsehood" (1 John 2:21, NLT). Consequently, understanding that tmth is supematurally
revealed instead ofnaturally constmcted brings us to the fourth main element of character.
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the supematm-al engagement ofGod with the individual.
Supematural Engagement
The supematural element is the very part ofcharacter development that cannot be
measured, the activity ofGod who comes into the hfe ofan individual and changes their
character. Even though we cannot diagram it, it remains one of the most prevalent
components discussed by the authors researched and presented here.
Oswalt exposes the falseness of some ideologies that have surfeced over the
centuries which identify the solution to societal problems as either improved education or
a more equal distribution ofwealth.
The enhghtenment thinkers were certain that the human problem was
ignorance fostered by the bhnd dogmatism of tradition and authority. They
were certain that if the human spirit could be unshackled by the apphcation
ofscientific reason, human difficulties would all disappear. Marx and
Engels carried this a step farther teaching that the himian problem is
fimdamentaUy economic. We are now in a position to say that both of
these versions ofenhghtenment thinking have failed. The fimdamental
huunan problems are neither ignorance nor feulty distribution ofwealth.
(42)
Hartshome and May arrived at a similar conclusion in their research during the
1920s: "It would be folly to imagine that any teaching ofhonesty, whether in the school or
out, would greatly alter the actual practice of the children" (391). So ifeducation brings
minimal results, what then produces substantial character development? This research
beheves such development cannot take place naturally but must be supematuraUy caused.
Earher in this review, Stephen Seamands' comments about Isaiah's vision were
examined. Now we retum to that discussion:
God does not leave Isaiah to waUow in his uncleanness, nor does he leave
us. One of the seraphs touches Isaiah's imclean hps with a five coal fi-om
the ahar and declares, "Your giult has departed and your sin is blotted out"
(Isaiah 6:7). God, whose hohness is manifest in his absolute moral purity.
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not only is holy in himself, but, as we have stressed before, God desires to
make [emphasis mine] holy. He is the "Holy One" whose "eyes are too
pure to behold evil" and "who caimot look on wrong doing" (Habakkuk
1:12-13). But in the fece ofevil and wrongdoing, God does not tum away.
Instead God works to purify and make clear. God works to create a
people who are holy as he is holy, a people who reflect his absolute purity.
(63)
Stephen Seamands does not stand alone in his position that God wiU make people holy.
This goes beyond the relational change of forgiveness to an actual change of the behever.
Oswalt speaks about the need for an actual change and speUs out that an actual
change is the very transition God wants to bring about in our hves.
Ifwe are to hve the life ofGod as he expects, something must be done in
our spirits. There must be a "new spirit" in us. That is, there must be a
fundamental change in our attitudes, motives, and patterns of response.
There must be a change fi*om a stubbom "I"�centered response to a
malleable, God-centered one. And what the Old Testament behevers came
to realize was that such a change is only possible ifGod himself effects the
change by giving us an infiision ofhis own Spirit. (99)
Oswalt describes the infusion spoken ofby Ezekiel. Ezekiel prophesied that the
old heart of stone would be replaced with a heart of flesh; a stubbom heart replaced with a
malleable heart. He also prophesied a new spirit would be given and in addition to the
new spirit the Spirit ofGod would also be placed within the behever. The result would be
a transformed character and a people faithful to the covenant. Ezekiel emphasizes the
reasoning behind this move ofGod was not because Israel deserved it but because of
God's grace to restore his people (Ezek. 36). Whether we look at the covenant with
Noah, or the covenant with the whole world, or the covenant with Abraham, or with the
entire nation of Israel at Sinai, what we leam is, "From beginning to end the covenant
teaches us that to be holy (God) is to be gracious" (22). This grace ofGod changes the
behever.
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When we look at King David and his penitent prayer recorded in Psalm 5 1 , we
notice, "David begs that God would not take his Spirit from hiirL If he is ever to know the
kind ofalteration of spirit that he is praying for, it can only come through the Spirit of
God at work within him [emphasis mine]" (Oswalt 70). This is the same experience with
the Spirit spoken ofby Ezekiel centuries later.
Oswalt simimarizes the teaching of the Old Testament regarding this change
wrought by the Spirit.
(1) There is a flaw in the human spirit which manifests itselfui the
prostitution ofour best gifl;s and abihties. Instead ofusing them for our
Creator and his glory, we try to use them for ourselves with the result that
our very ways of thinking have become corrupted; (2) The human spirit
must be renewed in some way from without. Any attempt to tum over a
new leat as it were, finds the stain spreading upwards from the previous
pages. No clearer example of this can be found than in the story ofNoah
and his sons after the flood; (3) the renewal of the human spirit can only
occur in connection with the Holy Spirit, the divine Spirit, taking up
residence in us. (70)
Oswalt then shows how the pattem from Old Testament to New Testament is identical,
demonstrating that God has not chained from Testament to Testament emphasizing grace
and the role ofthe Holy Spirit.
The New Testament exhibits the same pattem for relating to God as does
the Old Testament: (1) We come into the relationship solely by receiving
God's grace; (2) To be in the relationship requires that we manifest
Christ's character; (3) but we cannot do this on our own strength; (4)
Therefore it is necessary for us to rely entirely upon the Holy Spirit who
reproduces Christ's character m us. ( 1 04- 105)
MacDonald points to this grace as the response by God to sin. Even though he
does not mention it within the immediate context, he contrasts grace with the alternative
ofjudgment or a punitive response:
"The act ofgrace, however, is a supematural reaction to sinfiilness and
obviously the superior one in the long run. It is the bibhcally prescribed
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reaction for it sets the scene for the heahng and restoration of the one
whose world is in pieces. Without grace, broken worlds do not get rebuilt"
(Rebuilding 49).
Coleman then points to the third Person ofthe Trinity as the key to this restoration
and transformatwn.
Persons dead in trespasses and sms not only die with Christ in the cross,
but are raised in the power ofHis resurrection to walk in newness of hfe
(Romans 6:4). With justification comes regeneration of the human
personality and adoption into the femUy ofGod. There is an actual change
of character in the hmnan heart through the impartation of the Holy Spirit.
(Nothing 65-66)
Jesus speaks ofthis phenomena of regeneration in birth language as he speaks with
Nicodemus (John 3:3). John writes in his first letter about the results ofthis change in
character using the new birth langu^e (1 John 3:9, 4:7). Paul speaks of this
transformation by using language that speaks ofa "new creation" (1 Cor. 5:17; Eph. 4:22-
24).
Possibly the strongest description ofthis change can be fi>imd in Paul's letter to the
Romans. He tells them not to conform themselves to the standards of this world, but in
contrast they are "to be transformed" (Rom. 12:2). The word Paul uses that is translated
"transformed" is metamorphousthe. From this we get the English word metamorphosis:
"la: a change ofphysical form, structure, or substance especially by
supematural means b: a striking alteration in appearance, character, or
circumstances 2: amarked and more or less abmpt change in the form or
stmcture ofan animal (as a caterpillar to a butterfly or a tadpole to a fi-og)
occurring subsequent to birth or hatching" ("Metamorphosis" 722).
The dictionary is clear about two elements: (1) this change takes place by
supematural means and (2) it causes a striking alteration in character. The physical
examples given are the butterfly changing fi-om a caterpillar or the fix)g changing fi-om a
tadpole. Both examples demonstrate such a fimdamental and distinct makeover that the
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tenn, metamorphosis, exists rarely within any language and culture. One of these rare
occurrences is the change God expects within the life of the behever.
Engstrom and Larson point to Paul to explain why this change is found so rarely
even within the Church: "Natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit" (1 Cor.
2: 14 NAS). Kinlaw writes of the opposing thought patterns of the world against Christ.
The world teaches self-fiilfillment. Christ teaches self-sacrifice. Kinlaw says this
transformation can only happen by the infiision of the Holy Spirit into the life of the
behever when he writes:
The Holy Spirit makes sacrificial thinking possible. Jesus' ministry began
when the Holy Spirit descended upon him. His disciples' ministry began
when the Holy Spirit came upon them at the day ofPentecost, empowering
them to "tum the world upside down." Likewise, the Spirit ofChrist must
control us ifwe are to be conformed to the character ofChrist and fiUed
with his power. Christ must be fi-ee to spend us. As long as we attempt to
save our own hves, we shaU lose them; but ifwe surrender our hves to be
controlled by his Spirit, we shall hve and bear fi-uit for him. The Bible says
very httle about self-enrichment; but it says a great deal about giving our
hves for the enrichment ofothers. (107)
Coleman presses the same idea that God comes to the behever and a resulting
fimdamental change takes place: "Clearly something happens whereby the inner man is
changed. God takes the natural powers ofman and bends them to their tme created
purpose. Christ enables us to fiilfiU our destiny as men and women created in the image of
God" (Nothing 66). Coleman continues by explaining the entire value stmcture of the
individual is transformed: "At conversion, spiritual perceptions are heightened, and with it
a whole new system ofvalues comes into focus. That which brings glory to God is seen
now as the chiefend ofman" (66). He also writes, "Through His indwelling presence the
fiuits of the Spirit savor our hves with something ofHis own hfe quahty (Gal. 5:22-23)"
(67).
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Summary of the Literature Review
This hterature review is not merely a rehashing ofwhat has been written in past
days regarding character development. More is at stake. Oswalt points out that the
character ofGod is to determine our behavior. All Christians are expected to manifest
such character which is markedly different from unbehevers: "The fate of the Church of
Jesus Christ hangs on how seriously it takes the bibUcal teaching that Christians are to hve
Uves which radicaUy manifest the character ofGod" (2-3). Coleman takes it one step
ftuther: "We must recover not only the Wesleyan standards ofChristian character, but also
the discipUned manner by which that hfe is encouraged. Merely recruiting church
members is not enough; new converts must be nourished in a Ufestyle ofholiness�a
ChristUkeness that inevitably radiates love to a lost world" (Nothing 36).
Character can be examined objectively as shown by Hartshome and May in the
1920s and Rokeach in the 1970s. In addition to these major researchers, many others
have tumed their attention to the concept and development ofcharacter.
The entire corpus of leadership development leans toward the consensus that
character stands as the supreme component amid the training of skills. Corporate bosses,
recovery groups, and Church leaders indicate character remains the core of Ufe.
The main categories include terminal values and instrumental values; however,
most researchers agree character is more than the sum of its values. AdditionaUy, they
beheve our decisions shape our character which in tum influences our decisions.
Some authors added the supematural dimension, that moment when God
intervenes and transforms an individual, where God causes a fimdamental change in the
person's nature. By mteracting with them, God makes them holy resulting in a reflection
ofhis character.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Character involves both an end state ofbeing as well as conduct but is not hmited
to the mere sum of these elements. Christian character includes these broad categories
plus the immeasurable element of the supematural engagement ofGod with the behever.
Christian character is the interest of this research. Both Scripture and secondary
hterature abound with the discussion of the call for good character; however, the
discussion does not provide details to the process involved in developmg Christian
character. As a pastor, the assumption is that church services can and do effect the
development ofChristian character; however, this is without substantiation drawn from
research data; therefore, the purpose of this research is to identify and discuss any changes
in the understanding of character among the members of Sardis Chapel United Methodist
Church as a result ofa six-week study designed to take place during the Sunday evening
worship services.
Research Questions
The purpose statement ofthis research separates into three components: the
understanding of terminal values, the understanding of instrumental values, and the impact
on each of these as a result of the supematural involvement ofGod with the individual. In
addition, the purpose statement imphes an integration of these three categories of
character.
Research Question 1
What effect does teaching the main elements of character have on the overaU
perception ofcharacter ofthe members ofSardis Chapel United Methodist Church?
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The answer will indicate how the members ofSardis Chapel have integrated their
miderstanding ofcharacter.
Research Question 2
What effect does teaching the main elements of character have on the overall
perception of the terminal values of the members of Sardis Chapel United Methodist
Church?
This research project chooses to work with those who have considered themselves
Christians for many years. They attend the Sunday evening worship service in addition to
the more common Sunday morning service. The teachitig sessions referred to various
terminal values but concentrated on the instrumental values.
Research Question 3
What effect does teaching the main elements ofcharacter have on the overaU
perception of the instrumental values of the members ofSardis Chapel United Methodist
Church?
The teaching sessions looked primarily at the instrumental values of love, self-
disciphne, and truth. Within these broad values, subcategories were explored as weU.
The session on love included healthy relational boundaries. Self-disciphne included the
necessity of responsibihty. The session on truth was presented in a contrast format with
deception. These are only examples of some of the sub-categories that were included in
the teaching sessions. The teaching sessions also included the supematural engagement as
an instrumental value. An outhne ofeach teaching session can be viewed in Appendix D.
Population and Boundaries
The subjects were self-chosen. A letter explaining the project was included as a
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bulletin insert for two consecutive weeks prior to the study sessions. The letter can be
seen as Appendix C. The letter informed everyone about the project, what it mvolved,
and requested their participation. No one was approached or recruited in any way
individually. The only promotional thrust was given to the entire congregation during the
announcements prior to those two morning worship services.
The population for this study consisted ofall worshipers in the services who are
presently attending the sixth grade and older. Each subject's test instruments were
analyzed and included in the study if they attended at least the first and last sessions so
they could engage the test instrument, and attended at least two ofthe other four sessions.
The typical Sunday evening crowd over the last four years has included thirty-five to forty
persons in attendance. Ages range fi-om forty to ninety with occasional attendance fi-om
those who are younger. All confess to be Christians.
The average Simday evening worship attendance for 2000 was thirty-nine.
Seventeen fit the criteria to be included in the study; however, one other person was
included. One man who does not confess to be a Christian wanted to be included. He
attended aU sessions, making a total ofeighteen persons who participated in the study.
Methodology
Through the Rokeach Value Survey, Form D, data were collected according to
terminal values and instrumental values. In addition, a Decision-Making Factors Survey
was developed by the researcher and used as well as a means to identify patterns of factors
that are included in the way persons make decisions, and to identify if those factors were
rearranged as a result of the teaching sessions. This combination of surveys was
administered before and after a six-week study on the main elements of character. This
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time interval fit well within the tradition of the Rokeach Value Survey. Rokeach gave the
test and retest at varying intervals between three and seven weeks (Nature 33). So this
study was kept within those parameters and was hmited to sk weeks.
Form D, gummed labels that can be peeled offand placed on the other side of the
page, was used for both surveys because of Rokeach's own convictions that Form D was
the best instrument. He indicates that Form D consistently has higher rehabihties than
those obtained by other forms. Form D is "ititrinsicaUy more interesting than the more
traditional rating methods" (Nature 34). A higher completion rate has been obtained with
Form D. "A national area probabihty sample of 1,489 adult Americans tested by the
National Opinion Research Center indicated only about five percent were unable to
conplete the Value Survey" (34). In all ofRokeach's research, he found no one who
considered the Value Survey to be an invasion ofprivacy (34). Rokeach discovered Form
D had a game like quahty, did not require pencil and paper, was especiaUy advantageous
for children, the aged, and those with httle education. He found that most subjects were
able to complete it in 10-20 minutes (30).
The Rokeach Value Survey has standard instructions that were distributed with the
pretest and posttest (see Appendk A). The Decision-Making Factors Survey also has
standard instructions that foUow the pattem established by Rokeach (see Appendix B).
Each Ust ofvalues for the Rokeach Value Survey, terminal and instrumental, was
placed in alphabetical order from top to bottom in a vertical column along the right side of
the page. Each value was printed on a mailing label. The ranking method assimies that
the absolute presence or absence ofa value is not of interest but their relative ordering
(Nature 27). In a similar fashion, the Decision-Making Factors Survey elements were also
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listed vertically in alphabetical order, printed on gummed labels.
The six lessons involved in the study were: (1) an introductory overview of the
area ofcharacter involving terminal and instrumental values, (2) love as a terminal value
and as an instrumental value, (3) self-discipline as an instrumental value, (4) truth or
deception as an instrumental value, (5) the supematural element as a terminal value and as
an instrumental value, and (6) a summary. An outhne of each study can be seen in
Appendix D.
The pretest was given as the first step in the study. The posttest was the last step
in the study.
Reliability
No measurable research was conducted on the Decision-Making Factors Survey.
The instrument assumes three things. First, it assumes persons make decisions. Second, it
assimies persons make decisions based upon internal values. Third, it assumes the values
that direct the decisions ofpersons can be identified and ranked in order of their influence
on the personmaking the decision. The fectors used in this study were chosen by the
researcher, determined by observations made over four years of serving as pastor for this
congregation.
Extensive research has been conducted on the Rokeach Value Survey. For Form
D, median test-retest rehabihties ofcoUege students run fi-om .78-.80 on the terminal
values and .70-.72 on the instrumental values. Results for Form D test-retest rehabihties
that were obtained for time intervals ranging fi-om three to seven weeks are shown for
each of the thirty-six values (Rokeach, Nature 38). For terminal values the product-
moment rehabihties range fi-om .51 for a sense ofaccomplishment to .88 for salvation.
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Three ofthe eighteen values have rehabihties in the .70s, ten have rehabihties in the .60s,
and four are in the .50s. Their average reliability is about .65. The rehabihties of the
eighteen instrumental values are lower, averaging around .60. They range from .45 for
responsible to .70 for ambitious. Nine are in the .60s and seven are in the .50s. "Age had
a significant effect on both terminal and instrumental value system stabihty. But
socioeconomic level and stages ofmoral development (Kohlberg, 1969) do not effect
either terminal or instrumental value system stabihty" (36).
Research suggests that ranking such lists as the Rokeach Value Survey stretches
the limits ofhuman attention: "The number of 'chimks' of information that most people
can keep in the immediate span of their attention is the magical number of seven phis or
minus two" (Mifler 63). Rokeach responds with the fact that the ranking method is not
actually a task involving a test eighteen items long. This is true only while all eighteen
values are in place. After the first value has been ranked, the list drops to seventeen, thus
a seventeen item ranking task, and so on. "Thus, the average length of the scale
demanding the respondent's attention turns out to be 9.5�a figure not far offfrom
MiUer's rn^cal number of seven�plus or minus two" (Nature 30).
Variables
One of the main variables m this research is the teaching series. Even though the
content was chosen from the research, it was subjective as to what material would be
included in each session and what material would be left out. The attendance patterns of
the participants also proved to be a variable. Some persons attended all six sessions while
some attended less. Some did not hear the session on self-disciphne while some did not
hear the teaching on truth, and so on.
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One variable that was unexpected was the one person's attendance who did not
claim to be a Christian. This research tried to focus on Christian character formation and
aimed at those persons who had been Christians for many years; however, when this
individual mentioned that he was interested and would hke to participate, I feU it would be
better to include a new variable into the study than to refuse his request. In addition to
him, children were in the population but the study did not prepare for them had any of
them indicated an interest to participate.
Another variable within the series was the supematural engagement ofGod in the
process. In each service, songs were requested and sung, but not the same songs and not
in the same sequence. About fifteen to twenty minutes was given to prayer, but different
needs were expressed each week. One week we gathered around three persons in
succession at the ahar, anointed them with oil and prayed for them to be healed ofhealth
problems. This practice is normal for our worship services, but it only happened once
during the six services involved in the study. Each person is unique; therefore, the exact
way God engaged each person within the process is a variable.
Instrumentation
This research used two instruments. First, it used the Rokeach Value Survey,
Form D, developed byMilton Rokeach in 1967. This instrument has been used to study
values in a wide variety ofpersons and situations including college students, differences
between American men and women, groups varying in educational levels, differences
between black and white Americans involved in race relations ofthe 1960s, pohtical
activists during the 1968 presidential campaign, those who attend church and those who
do not, Cathohc priests and seminarians, business executives, scientists, writers, artists.
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entrepreneurs, and many others (see Appendix A).
The second instrument used in this research was the Decision-Making Factors
Survey developed for this research project by the author. It was a hsting of fectors that
influence and guide persons in their decisions. The factors to be included were determined
based upon previous education and hfe experiences including observations and exercised
intuition over a period of four years as the pastor of this congregation (see Appendk B).
Data Collection
The data consisted of three specific parts: the pretest, the posttest, and the
information page. The common element used for continuity with confidentiahty and
anonymity was the last foiu- digits of each subject's Social Security number written on
each piece ofdata. Confidentiality and anonymity were assured by the researcher each
time a piece ofdata was cohected with the statement, "No attempt wiU be made to try to
match this information with any person in the congregation." This was to avoid any
feehngs ofan invasion ofprivacy. Once ah the data were coUected and comphed, the last
four digits ofeach person's social security number were replaced with a 'T" code. This
was simply 'T-1," 'T-2," and so on for all eighteen participants.
The pretest and posttest provided the bulk of the data coUected. These were
completed during the worship services the first and sixth nights of the study. The last four
digits ofeach subject's Social Security number were written on the p^e, later changed to
the "P" code. The researcher took attendance each evening ofthe study. This enabled the
researcher to keep track of those in attendance the first night, last night, and two other
nights. The individual pretest and posttest compUations can be seen in Appendix F.
The third piece ofdata coUected was an information sheet mdicating gender, age.
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years ofChristian experience, educational level achieved, employment status, and marital
status (see Appendix E). This enabled the researcher to categorize the data by gender,
age, years ofChristian experience, educational level achieved, employment status, and
marital status.
Data Analysis
Each participant's biographical data were recorded horizontaUy on a sheet of
paper. The Rokeach Value Survey pretest for the terminal values was hsted in order of
the person's preference in a vertical manner along the left margin of the page. The pretest
for the instrumental values was listed verticaUy at about the middle of the page. Each
corresponding hst ofposttest values was hsted to the right ofeach pretest value hst (see
Appendix F). The Decision-Making Factors Survey was recorded in a similar way with
the pretest listed vertically along the left margin of the page and the posttest listed
verticaUy beside it (see Appendix F).
The data were then conq)Ued. The terminal values Usted each participant's
biographical data horizontally along with the numerical hsting ofeach value for the pretest
foUowed by each value for the posttest. This pattem was foUowed for the instrumental
values and for each set of responses in the Decision-Making Factors Survey (see Appendix
H).
A pink highhghter marked any increase that took place for a value or decision
fector fi-om pretest to posttest. A blue highlighter marked any decrease in value or
decrease in position fi-om pretest to posttest. Those values or factors that remained the
same fi-om pretest to posttest were not marked.
The horizontal compiling ofeach person was then cut into individual strips. The
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strips allowed for a mobilization of the data. The data strips of the eight men were laid
out side by side. The numbers were checked for those values that had numbers in the top
third region; one through sk. If a majority ofmen, that is five, hsted a value in the top
region in the pretest and at least five hsted that same value in the top region in the
posttest, that value was concluded to be in the top value region for the men as a group.
A similar process occurred for those values hsted in the bottom third region; thirteen
through eighteen.
Patterns were looked for that indicated at least a majority of the men had pink
highhghter on a value indicating that value had increased its subgroup position from the
pretest to the posttest. The same process occurred for blue highhghted values indicating
that that particular value decreased in its value position for the men as a group. To
determine the amount ofchange, the pretest assigned number on each value was added
together. The totals were then ranked. Attention was given primarily to changes that
occurred in the top region or changes that moved the individual value from one region to
another in the hst ofvalues. The larger the change, the more attention was given to that
value.
This sequence: top third, bottom third, increases marked in pink, decreases marked
in blue was repeated for terminal values, instrumental values, and aU three questions in the
Decision-Making Factors Survey. This sequence was repeated for each subgroup.
The reporting of the data for each subgroup is in chapter four. Each report offers
a prose explanation accompanied by a modified version of the compiled data tables. The
modified tables offered throughout chapter four are hmited to only the main changes that
took place from pretest to posttest for each group and subgroup. A couple of cross-
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references were done to demonstrate some patterns that emerged between a particular
combination of subgroups. An analysis and interpretation of the changes were then
attempted in the last chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Throughout the study or soon thereafter approximately one-halfof the participants
mentioned they had read an article in the paper on character or had watched a television
program that involved character issues. The study brought character to the forefi-ont in
conversations and seemingly to the forefi-ont in each person's consciousness.
The Vehicle for the Study
As both researcher and pastor, I presented six lessons aimed at generating a raised
consciousness ofthe main issues related to Christian character. The lessons were
preceded by a pretest. A posttest was administered at the conclusion of the six lessons.
This study was conducted at Sardis Chapel on six consecutive Sunday evenings, 8 October
through 12 November 2000.
The evening services at Sardis Chapel have a smaUer gathering ofpersons than the
morning services. The typical evening service begins with ten to fifteen minutes of singing
hymns requested by the members. In the transition from singing to prayer, a time is given
for testimonies, foUowed by prayer. The time invested in prayer has increased from three
to four minutes to fifteen to thirty minutes over the past five years. After the prayer, a
Bible study time lasting about thirty minutes wiU conclude the service. The study
conducted from 8 October to 12 November 2000, stayed within this format.
Content of the Study
The presentations involved an overhead projector and screen on which the outline
ofeach study was projected (see Appendix D). The curriculum integrated bibUcal material
anecdotal information, along with material from psychology and sociology.
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For four years, this congregation has heard a variety of teaching that balanced the
individual privileges and responsibilities with those of the community. This was done
again with the material on character development. The curriculum demonstrated how
character issues are intertwined throughout the femily relationships, vocational activities,
and commimity interactions. Similar to a completed jigsaw puzzle, a cohesive whole was
presented as the desired result in life.
Participants of the Study
Eighteen members ofSardis Chapel completed the study. Of those eighteen,
seventeen claim a faith in Christ. One does not. He hsted "non-Christian" on the
biographical information page. Later, he mentioned his concern that only Christian
categories were offered.
The first evening of the study, seventeen participants listed salvation as either the
number one or number two terminal value. The non-Christian listed it below the mid
point. At the posttest ah eighteen listed salvation within the top five positions ofthe
terminal values.
The normal gathering for the Sunday evening worship service participated along
with two other individuals. These two attended as a response to the general invitation
within the church buUetin. Others attended one or two sessions, but only eight men and
ten women completed the study.
Profile of the Participants�Age and Gender
The ages of the male subjects were set into categories by generations. Four
men were aged fi)rty-one to fifty-five. Two were aged fifty-six to seventy. Two were
aged seventy-one and older.
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Of the female subjects, one was aged twenty-sbc to forty. Three were aged
forty-one to fifty-five. Two were aged fifty-sk to seventy. Four were aged seventy-one
and older.
Profile of the Participants�Marital Status
M eight men were married while only seven of the women were married. Three
women were sii^le. The mformation of the women is not completely accurate however.
The profile page of the study instrument offered only two options: married and single.
Categories for divorced or widowed were not offered. At least one participant marked
married who is divorced, and at least one marked married who is widowed.
Profile of the Participants�Christian Experience
Seventeen listed themselves as Christians while one man hsted himself as a non-
Christian. One woman entered that she had been a Christian for one to five years. Three
persons listed they had been Christians for eleven to twenty years. Four participants listed
they had been Christians for twenty-one to forty years, and nine listed they had been
Christians for forty-one years and longer.
Profile of the Participants�Employment
Two men and six women entered that they were employed. Six men and two
women hsted they were self-employed. One man listed both. Two women did not enter
either option.
When looking at the group who participated in the study, a quahfication must be
included. PracticaUy every household gains some income from self-employment. Many of
them hold positions ofemployment, then in addition they might raise tobacco, hay, or
cattle. Some who listed self-employment do not earn aU their income from their self-
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employed positions. So the "employed or self-employed" question was answered more on
their interpretation than on straight feet.
Profile of the Participants�Education
Five persons recorded that they finished school somewhere between the first and
eighth grades. Nine finished high school. Four hsted they had education beyond a coUege
degree.
Table 1
Profile of the Participants
Gender Age Christian
Experience
Employment
Status
Marital
Status
Education
Level
Female 71+ 41+ no entry S 1-8
Female 56-70 41+ Employed M 1-8
Female 71+ 41+ Employed S 1-8
Male 56-70 41+ Self-emplyd M 1-8
Male 71+ 41+ Self-enplyd M 1-8
Female 71+ 11-20 no entry S HS
Female 56-70 41+ Self-emplyd M HS
Female 26-40 11-20 Employed M HS
Female 41-55 1-5 Employed M HS
Female 41-55 21-40 Employed M HS
Female 71+ 41+ Self-enq)lyd M HS
Male 56-70 41+ Self-emplyd M HS
Male 41-55 21-40 Employed M HS
Male 71+ 41+ Self-emplyd M HS
Female 41-55 21-40 Employed M C+
Male 41-55 21-40 Self-emplyd M c+
Male 41-55 11-20 Employed M c+
Male 41-55 NC Self-emplyd M c+
Decision-Making Factors Survey
The second test instrument wUl be mentioned first. This instrument was a
researcher selected Ust of ten fectors that help guide people when they make decisions.
The ten factors were advice offriends, church, expectedfuture results, money, opinion of
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spouse, values/opinions offamily, politicalparty, prayer, scripture, and values ofsociety.
They were alphabetically hsted in a vertical colmnn on gmnmed labels with no explanation
or clarification. The participants were given three questions and asked to hst these ten
fectors according to their influence when making decisions (see Appendix B).
The participants were to place the most influential fector at number one, and to
place the least influential fector at number ten. Thus, they were to rank the fectors.
Because of the design of the instrument, not much can be said about the test. However,
one purpose of this portion of the instrument was to determine ifpersons who had been
Christians for many years did use Christian fectors to make their decisions (i.e.. Scripture,
prayer, and church).
This exercise helps provide insight to the participants and their thought patterns,
their decision-making processes, and their values. We can separate out Scripture, prayer,
and church in order to rank them against the other factors that were hsted in the top three
or the top half
Only those fectors listed within the top halfare included in the following table.
The fectors most commonly placed in the top three positions are listed. In addition to this,
aU the factors that were most commonly hsted in the top five positions automatically
include those most commonly listed m the top three spots. For an example of this, look at
question one and Scripture. Thirteen persons listed Scripture within the top three
positions and an additional three persons hsted it within the top five positions; therefore
sixteen persons listed Scripture within the top five positions of influential factors when
they make decisions. The same procedure is followed for hsting the results of the posttest.
If the numbers are the same, no additional persons who hsted that factor within the top
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five positions.
Table 2
Top Five Factors
Question 1 Pre 3 Pre 5 Post 3 Post 5
scriptvu-e 13 16 14 14
prayer 17 17 14 15
church 9 11 7 11
advice fiiends 2 8 1 9
fiiture results 2 6 1 3
money 0 1 0 0
opinion spouse 9 14 5 12
values femily 2 15 5 13
values society 0 1 1 2
Question 2
scripture 16 18 13 14
prayer 16 18 16 16
church 12 17 8 12
advice fiiends 0 2 1 6
fiiture results 0 0 2 5
opinion spouse 4 12 6 13
pohtical party 1 1 1 1
values family 3 14 1 11
values society 0 4 3 8
Question 3
scripture 15 17 15 16
prayer 17 17 15 18
church 14 17 10 13
advice fiiends 0 1 0 3
fiiture results 1 5 3 7
opinion spouse 2 13 7 11
pohtical party 0 0 0 1
values family 4 16 4 17
values society 1 3 0 4
Terminal Values
Research question 2 asks, "What effect does teaching the main elements of
character have on the overall perception of the terminal values ofthe members of Sardis
Chapel United Methodist Church?' This chapter looks at the tenninal values of the whole
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group ofparticipants and at the terminal values of the various subgroups within the study.
The results for each group and subgroup are hsted in four ways: those values that
remained ranked in the top third region throughout the study for the group or subgroup,
those values that remained in the bottom third, those values that decreased in rank, and
those values that increased in throughout the study for that group or subgroup. Any
changes that are mentioned is an overaU rank change for that group or subgroup unless
otherwise noted. Occasional cross references are added where those results seem
relevant. A table wiU be included at the end of the discussion ofeach group and subgroup
showing only those values that demonstrate a change for that group or subgroup. The
numbers in the tables show the number level assigned to each value in the pretest foUowed
by a hyphen foUowed then by the number level assigned to each value in the posttest.
All Participants
Eighteen persons participated throughout the fiiU study. They hsted salvation,
wisdom, worldpeace, andfamily security within the top third region ofvalues throughout
the study. Salvation was hsted by only seventeen participants m the pretest, however, aU
eighteen Usted it in the high third in the posttest. The one person who made the increase
hsted himself as "non-Christian" on the biographical data sheet. He hsted salvation as
tenth in the pretest and fifth in the posttest. The values that remained m the bottom thkd
included a comfortable life, an exciting life, national security, pleasure, social
recognition, and a worldofbeauty.
Those values that decreased were freedom and inner harmony. These values
decreased seven positions and four positions respectively each moving out of the top third
region ofvalues. Happiness increased three positions and self-respect increased five
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positions each moving into the top third region; therefore we can infer that the six week
study ofthe main elements ofcharacter contributed to the increased value oihappiness
and self-respect for the study group.
Table 3
Changes for the Whole Group
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS free
dom
self-re
spect
happi
ness
inner
hrmny
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 17-17 10-9 6-3 2-6
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 9-10 6-5 4-2 2-4
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 8-6 9-11 12-9 11-14
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 3-6 12-4 8-5 16-16
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 10-11 5-3 4-7 3-8
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 13-4 8-11 7-7 10-15
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 8-4 10-6 11-5 2-1
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-12 14-7 11-8 13-11
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 9-9 3-5 6-4 5-11
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 4-13 5-6 11-14 10-11
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 3-10 10-4 7-5 13-11
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 1-1 4-4 7-8 9-10
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 8-14 10-9 12-8 3-3
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 3-12 17-7 14-8 15-2
M 41-55 21-40 C+ Self M 8-4 3-3 9-9 4-8
M 41-55 11-20 C+ Emp M 10-14 7-4 4-9 3-3
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-9 12-7 11-11 5-8
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 6-8 4-2 2-9 7-14
Gender
Eight men participated in the study. The values that remained in the top third were
salvation, family security, inner harmony, true friendship, and wisdom. Salvation was the
only value that was placed in the top region by aU eight men, but only in the posttest. The
values that stayed in the bottom region included a comfortable life, an exciting life,
pleasure, social recognition, and a worldofbeauty.
Increases for the men included self-respect moving six positions and
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a sense ofaccomplishment moving four positions. A sense ofaccomplishment remained
within the middle region, but self-respect was increased from a rank ofninth to a rank of
third placing it within the top region ofvalues. Decreases were seen withfi-eedom and
worldpeace. Worldpeace remained within the middle third, but freedom was moved
from fifth to ninth removing it from the top region for the men.
Table 4
Changes for the Male Subjects
Age Xn Ed Emp MS accom
phsh
free
dom
seU"-
rspct
world
peace
41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 7-3 3-12 17-7 4-14
41-55 21-40 C+ Self M 10-7 8-4 3-3 15-16
41-55 11-20 C+ Emp M 8-5 10-14 7-4 17-18
41-55 NC c+ Self M 3-4 6-8 4-2 13-13
56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 6-9 3-10 10-4 4-2
56-70 41+ HS Self M 17-11 1-1 4-4 6-9
71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 14-13 8-14 10-9 4-4
71+ 41+ HS Self M 13-12 4-9 12-7 3-3
Ten wonKn participated in the study. AU ten kept salvation in the top region.
They keptfamily security, wisdom, and worldpeace in the top third. The values that
remained in the bottom third were a comfortable life, an exciting life, pleasure, social
recognition, and a world ofbeauty.
The women decreased inner harmony by four positions and decreased the value of
accomplishment by five positions removing both from the top third region. The women
increased self-respect by three positions moving it into the top third. They kept mature
love in the middle third region even though they increased it by five positions.
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Table 5
Changes for the Female Subjects
Age Xn Ed Emp MS accom
plish
inner
hrmny
mature
love
self-
rspct
26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 17-18 10-15 15-10 8-11
41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 6-6 3-8 8-4 5-3
41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 7-7 2-1 5-10 10-6
41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 10-15 13-11 12-9 14-7
56-70 41+ HS Self M 7-6 2-4 12-3 6-5
56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 6-9 16-16 17-18 12-4
71+ 11-20 HS S 5-10 2-6 16- 10-9
71+ 41+ 1-8 S 3-7 11-14 16-12 9-11
71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-12 5-11 12-3 3-5
71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 6-7 10-11 5-6
This helps answer the second research question. The men increased
accomplishment by four positions, while the women decreased accomplishment by five
positions. The men decreased mature love by two positions while the women increased
mature love by five positions. This would indicate that the perception of the terminal
values, accomplishment andmature love, have changed in opposite directions by
gender possibly as a result of the six weeks study ofthe main elements of character.
Only one person in the age group twenty-six to forty participated in the study. She
maintained national security, salvation, wisdom, and worldpeace in the top third region,
while keeping a sense ofaccomplishment, an exciting life, and social recognition in the
bottom third. Increases that saw changes from one region to another includedfreedom
moving from thirteenth to fourth, mature love moving from fifteenth to tenth, and a world
ofbeauty moving from sixteenth to fifth. Freedom and a world ofbeauty were moved
from the bottom region to the top region. Decreases included a comfortable life moving
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from eleventh to seventeenth, equality moving from fifth to ninth, true friendship moving
from mnth to thirteenth, inner harmony moving from tenth to fifteenth, andfamily
security moving from third to eighth. Only those changes eflFecting the top value are
shown in the table.
Table 6
Changes for Age Group 26-40
Xn Ed Emp MS free
dom
world
beauty
famly
secur
equal
11-20 HS Empl M 13-4 16-5 3-8 5-9
Seven persons listed thek age as forty-one to fifty-five. Those values that
remained in the top third included a sense ofaccomplishment, family security, inner
harmony, salvation, and wisdom. The values that stayed in the bottom were equality, an
exciting life, pleasure, social recognition, and a world ofbeauty.
The value that decreased was freedom moving from fifth to tenth removing it from
the top third region. Increases took place with a comfortable life advancing four positions
and self-respect climbing seven positions from tenth to third placing it in the top region.
Table 7
Changes for Age Group 41-55
Gend Xn Ed Emp MS comfor
table
free
dom
seh"-
rspct
F 21-40 C+ Emp M 17-17 10-11 5-3
F 1-5 HS Emp M 15-15 8-4 10-6
F 21-40 HS Emp M 16-4 5-12 14-7
M 21-40 HS En^) M 12-15 3-12 17-7
M 21-40 C+ Self M 12-11 8-4 3-3
M 11-20 C+ Emp M 15-11 10-14 7-4
M NC c+ Self M 15-7 6-8 4-2
Four persons hsted their age as fifty-six through seventy. The values that remained
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in the top third were fi-eedom, happiness, salvation, true fi-iendship, and worldpeace. A
comfortable life, mature love, pleasure, and social recognition aU remained in the bottom
third for this subgroup. Social recognition was the only value that had all four persons
place it in the bottom third for the pretest and posttest.
Those values that decreased included freedom, national security, pleasure, true
friendship, wisdom, and a world ofbeauty. Pleasure was the only value that saw aU four
persons decrease its value. Equality increased by four positions, happiness by two
positions, and self-respect by five positions. No value was increased by all four persons,
however, and self-respect was raised by three persons and the fourth did not change the
value level Only those values whose changes caused a change in regional placement are
shown in the table.
Table 8
Changes for Age Group 56-70
Gend Xn Ed Emp MS equal nat'l
secure
seh"-
rspct
wis
dom
world
beauty
M 41+ 1-8 Self M 15-13 5-6 10-4 12-12 9-5
M 41+ HS Self M 11-6 8-12 4-4 3-3 12-18
F 41+ HS Self M 11-9 15-12 6-5 5-7 13-13
F 41+ 1-8 Emp M 10-15 15-17 12-4 11-10 13-13
Six participants listed their age as seventy-one and older. They keptfamily
security, wisdom, worldpeace, and salvation in the top third region. Salvation was listed
as the top value level for all sk persons. The values that remained in the bottom region
included a comfortable life, an exciting life, mature love, pleasure, world beauty, and
social recognition. Only five persons hsted a value level for pleasure, but all five hsted it
in the bottom third.
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Changes saw a decrease for a sense ofaccomplishment, freedom, and inner
harmony, each dropping five positions, four positions, and six positions respectively.
Inner harmony was decreased by five persons while the sixth person maintained their
position for inner harmony. A sense ofaccomplishment and inner harmony were both
removed from the top region. Values that increased throughout the study included
happiness, equality, and family security each increasing three positions. Equality was
moved into the top region. True friendship was increased by four positions placing it into
the top region as welL Family security had all six participants increase its value. Only
those values that were either removed from or moved into the top region are in the table.
Table 9
Changes for Age Group 71+
Gend Xn Ed Emp MS accom
plish
equal inner
hrmny
true
fiiend
F 11-20 HS S 5-10 12-8 2-6 4-4
F 41+ 1-8 S 3-7 7-10 11-14 10-8
F 41+ HS Self M 4-12 8-7 5-11 7-8
F 41+ 1-8 En^ S 6-7 7-9 10-11 14-5
M 41+ 1-8 Self M 14-13 6-6 3-3 9-10
M 41+ HS Self M 13-12 10-4 5-8 8-10
These age categories of the data help us answer the second research question that
asks how does teaching the main elements of character change the perception ofterminal
values among the members ofSardis ChapeL Freedom mcreased for the younger crowd
of twenty-six to forty, but decreased for the forty-one to seventy age groups. Self-respect
climbed higher for the forty-one to seventy groups. Family security decreased for the
younger groups of twenty-six to fifly-five but increased for the seventy-one and older
group.
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Table 10
Changes for Age Subgroups Compared
free family self-
dom secure rspct
26-40 13-4 3-8 8-11
41-55 5-10 2-4 10-3
55-70 2-5 8-7 7-2
71+ 8-12 5-2 7-7
Employment
Two participants did not list their employment status and so wiU not be included in
this section. The remaining sixteen were spht evenly, for eight participants hsted that they
were employed and eight listed that they were self-employed.
The eight persons that listed themselves as employed keptfamily security,
salvation, worldpeace, and wisdom in the top third. AU eight listed salvation either as
first or second. Five had wisdom in the top region in the pretest and six placed it high in
the posttest. The values that stayed constant in the bottom region were a comfortable
life, an exciting life, national security, pleasure, world beauty, and social recognition.
Freedom decreased seven positions and a sense ofaccomplishment decreased four
positions moving both values out of the top region. When the results ofequality for the
employed group was cross referenced with gender, aU six women decreased its value by
an average of four positions. Equality for the employed women decreased twice the
amount as it did for the entire group causing a separation ofsix positions. This is one-
third of the total number of values.
A world ofbeauty had five persons increase it and one decrease it. The one person
who decreased a worldofbeauty countered the five persons causing an increase ofonly
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one position. Self-respect increased nine positions for this subgroup moving it high into
the top region. Only the three main changes are included in the table.
Table 11
Changes for Employed
Gend Age Xn Ed MS accom
plish
free
dom
self-
rspct
M 41-55 21-40 HS M 7-3 3-12 17-7
M 41-55 11-20 C+ M 8-5 10-14 7-4
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 M 6-9 3-6 12-4
F 41-55 21-40 C+ M 6-6 10-11 5-3
F 26-40 11-20 HS M 17-18 13-4 8-11
F 41-55 1-5 HS M 7-7 8-4 10-6
F 41-55 21-40 HS M 10-15 5-12 14-7
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 6-7 4-13 5-6
The self-employed group keptfamily security, freedom, self-respect, salvation,
and wisdom in the top third, while keeping a comfortable life, an exciting life, pleasure,
world beauty, and social recognition in the bottom third. Salvation saw seven persons
place it in the top region for the pretest and aU eight persons placed salvation in the top
region for the posttest. The one who moved salvation from tenth to fifth was the one who
recorded "non-Christian" on the biographical page. All eight participants hsted pleasure
and social recognition within the bottom region in the pretest and posttest.
Freedom was decreased by three positions, and inner harmony was decreased by
five positions moving it out of the top region. Equality was increased by five positions.
Six persons increased their value ofequality; five men and one women. One women
decreased her value ofequality and one man did not change his value level. The self-
employed group increased equality while the employed group decreased equality.
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Table 12
Changes for Self-Employed
Gend Age Xn Ed MS equal free
dom
inner
hrmny
F 56-70 41+ HS M 11-9 9-10 2-4
F 71+ 41+ HS M 8-7 9-9 5-11
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 M 15-13 3-10 13-11
M 56-70 41+ HS M 11-6 1-1 9-10
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 M 6-6 8-14 3-3
M 41-55 21-40 C+ M 16-14 8-4 4-8
M 71+ 41+ HS M 10-4 4-9 5-8
M 41-55 NC C+ M 11-10 6-8 7-14
The subgroups ofemployment help us answer the second research question
regarding how the perception of terminal values changed after the study of the main
elements ofcharacter. The employed decreased equality by one position while the self-
employed increased equality by five positions. Freedom decreased over twice as much for
the employed as it did for the self-employed. The self-employed increased self-respect by
two positions while the employed increased it by rune positions. Inner harmony was
decreased by five positions by the self-employed while the employed increased it by two
positions.
Table 13
Changes by Employment Status Compared
equal free
dom
iimer
hmny
self-
rspct
Emp 11-12 4-11 10-8 12-3
Self 13-8 3-6 3-8 5-3
Years ofChristian Experience
One person listed himselfas a non-Christian and since this study is wanting to look
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at Christian character development, he wiU not be included in this section. Another person
listed herself as having been a Christian for one to five years. The values that stayed
within the top region included inner harmony, salvation, and wisdom. Those values that
remained in the bottom region were a comfortable life, an exciting life, pleasure, social
recognition, and a world ofbeauty. Decreases for her took place withfamily security and
mature love each dropping five positions and each moving out of the top region. Equahty
decreased four positions. Freedom and self-respect each increased four positions, and
happiness increased six positions. AU three increases moved those values into the top
third region.
Table 14
Changes for 1-5 Years of Christian Experience
Age Ed Emp MS famly
secur
matur
love
equal happi
ness
fi-ee
dom
self-
rspct
41-55 HS Emp M 4-9 5-10 9-13 11-5 8-4 10-6
Three persons listed themselves as having been Christians for eleven to twenty
years. Those values that remained in the top third includedfamily security, happiness,
inner harmony, mature love, salvation, and wisdom. The values that stayed in the bottom
third were a comfortable life, freedom, national security, pleasure, and social
recognition. AU three persons listed salvation as their top value in the pretest and
posttest.
This subgroup decreased a sense ofaccomplishment, a comfortable life, and
social recognition aU by three positions and decreased an exciting life by five positions.
Only an exciting life changed regions moving fi-om the middle to the bottom third.
Increases were given to mature love, pleasure, and a world ofbeauty. Only a world of
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beauty made regional transitions moving from the bottom region to the central region.
Even though mature love was moved from sixth to third position, it stiU remained within
the top third region. This subgroup moved self-respect from eighth to sixth position.
Even though the change was small, it did move self-respect into the top third region of
values. Only those values that changed regions are listed in the table.
Table 15
Changes for 11-20 Years of Christian Experience
Gend Age Ed Emp MS excit
ing hfe
self-
rspct
world
beauty
F 71+ HS S 11-14 10-9 8-11
F 26-40 HS Emp M 14-14 8-11 16-5
M 41-55 C+ Emp M 12-13 7-4 16-15
Four persons listed twenty-one to forty years ofChristian experience. The values
that remained stable at the top were family security, mature love, wisdom, and salvation,
while equality, an exciting life, pleasure, world beauty, and social recognition were
consistent in the bottom region. All four listed salvation as the top value in the pretest
and posttest.
Decreases were given to freedom, national security, and true fi-iendship causing
freedom and true friendship to be removed from the top region and national security
moving into the bottom region. The values that were increased include a comfortable life,
happiness, inner harmony, and self-respect movuig a comfortable life out of the bottom
region and moving self-respect ten positions to rank it second only to salvation. Only
those values that made regional moves involving the top region are included in the table.
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Table 16
Changes for 21-40 Years of Christian Experience
Gend Age Ed Emp MS accom free inner self- tme
plish dom hrmny rspct friend
M 41-55 HS Emp M 7-3 3-12 15-2 17-7 9-6
M 41-55 C+ Self M 10-7 8-4 4-8 3-3 5-6
F 41-55 C+ Emp M 6-6 10-11 3-8 5-3 12-14
F 41-55 HS Emp M 10-15 5-12 13-11 14-7 6-10
Eight persons listed forty-one and more years ofChristian experience. They kept a
comfortable life, an exciting life, pleasure, a world ofbeauty, and social recognition in
the bottom region while keeping^aw/^y security, self-respect, worldpeace, salvation, and
wisdom in the top third. AU eight persons kept salvation in the top and social recognition
in the bottom.
Freedom and inner harmony were decreased by fom- positions and three positions
respectively. Freedom was moved out of the top region. Happiness was increased by four
positions moving it into the top third.
Table 17
Changes for 41+ Years of Christian Experience
Gend Age Ed Emp MS free
dom
happi
ness
inner
hrmny
M 56-70 1-8 Self M 3-10 7-5 13-11
M 56-70 HS Self M 1-1 7-8 9-10
M 71+ 1-8 Self M 8-14 12-8 3-3
M 71+ HS Self M 4-9 11-11 5-8
F 56-70 HS Self M 9-10 4-2 2-4
F 71+ 1-8 S 8-6 12-9 11-14
F 56-70 1-8 Emp M 3-6 8-5 16-16
F 71+ HS Self M 9-9 6-4 5-11
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Education
Five participants listed their educational level as first through eighth grade. Some
dropped out ofschool after the third grade and some after the fifth grade. They were
instructed that if they dropped out of school at the eighth grade or earher, then they were
to choose this category.
The values that remained in the bottom third include a comfortable life, an
exciting life, mature love, pleasure, social recognition, and a world ofbeauty. The values
that remained in the top region included salvation, true friendship, worldpeace, and
wisdom. All five participants hsted worldpeace and salvation in the top region with
salvation taking top position for everyone.
This subgroup increasedfamily security and self-respect each by four positions
moving both into the top third. Happiness was increased by three positions. They
decreased a sense ofaccomplishment from fifth to eighth removing it from the top third.
They decreased equality by three positions, and freedom was decreased by seven positions
moving it from the top region.
Table 18
Changes for Education Level 1-8 Grade
Gend Age Xn Emp MS accom
plish
equal free
dom
happi
ness
family
secure
self-
rspct
F 71+ 41+ S 3-7 7-10 8-6 12-9 5-3 9-11
F 56-70 41+ Emp M 6-9 10-15 3-6 8-5 9-7 12-4
F 71+ 41+ Emp S 6-7 7-9 4-13 11-14 8-3 5-6
M 56-70 41+ Self M 6-9 15-13 3-10 7-5 11-7 10-4
M 71+ 41+ Self M 14-13 6-6 8-14 12-8 7-2 12-7
Nine persons hsted they had finished high school or received a GED. They kept a
comfortable life, an exciting life, pleasure, a worldofbeauty, and social recognition in
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the bottom third, while keepmg family security, inner harmony, salvation, and wisdom in
the top region.
This group decreased an exciting life, true friendship, and worldpeace causing
true friendship and worldpeace to be moved out of the top region. They increased
happiness and self-respect moving both values into the top third.
Table 19
Changes for Educated through High School
Gend Age Xn Emp MS excitng
hfe
happi
ness
self-
rspct
true
fiiend
world
peace
M 56-70 41+ Self M 15-14 7-8 4-4 10-7 6-9
M 41-55 21-40 Emp M 11-18 14-8 17-7 9-6 4-14
M 71+ 41+ Self M 14-14 11-11 12-7 8-10 3-3
F 71+ 41+ Self M 15-17 6-4 3-5 7-8 10-10
F 71+ 11-20 S 11-14 6-3 10-9 4-4 14-7
F 56-70 41+ Self M 17-16 4-2 6-5 10-15 3-8
F 26-40 11-20 Emp M 14-14 7-7 8-11 9-13 4-3
F 41-55 1-5 Emp M 17-17 11-5 10-6 6-8 12-12
F 41-55 21-40 Emp M 15-17 11-8 14-7 6-10 2-3
Four persons listed their educational level as coUege plus more. They kept family
security, salvation, self-respect, and wisdom in the top region, whUe keeping pleasure, an
exciting life, social recognition, worldpeace, and a world ofbeauty in the bottom third.
Social recognition was the only value that had aU four persons hsting it 'm the bottom third
in the pretest and the posttest.
Changes included decreasing happiness and inner harmony each by three
positions. National security was decreased by four positions. A comfortable life was
increased by five positions. Self-respect was increased three positions. No value had a
vmanimous change among this group.
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Table 20
Changes for Educated College +
Gend Age Xn Emp MS cmfort
life
happi
-ness
inner
hmny
nat'l
securty
self-
rspct
F 41-55 21-40 Emp M 17-17 4-7 3-8 9-16 5-3
M 41-55 21-40 Self M 12-11 9-9 4-8 14-15 3-3
M 41-55 11-20 Emp M 15-11 4-9 3-3 18-17 7-4
M 41-55 NC Self M 15-7 2-9 7-14 12-12 4-2
Marital Status
Three women, aU seventy-one years and older listed themselves as single. They
kept a comfortable life, an exciting life, a worldofbeauty, and pleasure in the lower third
region, while a sense ofaccomplishment, family security, salvation, worldpeace, and
wisdom were maintained in the upper third region of the values. AU three hsted salvation
in the top spot in the pretest and posttest.
The changes took place with a sense ofaccomplishment and inner harmony
reducing by four positions and five positions respectively. Even with such a large
decrease, a sense ofaccomplishment remained in the top region, but inner harmony was
moved from the top third. Social recognition decreased by three positions. AU three
single women decreased a sense ofaccomplishment, inner harmony, and social
recognition. Increases occvured with national security rising six positions, and true
friendship increasing four positions. This increase moved true friendship into the top
third region. AJl three women raised the value level offamily security causing a change in
its rank from fourth to second behind salvation.
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Table 21
Changes for Single Subjects
Xn Ed Emp accm inner famly nat'l social true
plish hrmny secur securty recog friend
11-20 HS 5-10 2-6 3-2 15-13 9-16 4-4
41+ 1-8 3-7 11-14 5-3 4-4 13-18 10-8
41+ 1-8 Emp 6-7 10-11 8-3 15-8 9-10 14-5
Fifteen persons listed themselves as married making up the largest subgroup in this
study. A comfortable life, an exciting life, pleasure, national security, social recognition,
and a world ofbeauty aU remained in the lower third region. Those values that remained
in the upper third were family security, salvation, and wisdom. Only social recognition
had aU fifteen participants hst it in the bottom third region in the pretest and posttest. No
value had a unanimous placement in the upper third region for the entire study.
The married persons changed inner harmony from fifth to seventh, true friendship
from sixth to ninth, and freedom from fourth to eighth causing aU three to move from the
top region. This subgroup increased happiness from eighth to fifth and self-respect from
ninth to third moving both into the top region.
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Table 22
Changes for Married Subjects
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp free happi inner true self-
dom ness hrmny friend rspct
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self 3-10 7-5 13-11 2-3 10-4
M 56-70 41+ HS Self 1-1 7-8 9-10 10-7 4-4
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self 8-14 12-8 3-3 9-10 10-9
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp 3-12 14-8 15-2 9-6 17-7
M 41-55 21-40 C+ Self 8-4 9-9 4-8 5-6 3-3
M 41-55 11-20 C+ Emp 10-14 4-9 3-3 9-7 7-4
M 71+ 41+ HS Self 4-9 11-11 5-8 8-10 12-7
M 41-55 NC C+ Self 6-8 2-9 7-14 9-11 4-2
F 56-70 41+ HS Self 9-10 4-2 2-4 10-15 6-5
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp 3-6 8-5 16-16 2-3 12-4
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp 10-11 4-7 3-8 12-14 5-3
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp 13-4 7-7 10-15 9-13 8-11
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp 8-4 11-5 2-1 6-8 10-6
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp 5-12 11-8 13-11 6-10 14-7
F 71+ 41+ HS Self 9-9 6-4 5-11 7-8 3-5
Instrumental Values
Instrumental values identify the modes ofconduct for each person. They remain
the preferred bridges used by the person to reach the terminal values.
AU Participants
The instrumental values that remained in the top region throughout the study were
ambitious, forgiving, honesty, loving, and responsible. Those values that stayed in the
bottom region included clean, imaginative, intellectual, logical, and polite.
The group moved broadminded from fifth to ninth causing it to move from the top
region. They also decreased imaginative by three positions. They increased independent
and intellectual both by three positions and increased courageous by five positions.
Responsible rose from third to second. Only those values that changed at least three
positions are included in the table.
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Table 23
Changes forWhole Group
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS broad
mind
coura
geous
imagi
native
indepe
ndent
intelle
ctual
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 14-14 17-11 18-18 9-17 15-13
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 6-10 3-5 17-15 16-4 9-7
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 6-7 13-12 14-16 11-11 15-10
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 16-17 8-7 18-11 17-10 14-14
F 56-70 41 + 1-8 Emp M 4-6 11-11 14-16 13-15 15-17
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-8 8-1 10-12 6-14 14-16
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 9-7 5-6 13-13 12-14 18-16
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 6-7 2-2 15-18 9-12 13-9
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 8-8 1-5 18-18 13-11 15-17
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 3-5 13-7 15- 18-10 14-12
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 10-7 8-9 6-10 2-1 4-8
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 10-15 8-10 13-8 14-6 11-7
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 15-12 1-1 14-17 18-14 13-13
M 41-55 21-40 HS Enq) M 9-12 15-14 16-18 18-15 14-16
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 4-7 6-13 13-16 17-11 18-17
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 16-5 15-4 10-6 17-2 11-17
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 4-2 13-15 16-14 14-8 17-17
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-14 16-16 18-17 6-15 17-13
Gender
The vahies that remained at the top for the men included ambitious, forgiving,
loving, responsible, and honesty. Four men placed responsible in the top third in the
pretest but all eight placed it in the top third with the posttest which caused it to move into
the top position. The values that remained in the bottom third were clean, imagination,
logical, and intellectual.
The values that increased three or more positions were helpful, independent, and
polite. That moved helpful into the top region. Obedient decreased seven positions
which took it out of the top regioiL The top region saw some rearranging with the men.
Ambitious moved from sixth to fourth, forgivingmoved from second to third, honesty
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moved from first to second, lovingmoved from fiilh to fomth, and responsible moved
from third to first. When these findings are cross referenced with age, every man in the
age groups that spanned forty-one to seventy increased their value of responsible.
Independent saw seven men increase its value and one man decrease its value nine
positions.
Table 24
Changes for the Male Subjects
Age Xn Ed Emp MS helpfiil indepe
ndent
obed
ient
pohte
71+ 41+ HS Self M 7-7 6-15 14-11 13-10
71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 10-10 14-8 5-9 11-12
56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 10-2 17-11 15-15 16-9
56-70 41+ HS Self M 7-8 17-2 2-9 13-12
41-55 21-40 C+ Self M 10-7 18-14 9-10 8-11
41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 7-7 18-15 1-9 3-2
41-55 11-20 C+ Emp M 7-11 14-6 1-2 17-14
41-55 NC c+ Self M 12-11 2-1 11-14 17-13
The women placed forgiving, cheerful, honesty, loving, and responsible in the top
third. Imaginative, independent, intellectual, logical, and clean remained in the bottom
thkd Even though the women shifted their values from pretest to posttest individuaUy,
only two real changes were made for this subgroup. Broadminded was moved from sixth
to ninth, and obedient was moved from thirteenth to eighth.
Age
Onfy one person listed their age as twenty-six to forty. She kept honesty, loving,
polite, and responsible in the top third while keeping broadminded, imaginative,
intellectual, and logical in the bottom third. She increased ambitious, courageous, and
obedient by five, she, and nine positions respectively while decreasing capable, helpful.
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and independent by fom-, five, and eight positions respectively. These changes placed
ambitious and obedient into the top third while removing/org/v/A7g from the top region.
Only those values that changed four or more positions are included in the table.
Table 25
Changes for Age Group 26-40
Xn Ed Emp MS ambit
ious
courag
eous
obedi
ent
capabl help-
fill
indep-
endnt
11-20 HS Emp M 10-5 17-11 11-2 12-16 7-12 9-17
Seven persons hsted their age as forty-one to fifly-five. They keptforgiving,
courageous, honesty, loving, and responsible in the top third region. When responsible is
cross referenced with gender, aU four men increased its value while all three women
decreased its value. Yet for this age group, responsible increased from third to second
position. Cheerful, clean, logical, and imaginative remained iu the bottom third.
Independent saw the most significant change. Sk participants increased it while
the seventh person kept it consistent giving a subgroup increase from sixteenth to seventh
position. Cheerful and self-control were decreased three positions and four positions
respectively which removed self-control from the top regioiL
Table 26
Changes for Age Group 41-55
Gend Xn Ed Emp MS cheer-
fill
indepe
ndent
self-
control
M NC C+ Self M 13-17 2-1 16-15
M 21-40 c+ Self M 11-15 18-14 2-5
M 21-40 HS Emp M 12-4 18-15 4-3
M 11-20 c+ Emp M 16-17 14-6 6-4
F 21-40 HS Emp M 6-8 17-10 10-16
F 21-40 C+ Emp M 8-9 11-11 17-14
F 1-5 HS Emp M 13-17 16-4 1-9
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Four persons listed their age as fifty-six to seventy. The values that remained in
the top were forgiving, broadminded, cheerful, loving, and honesty. The values that
remained in the bottom were clean, intellectual, polite, self-control, and logical.
This sul^oup decreased ambitious, capable, clean, and imaginative. All four
decreased the value ofcapable moving it out of the top third region and placing it in the
ninth position. Three persons decreased broadminded and one increased it dramatically
causing a one position increase for this subgroup.
This subgroup increased courageous, independent, polite, and responsible. Polite
increased three positions. Whenpolite is cross referenced within this age group with
employment, all three self-employed persons increased it while the employed person
decreased it. AU four participants increased responsible moving it firom eighth to second.
Only those values that changed more than three positions are included in the table.
Table 27
Changes for Age Group 56-70
Gend Xn Ed Emp MS capa
ble
respo
nsible
F 41+ 1-8 Emp M 9-12 8-7
F 41+ HS Self M 4-9 11-5
M 41+ 1-8 Self M 9-10 8-5
M 41+ HS Self M 6-7 8-1
Six persons listed their age as seventy-one and older. The values that remained in
the top third includedforgiving, broadminded, honesty, and responsibility. The values
that remained in the bottom third included capable, clean, independent, intellectual,
logical, and imaginative. Imaginative was placed in the bottom third by aU six
participants in the pretest but by only five m the posttest; however, one person did not Ust
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it at all in the posttest.
Obedient decreased from fifth position to eighth removing it from the top third.
Loving moved into the top region taking the fifth position having left the twelfth.
Table 28
Changes for Age Group 71+
Gend Xn Ed Emp MS loving obedi
ent
F 41+ HS Self M 3-3 5-4
F 41+ 1-8 Emp M 17-2 4-6
F 41+ 1-8 S 14-16 4-8
F 11-20 HS S 14-17 17-18
M 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-6 5-9
M 41+ HS Self M 9-3 14-11
Employment
Two persons did not list their employment status. They will not be included in this
report of the findings.
Eight participants listed themselves as employed. The values that remained in the
top third included ambitious, honesty, forgiving, loving, obedient, and responsible. The
values that remained in the bottom third were clean, imaginative, intellectual, and logical.
Those values that increased for this group included courageous moving from the
thirteenth to the tenth position, and independent moving from eighteenth to twelfth.
Independent has an average increase of seven positions for those five persons who did
increase it from the pretest to the posttest. Logical was decreased by three positions.
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Table 29
Changes for Employed
Gend Age Xn Ed MS com-ag
eous
indepe
ndent
logical
F 26-40 11-20 HS M 17-11 9-17 16-15
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 M 11-11 13-15 16-18
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 13-7 18-10 8-11
F 41-55 1-5 HS M 3-5 16-4 8-11
F 41-55 21-40 C+ M 13-12 11-11 18-17
F 41-55 21-40 HS M 8-7 17-10 15-18
M 41-55 21-40 HS M 15-14 18-15 17-17
M 41-55 11-20 C+ M 8-10 14-6 12-9
Eight participants listed their employment as self-employed. The values that
remained in the top third region includedforgiving, broadminded, courageous, loving,
responsible, and honesty. Those values that stayed in the bottom third were clean,
logical, imaginative, and intellectual.
Capable was decreased five positions and obedient was decreased three positions.
Independent was increased four positions.
Table 30
Changes for Self-Employed
Gend Age Xn Ed MS capa
ble
indepe
ndent
obedi
ent
F 56-70 41+ HS M 4-9 6-14 16-11
F 71+ 41+ HS M 14-15 13-11 5-4
M 41-55 NC C+ M 5-2 2-1 11-14
M 41-55 21-40 c+ M 16-16 18-14 9-10
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 M 9-10 17-11 15-15
M 56-70 41+ HS M 6-7 17-2 2-9
M 71+ 41+ HS M 8-12 6-15 14-11
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 M 15-13 14-8 5-9
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Years ofChristian Experience
Because this study wanted to looic at Christian character development, the one
person who listed himselfas a non-Christian will not be included in this section. One
person listed herself as having been a Christian for one to five years. Her values that
remained in the top third included courageous, forgiving honesty, and loving. Those
values that stayed in the bottom were cheerful, clean, imaginative, and polite.
The values that increased were helpful, independent, and obedient, moving seven
positions, twelve positions, and six positions respectively. Broadminded and cheerful
decreased by four positions. Capable decreased by six, and self-controlled decreased by
eight positions. Only those values that changed more than three positions are included in
the table.
Table 31
Changes for 1-5 Years of Christian Experience
Age Ed Emp MS broad
mind
cheer-
fill
cap
able
help-
fill
indepe
ndent
obe
dient
self-
cntrl
41-55 HS Emp M 6-10 13-17 7-13 15-8 16-4 12-6 1-9
Three persons recorded their Christian experience as eleven to twenty years.
Responsible, forgiving, and honesty remained in the top third. Imaginative, cheerfulness,
independent, and intellectual were both listed in the bottom.
Those values that decreased by three positions were broadminded and
independent. Loving decreased by sk positions taking it out ofthe top region. Capable
and courageous were increased by five positions. This moved courageous into the top
third. Logical and obedient were increased by sk positions which caused obedient to
move fi-om ninth to third position. Only those values that changed more than three
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positions are included in the table.
Table 32
Changes for 11-20 Years of Christian Experience
Gend Age Ed Emp MS cap
able
coura
geous
logical loving obe
dient
M 41-55 C+ Emp M 9-5 8-10 12-9 4-12 1-2
F 71+ HS S 16-11 5-6 15-8 14-17 17-18
F 26-40 HS Emp M 12-16 17-11 16-15 2-3 11-2
Four persons reported that their Christian experience has spanned twenty-one to
forty years. Those values that stayed in the top third includedforgiving, helpful, honesty,
loving, and responsible. The values that remained in the bottom third included
broadminded, imaginative, independent, intellectual, and logical.
Ambitious, courageous, and independent were all increased three positions causing
ambitious to move into the top region. Polite moved three positions from the top third to
ninth position. Obedient and clean were both decreased four positions. Another change
was smaUer but significant Forgiving was moved two positions from the third to the top
value for this subgroup. Only those vahies that moved three or more positions are
included in the table.
Table 33
Changes for 21-40 Years ofChristian Experience
Gend Age Ed Emp MS ambit
ious
clean coura
geous
indepe
ndent
obe
dient
pohte
F 41-55 C+ Emp M 5-3 12-15 13-12 11-11 16-18 10-13
F 41-55 HS Emp M 11-3 13-15 8-7 17-10 7-5 9-12
M 41-55 HS Emp M 8-10 13-11 15-14 18-15 1-9 3-2
M 41-55 C+ Self M 12-6 4-18 1-1 18-14 9-10 8-11
Nine participants hsted their Christian experience as forty-one years and older.
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Broadminded, cheerful, forgiving, honesty, and responsible remained in the top third.
Clean, logical, intellectual, polite, and imaginative remained in the bottom third. Self-
control was the only value that at least five persons increased. Changes occurred with
broadminded and capable decreasing by three positions, and loving increasing by four
positions moving it into the top region.
Table 34
Changes for 41+ Years of Christian Experience
Gend Age Ed Emp MS broad
mind
cap
able
loving
M 71+ 1-8 Self M 4-2 15-13 7-6
M 71+ HS Self M 4-14 8-12 9-3
M 56-70 1-8 Self M 4-7 9-10 7-8
M 56-70 HS Self M 16-5 6-7 3-11
F 56-70 HS Self M 5-8 4-9 9-3
F 56-70 1-8 Emp M 4-6 9-12 6-3
F 71+ HS Self M 8-8 17-10 3-3
F 71+ 1-8 Empl M 3-5 10-13 17-2
F 71+ 1-8 S 6-7 12-14 14-16
Education
The study offered four levels of education; first through eighth grade, high school,
coUege, and beyond coUege. Five persons indicated they had dropped out of school
somewhere between first and eighth grade, nine finished high school or have earned their
GED, none indicated the category of coUege but four Usted they had schoohng in addition
to coUege.
For those who hsted their educational level as first through eighth grade, the
values that remained in the top third region included broadminded, forgiving, responsible,
and honesty. Honesty was the only value that aU five persons kept in the top third. The
values that remained in the bottom third were clean, imaginative, intellectual, polite, and
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logical.
This subgroup increased independent by three positions and increased both
ambitious and loving by five positions which moved loving mto the top region. They
decreased both courageous and logical by four positions, and decreased obedient by five
positions moving it out of the top region.
When logical is cross referenced with marital status, all four married persons
decreased it. When education is cross referenced with age, all those corresponding
persons who were seventy-one and older decreased polite and obedient.
Table 35
Changes for Education Level 1-8 Grade
Gend Age Xn En^ MS ambi
tious
coura
geous
indep
ndent
logi
cal
loving obe
dient
F 71+ 41+ S 16-10 2-2 9-12 17-17 14-16 4-8
F 56-70 41+ Emp M 3-5 11-11 13-15 16-18 6-3 7-8
F 71+ 41+ Emp S 11- 13-7 18-10 8-11 17-2 4-6
M 56-70 41+ Self M 3-6 6-13 17-11 14-18 7-8 15-15
M 71+ 41+ Self M 6-4 13-15 14-8 12-16 7-6 5-9
Nine participants listed their educational level as high school. Those values that
remained in the top third included forgiving, honesty, loving, and responsible. The values
that remained in the bottom third were clean, imaginative, independent, intellectual, and
logical.
Those values that decreased included ambitious, capable, polite, and self-control.
These decreases movedpolite and self-control out of the top region. This subgroup
increased the value ofcheerful by five positions, courageous by six positions, and
obedient by three positions which moved courageous and obedient into the top third of
the values.
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Independent saw miusual activity for this group. All nine participants changed the
position of independent from pretest to posttest. Eight changed the position so much as
to move it into a different third region. Four participants moved it from top to bottom or
vice versa completely bypassing the middle region. The five persons who increased it,
moved it a total of thirty-nine positions which caused an average increase ofeight for that
subgroup. The four persons who decreased it, decreased it a total of twenty-seven which
caused an average decrease of seven for that subgroup. Once aU these changes are put
together, the enthe subgroup increased independent two positions remaining in the bottom
region.
When this educational level is cross referenced with gender, the three men all
decreased capable and increasedpolite. When this educational level is cross referenced
with age, those in the forty-one to fifly-five category aU decrease ambitious by an average
of two positions, decrease the value of broadminded by an average of three positions, but
increase independent by an average of seven positions. The two persons in the fifty-six to
seventy category both decreased capable by an average of three positions, decreased
forgiving by an average of seven positions, decreased helpful by an average of six
positions, and decreased intellectual by and average of four positions. They both
increased their value ofcourageous by an average ofnine positions, and increasedpolite
and responsible by averages of four positions and seven positions respectively. Only those
values that changed more than three positions are included m the table.
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Table 36
Changes for Educated Through High School
Gend Age Xn Emp MS ambi
tious
cheer
ful
courag
eous
self-
control
F 71+ 11-20 S 7-12 10-10 5-6 8-15
F 56-70 41+ Self M 18-17 13-6 8-1 12-7
F 26-40 11-20 Emp M 10-5 8-8 17-11 13-10
F 41-55 1-5 Emp M 10-12 13-17 3-5 1-9
F 41-55 21-40 Emp M 11-13 6-8 8-7 10-16
F 71+ 41+ Self M 10-14 9-7 1-5 7-9
M 56-70 41+ Self M 5-10 9-14 15-4 18-18
M 41-55 21-40 Emp M 8-10 12-4 15-14 4-3
M 71+ 41+ Self M 5-5 11-6 16-16 10-9
Fom- participants listed that they had education beyond a coUege degree. Honesty,
courageous, loving, and responsible stayed in the top region. Imaginative, cheerful,
clean, andpolite remained in the bottom third.
This subgroup had the highest number of significant changes of aU the subgroups.
Increases of six positions were given to logical and ambitious. Capable was increased
four positions and independent was increased seven positions. These increases caused
ambitious, capable, and independent to aU move into the top region. Decreases were
given to broadminded, forgiving, helpful, and obedient which causedforgiving and
helpful to move out ofthe top region.
When this group is cross referenced by gender, aU three men decrease cheerful by
three and decrease obedient by two. AU three men increase independent by an average of
four and increase responsible by an average of three. Only those values that were
changed more than four positions are included in the table.
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Table 37
Changes for Educated Beyond College
Gend Age Xn Emp MS ambi
tious
indepn
dent
logical obe
dient
F 41-55 21-40 Emp M 5-3 11-11 18-17 16-18
M 41-55 21-40 Self M 12-6 18-14 17-9 9-10
M 41-55 11-20 Emp M 15-16 14-6 12-9 1-2
M 41-55 NC Self M 9-6 2-1 3-3 11-14
Marital Status
Three listed their marital status as single and fifteen were hsted as married. At
least one who listed her status as married is divorced and at least one is widowed. It
would be practically impossible to determine which test instrument corresponded with
each person, so with that clarification, aU fifteen who listed themselves as married wUl be
treated as married.
Three listed themselves as single. They kept courageous, broadminded, cheerful,
forgiving, responsible, and honesty in the top third, and capable, independent,
intellectual, logical, and loving in the bottom third. This subgroup decreased capable by
five positions andpolite by four positions. They increased clean by five positions and
loving by four positions.
Table 38
Changes for Single Subjects
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp cpable clean loving pohte
F 71+ 11-20 HS 16-11 4-2 14-17 6-9
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 12-14 18-11 14-16 11-13
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp 10-13 16-14 17-2 12-15
Fifteen persons hsted themselves as married. Those values that remained in the
top third were ambitious, helpful, honesty, forgiving, responsible, and loving.
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Responsible had only eight persons hst it in the top third m the pretest, but thirteen
persons placed it high in the posttest. The values that remained in the bottom third were
clean, imaginative, intellectual, polite, and logical. There were some smaU changes for
this subgroup, but the only significant changes involved clean decreasing three positions
and courageous increasing three positions. Consequently no table will be included for this
subgroup.
Reference to Research Question 3
Throughout the summaries of the terminal values and instrumental values for this
group and each subgroup, one can infer fi*om the data that changes can be hnked to the six
teaching sessions. The changes within the instrumental values should shed hght on any
changes of the terminal values.
Throughout the data presentation, one can see that every subgroup made changes
in their values structure. Some changes were more pronounced than others, yet each
subgroup could point to changes. Because the teaching sessions occurred between the
administration of the pretest and posttest, one can infer that the teaching sessions did
influence changes within the value structure ofeach subgroup and within the value
structure of the entire group.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The original idea for this research project began in 1984, when I began to work
regularly with local congregations. "At what point did these people stop growing in their
feith?" "Can persons who have been Christians longer than their pastor has been ahve
leam anything fiuther about growth in grace?" These questions along with a lifetime
mterest in character development set the stage for this research project.
Something was needed beyond an academic exercise. Something useful and
transferable was needed as Sardis Chapel was quickly moving into new levels ofministry.
For the first time since the 1930s, Sardis Chapel was seeing large numbers of conversions.
In only four years, they had persons involved with fourteen mission trips to eight different
countries. Sardis Chapel had begun an ecumenical thmst to reach the entire commimity
and region with the gospel. In June 2000, the Kentucky Annual Conference chose Sardis
Chapel as the "SmallMembership Church of the Year."
Sardis Chapel was ushered into the pubhc arena ofmodels for ministry. No longer
were we just one ofmany; instead, hundreds of churches began looking to us for answers
regarding how to "do" small churchministry. The leaders of Sardis Chapel were aU
reaching retirement age and beyond, having been Christians for many years. Sardis Chapel
was making the transition away fi-om the textbook rural, multi-generational, family church.
Something was needed to help understand how Christians could reflect Christ to the
community more effectively.
Major Findings
The Rokeach Value Survey used in this study is designed to uncover changes in
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values for a specific group ofparticipants over a set period of time. Additionally, this
study wanted to discover any changes that could be connected to a series of teaching
sessions on maki categories of character; consequently, the analysis and discussion found
m this chapter will not look at consistencies but will explore the changes found within the
reported values.
Unexpected Findings
The first ofmany imexpected results began to surface on the Grst night when the
man attended who presented himself as a non-Christian. He has been a member of Sardis
Chapel since his teen years, yet he was intrigued by the presentation ofthe study and the
process. He listened throughout the sessions, e-mailed articles about character to me, and
candidly discussed the process. To see himmove salvation from tenth in the pretest to
fifl:h in the posttest was a pleasant and unexpected finding.
AU the participants have been members of Sardis Chapel for over twenty years, or
they were members ofother churches who transferred their membership to Sardis ChapeL
Either way, aU the participants have claimed a faith in Christ for over twenty years, yet
some listed their Christian experience as one to five years or eleven to twenty years. Four
persons listed these options, and about that same number ofpersons in the study have had
kairos moments with God in the last ten years. Theymight interpret their Christian
experience as having a different date oforigin.
Another unexpected finding came with the Decision-Making Values Survey. From
my education and my own Ufe experiences, I chose the factors from my own experience
dehberately limiting the Ust to ten. To have the three most ejqihcit Christian fectors;
scripture, prayer, and church reduce consistently in their priority for the group from
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pretest to posttest was miexpected. Considering the fact that the study was conducted
with those persons who regularly attend the Sunday evening service, those three values
were expected to dominate throughout the study either because they were truly the
dominant fectors or because the participants would list them thinking those were the right
or expected answers. Since they reduced from the pretest to the posttest in their level of
dominance, a more accurate posttest than expected is possible.
Terminal Values
The results of the study demonstrate that even though one has been a Christian for
many years, their internal value system is fluid. The study shows conclusively that the
evening worship attendees at Sardis Chapel views salvation as primary with seventeen
persons placing it first or second throughout the study and all eighteen placing it within
the top five values m the posttest. However, once one gets beyond the top value, less
consistency occurs. The research demonstrates that the participants were more consistent
with the bottom level values than the top level values. The middle third region had no
patterns, thus demonstrating the fluidity ofthat region ofvalues for the group.
The group moved freedom and inner harmony out from the top region. Freedom
was moved from fourth to eleventh. Itmer harmony was moved from fifth to ninth. The
group moved happiness and self-respect into the top region. Happiness went from eighth
to fifth, and self-respect went from ninth to fourth.
Throughout the study, true friendship was decreased by twelve of the participants.
This seems inconsistent with a neighborhood muhigenerational congregation. At the same
time, twelve persons increased the position ofself-respect giving the whole group an
increase of five positions. This could be a result ofthe study itself; studying character
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development and making character development an open subject ofdiscussion raises the
self-respect ofa group. An alternative explanation could be that this congregation has
never had a pastor involve them in a doctoral study. Previously, they had student pastors
or beginners fresh from seminary. Even though I suspect both explanations have a part,
the evidence lends more to the first explanation that attention to character
development usually will cause some character development. This helps us answer the
purpose stateuKut ofthis research that teaching the main elements of character seems to
have changed the understanding ofcharacter among the members ofSardis Chapel by
increasing their value of self-respect. Consequently, this might have caused a
corresponding rise in the corporate level ofself-respect.
Gender
The men increased their value ofa sense ofaccomplishment by four positions.
Men are more task-oriented, so this change can be expected. The women decreased the
level ofa sense ofaccomplishment by five positions, which again can be expected because
women are more relational-oriented. However, the women decreased their level of true
friendship by one position which would seem inconsistent for a relationaUy oriented
group.
The women increased their level ofmature love by five positions. When the
increase in mature love is brought beside the decrease in true friendship, the women at
first glance seem inconsistent. The mature love seems to lean more toward a marital
relationship while the true friendship leans more toward a fiiend other than a husband.
Two of the three single women did not hst a value for mature love.
The women decreased their value ofequality by one position while the men
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increased their value ofequality by three positions. The women moved equality from
eleventh to twelfth. The men moved equality from thirteenth to tenth. Even though both
groups kept equality in the most fluid third ofthe value field, one can infer that the study
sessions helped cause opposite results to their perception or value level ofequality. Thus,
we have some of the answer to Research Question 2 regarding the changes in terminal
values.
The men saw two upper region changes. Freedom moved from the upper level
third position to the central level ninth position. Self-respectmoved from the central level
ninth position to the upper level third position. These changes scratch that inner core of
the central peripheral dimension Rokeach described (Beliefe 3). When the central core
issues change for an individual or for a group, they influence every lower level of the value
structure. This exchange involving a shift in the third position fromfreedom to self-
respect could cause such a rippling effect throughout the men as a subgroup.
Research question 2 asks what kind ofeffect would take place in the terminal
values oftte members of Sardis Chapel as a result ofa teaching series on the main
elenK;nts of character. These changes in equality along with the interchange offreedom
and self-respect help us see the results.
Age
Freedom decreased for the forty-one to seventy age subgroups. Along with
freedom, family security and national security decreased for the forty-one to fiifty-five
subgroup; however, national security andfamily security increased for the seventy-one
and older subgroup. The explanation might go back many years. This older subgroup can
remember the Great Depression and World War n. That subgroup is composed of
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veterans and family members ofveterans. The younger subgroups also have veterans and
femily members of veterans, but the Korean and Vietnam conflicts were considerably
different than the second World War.
The forty-one to seventy subgroups increased their value ofa comfortable life, but
the oldest group left it in the lower third region. This is the group who hved through and
can remember a time when comfort was unattainable. They have shared stories of
shoeless childhood days, lack of food, and long days of labor in the fields.
The subgroups of forty-one to seventy also show a rise for self-respect with both
subgroups moving it from the central more fluid region to the upper region ofvalues.
Self-respect increased in practically every group and subgroup.
Family security decreased two positions for the forty-one to fifty-five subgroup
and decreased five positions by the twenty-six to forty subgroup while increasing three
positions for the seventy-one and older subgroup. This could be simply the issue that
when we get older, we tend to rely more upon our femily for care and for our fiitm-e weU-
being. Whenwe get older, our family begins to die regularly; consequently we come to
realize how precious they are and how important the femily unit is.
Employment
Flquality decreased for the employed but rose for the self-enployed. For the
participants in this study, this difference could be explained by a perception among them.
Those who are self-employed have mentioned that they have not worked for anyone and
that they have met a payroll every week for many years. They have stated that the
opportunities are the same for everyone, but not everyone wants to stick their necks out to
earn a hving. Those who are employed speak about the management getting aU the perks
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while they have to do all the work. These attitudes and perceptions might explain the
difference in levels placed on equality.
Self-respect mcreased for those employed by nine positions while it
only increased two positions for the self-employed. This might be a reflection of the
attitude of the self-employed as they already take satisfaction in the statement they make
about meeting a payroU every week and never having worked for someone. Interestingly
enough, both subgroups ended the study with self-respect in the third position.
Years of Christian Experience
The one who listed her Christian experience as one to five years increased
happiness by six positions while those who listed their Christian experience as forty-one
years and more increased happiness by only four positions. One who is young in the faith
might be expected to want more happiness while those who have walked with Jesus for
over forty years might already be experiencing that happiness.
The one who listed her Christian experience as one to five years decreased mature
love by five positions while aU the other subgroups increased their level for mature love.
A mature love as described in the Rokeach Value Survey involves sexual and spiritual
intimacy. In addition to that clarification, the teaching session on love presented material
on intimacy and healthy boundaries. This type ofmaturity caimot be achieved by merely
aging chronologicaUy. This type ofmaturity must be sought and intentionaUy developed.
That takes time and might explain why there was an increase firom those who have been
walking with Jesus for many years.
Family security was decreased by those subgroups who listed their Christian
experience within one to forty years, but family security was increased by that subgroup
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who hsted their Christian experience as forty-one and more years. This could be an age
issue, for those who have been Christians for over forty-one years are the older
participants. Another option could be that the longer we walk with Jesus, the more we
understand the femily unit. We might see it as a pedagogical model for issues ofauthority
and self-giving love. We could see the family unit as one institution designed by God to
teach us the eternal patterns of redemption. So the importance of the security of the
femily unit could increase with increased years ofChristian experience.
Education
One man who dropped out ofschool after the fifth grade who participated in this
study has mentioned many tunes, "You wiU never know what it's hke to go through hfe
without an education." He is my fiiend. He along with the others who hsted their
educational level as first through eighth grade lowered their value level for a seme of
accomplishment while the subgroup educated beyond college increased their sense of
accomplishment moving it mto the top regioa This area would benefit fi-om fiuther
research.
The subgroup who listed the educational level at first through eighth grade
reduced their value offreedom fi-om third to tenth. The subgroup educated through high
school decreasedfreedom by two moving it fi-om sbrth to eightL In both instances this
moved fi-eedom fi-om within that upper sphere ofvalues and placed it in the more fluid
middle region. According to Rokeach, this amount ofvalue re-formulation has to effect
aU ofthe value structure at a lower level (Behefe 3).
Earher, these persons part of the subgroup discussed who can remember the Great
Depression and World War 11; however, history has taught us that when an oppressive
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govermnent takes over a comitry, one of the first groups rounded up is the educated. The
educated, as a whole, understand the human need forfreedom. The educated can inspire
and can teach effectively against the oppressive government; therefore, one possible
ejqjlanation for these subgroups mo\mg freedom completely out of the top third region
is this pattem fi-om history: The uneducated as a group do not understand as weU the
human need forfreedom. Having stated that, the subgroup educated beyond college kept
freedom consistent at ninth position. The high school educated subgroup moved it to
eighth and the first through eighth grade educated subgroup moved it to tenth.
This helps to answer Research question 2. A change has occurred in the terminal
values of these subgroups. As the pastor to these persons, I would have never expected
this change in their value stmcture. However, this helps us see the changes that have
occurred in the terminal values ofthe members of Sardis Chapel at least in part fi-om the
teaching on the main elements of character.
Marital Status
The three single women unanimously decreased their values ofa sense of
accomplishment, inner harmony, and social recognition while unanimously increasing
their value forfamily security and true friendship. The unanimous movements ofvalues
places them in a unique subgroup for this study. No other subgroup had so much
cohesion. This could be explained by a similar environment since two of them are sisters;
however, these were not the similarities in their values but similarities in the changes that
took place in their values fi-om the pretest to the posttest.
The single ones increased their value of true friendship by four positions while the
married group decreased their value of true friendship by three positions. This could be a
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result ofmarried couples growing toward each other instead ofgrowing toward friends.
Instrumental Values
The same pattem for the entire group was discovered in the instrumental values as
was found in the terminal values. The group held certain values within the high and low
regions while the central region proved to be most fluid. The most significant changes
saw broadmindedmove from fifth to ninth and courage move from tenth to fiifth. This
provides a partial answer to the third research question regarding changes in the
perception of the instrumental values for member ofSardis Chapel. This significant
increase ofcourage would be consistent with some ofthese changes taking place within
the group and subgroups. To change our internal value stmctures, we would expect to
have to exercise courage. Consequently, it also provides a portion of the answer to the
purpose of this study, to identify and discuss any changes in the understanding of character
among the members of Sardis Chapel.
The rise in independent along with the significant rise in courage is ejq)ected. The
members of Sardis Chapel hve in a farming community at the edge ofthe county seat
town. Over 80 percent of the congregation is self-employed. The self-chosen subjects for
this study showed that 50 percent ofthose who listed their employment are self-employed.
Gender
The men moved honesty from the top spot and replaced it with responsible having
moved it from the third position. These men moved the terminal value ofself-respect one
full third of the value spectrum from ninth to third. According to Peck, that kind of a
values change at the mner core must be facihtated by an increase in exercising
responsibility (44). This increase of responsible placing it in the top spot would
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correspond with Peck's conclusion.
In contrast to the men, the women decreased their value of responsible and they
have only one value with a significant increase, obedient. Within the terminal values, they
increased mature love by five positions and self-respect by three. Self-respect ended at the
sixth position and mature love ended in seventh.
Age
The one participant who listed her age as twenty-sbc to forty decreased her value
of independent by eight positions while those in the subgroup forty-one to fifly-five
increased independent by nine positions. The fifly-six to seventy subgroup increased
independent by three and the seventy-one and older subgroup kept it stable. The value of
independent for the one in the twenty-six to forty subgroup level sits opposed to the other
subgroups.
The one person in the youngest category increased her level ofambitious by five
positions, and the forty-one to fifly-five subgroup increased it one position. Those in the
fifty-six to seventy subgroup decreased ambitious by three positions, and the eldest
subgroup decreased ambitious by one position. This might be just a matter ofage and
energy level, the younger being more ambitious than the older ones. In other words, the
older we get, the less value we place on ambitious simply because we do not have the
energy to be ambitious. However, age chronology does not explain why she increased her
value ofobedience by nine positions while the eldest group decreased their value of
obedience by three positions. This could reveal that chronological age does not guarantee
a lessening of rebeUion against authority.
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Employment
The employed group lowered the value level ofpolite by two positions while the
self-employed raised it two positions. This might be the case because the self-employed
cannot afford to offend others, or they wiU lose their customer base.
The employed subgroup increased their value level ofcourageous by three
positions, but the self-employed maintained a level without movement. One day, whUe
shaping a leadership development program, one of the self-employed members was asked,
"What one character trait does it take to strike out on your own?" A briefanswer was
given, "Courage." The self-enq)loyed subgroup mamtained courageous within the top
region at the sixth position. Even though the employed subgroup increased courageous,
they only raised it from thirteenth to tenth.
Years ofChristian Experience
The one who listed her years ofChristian experience as one to five increased
independent by twelve, four times the group increase. One might speculate that the
reason for such a large increase rests with a young Christian who has not leamed yet a
dependence upon Jesus.
The two younger subgroups increased obedient by six positions placing it in the
third position. The older two subgroups decreased obedient to the point that it ended in
the middle region. As mentioned earher, chronological age does not automatically bring
spiritual maturity.
Those who have listed their experience as eleven to twenty years decreased
forgiving by two positions while the ones who have had an e}q>erience with Jesiis for
twenty-one to forty years increased their position offorgiving by two. The other two
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subgroups kept it the same. AU had it within the upper region, but the subgroup that
mcreased it moved it to the top position. The longer we walk with Jesus, the more we
leam the importance offorgiving those who have harmed us. Forgiveness becomes a way
ofUfe, but usuaUy that does not take place early, and practicaUy never can be
accomplished without a conscious effort and choice.
Education
The ones who were educated first through eighth grade and the subgroup who
finished high school keptforgiving constant at second position whUe those who were
educated beyond coUege decreased forgiving fi-om fourth to eighth position. This
area needs fiirther research and exploration.
The participants who listed the first through the eighth grade educational level
increased responsible by one position. The ones who finished high school, aged fifi:y-six
to seventy, iucreased responsible by seven positions. Those who attended coUege and
beyond kept responsible stable at the second position.
One can theorize that education brings a higher level of responsible behavior.
Many pohtical officials push such an agenda; however, the data support no such
conclusion. The data point to a conclusion that a person usuaUy knows the right action to
take yet this does not indicate the right action wiU be taken.
Marital Status
The smgle group increased loving by four positions whUe the married group
decreased loving by one position. Growing old alone might cause us to better recognize
the value of loving another and being loved. As a pastor, I consistently hear persons
agonize that their spouses are takmg them for granted.
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Theological Reflections
All values lie within a central peripheral dimension described by Rokeach, and have
the most important values at the core, the least important values at the perimeter, and the
mid-important values somewhere in between (Behefe 3). The more central a value is to a
person, the more resistant it is to any change. The obverse is equaUy true. The more
central a value changed, the greater the ramifications throughout the entire value system
This principle holds true for individuals and for groups; therefore, the changes in values
for the group or subgroups in this study remain more important than any particular one
time sequential listing.
Four changes near the core took place for the group. These were made up of two
exchanges in the terminal values. Freedom moved out fi-om fourth position to eleventh,
and inner harmony moved out fi-om fifl:h to ninth. Happiness moved fi-om eighth to fifl:h
and self-respect moved fi-om ninth to fourth. To describe this concentrically, ^ee^/o/w and
inner harmony moved out of the core to the middle of the terminal values. Happiness and
self-respect moved fi-om the middle region to within the inner core of the terminal values.
This self-respect or self-image change for the group moved it almost halfway closer to the
very core value for the group. These central changes can be measured for the group.
For terminal values to change, instrumental values must be exercised. For the end
results to change, by necessity there has to be a change in the means producing such
results. That is the principle connecting the two arenas ofvalues.
To understand the instrumental value change. Peck taught that for us to gain
greater spiritual growth, we must exercise responsibility to engage the process and see it
through until the transition is complete (44). This responsibility Ues within the larger
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category of self-discipline. This study revealed that coupled with responsible, courage
increases as a group engage the process of changing their inner core values.
The research uncovered self-discipline as one of the main categories of character.
As a result of this discovery, self-discipline was one of the subjects covered in the
teaching sessions. Responsibility was singled out as a category within self-discipline.
Peck explains that if a change in the core values is to take place, responsibility must be
exercised to accomplish the transition (71-74). Responsible was placed in the third
position of terminal values by the group. This placement was within the top third of the
instrumental values. Thinking concentricaUy, the group placed responsible within the
inner core of instrumental values with the pretest.
The posttest revealed the group had moved responsible from the third position to
the even tighter position of second. Thinking concentricaUy, this shows that the group
moved responsible closer to the buU's eye of the core. Peck wrote that responsibihty
must be exercised to bring about spiritual growth (71-74). Therefore, for the entire
research group, the data reveals a mobilization ofresponsibility coupledwith courage
resulting in an inner core value exchange removingfreedom and inner harmony and
replacing them with happiness and self-respect.
In a similar way, an individual example of this principle can be seen with the man
who listed "non-Christian" under the category ofChristian experience. He moved
salvation from tenth to fifth causing a change within the central core of terminal values.
In order to do this. Peck states that responsibility must be exercised (71-74). In the
instrumental values, this "non-Christian" moved responsible from seventh to fourth.
Consequently, the data reveals at least one answer to the purpose ofthis research: to
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identify and discuss any changes in the understanding of character among the members of
Sardis Chapel United Methodist Church as a result ofa six-week study designed to take
place during the Sunday evening worship services.
These relationships reveal one specific aspect of character development: resuhs
can be achieved because the means he within the wiU of the person. We choose how we
wiU act. The vohtional aspect indicates we can develop a higher level of character anytime
we choose to exercise a higher level of responsibihty and courage specifically along with
other instrumental values. Consequently, this vohtional aspect even gives some answers
to God's involvement.
The supematural engagement ofGod might be the key to this process, "But as
many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become [genesthai] children ofGod"
(John 1:12, NAS). The term genesthai is in the passive voice; therefore, Christ gives
authority to those who receive him to be acted upon (by God). He gives us authority to
be passive recqjients ofhis transformation ofour hves. We choose for God to act upon us
to change our character.
In addition to the passage in John's Gospel, the Apostle Paul writes, "Be
transformed by the renewing ofyour mind" (Rom. 12:2, NAS). This "transformed" is
metamorphousthe fi-om which we get the English word metamorphosis. Rarely used in
our language, this term speaks of the complete change that takes place when a caterpiUar
transforms into a butterfly, or a tadpole transforms into a fi-og, or a sinner transforms mto
a saint. The term is in the passive voice indicating we are commanded to aUow ourselves
to be acted upon (by God).
Combme genesthai with metamorphousthe, and the evidence is clear that we are
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passive recipients ofGod's transformation. However, this is incomplete. Paul completes
this by saying that the transformation will take place not only by our recipient pose but
also by our "renewing our minds." Thus, by the intentional exercise of responsible
thinking and behavior, we cooperate with God as a team bringing about a becoming or a
metamorphosis ofourselves. This means the complete change over ofterminal values in
our core by exercising the instrumental values.
This cooperation with God can also be seen by the emphasis Sardis Chapel has
placed on Scriptures and prayer. This study was conducted in October and November
2000. During 2000, Sardis Chapel committed to read through the Bible together. We
took twenty-three chapters each week. The Sunday school lessons and home Bible study
lessons were puUed from those twenty-three chapters. The Sunday morning and evening
messages were puUed from those twenty-three ch^ters. We passed out seventy-five
copies of a daily devotional designed to help the process. We had averaged seventy-three
in our Sunday morning worship services the previous year. As a body ofbehevers, we
committed ourselves to read and study the Word ofGod. Combine this commitment to
Scriptiu-e along with the mcreased time devoted to prayer within the services. Then ten
months into that process, this study was conducted. This could also account for the high
emphasis on prayer and Scripture in the Decision-Making Values Survey.
Relevance for Society
Christian character development can be accomplished. This study helps to
discover that the oft-heard expression "values are caught, not taught" involves an
exaggeration�values can be and are regularly taught. To say that "values are caught
more often than taught is a more accurate description ofthe powerfiil and critical role of
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example" (Gough 111). Having stated this, character can be taught. The key to this
teaching seems to he with the student engaging the process more than the teacher
producing content. Therefore, we demonstrate poor character because we choose to
demonstrate poor character. We demonstrate godly character, because we choose to
demonstrate godly character, having cooperated with God to actively shape our character.
Mentioned in Chapter 2, the most effective evangelistic tool is a sanctified life, a
hfe that has been given over to engage the process ofcharacter development and
consequently has been transformed by God. The obverse is equaUy true.
The greatest hindrance to evangelism is a Christian who has compromised and
tried to short cut this process ofcharacter transformation. Within our society, the greatest
value is tolerance. Over the years this has infiltrated the church and the Christian hfe to
the point where we tolerate half-hearted aUegiance to Christ. We tolerate partial
obedience and make excuses or explanations when we fail to obey. We tolerate
compromises with our own character. This is the very reason why so many unchurched
persons and non-Christians can say that they are just as good as the members ofany
church and be correct in their statement. Society's only hope is for Christians to be
intolerant ofany compromise to anything less than a complete character transformation.
Throughout the six weeks of the study, the participants regularly remarked that
they had read something about character in a book, or magazine, or newspaper. They
mentioned that they had heard something about character on the radio or television. They
had become aware ofthe issue and were engaging the process. They became more
conscious of the issue of character in their hves, and within the community and culture.
By conducting some form ofcharacter development on a regular basis over a
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period ofyears, a body ofbelievers will most likely receive that transfonnation of
character. Coleman points out that they will reflect the character ofGod enhancing the
evangelization oftheir community (Nothing 79).
Another impUcation is that Hartshome and May's conclusion that character cannot
be taught has evidence to the contrary (391). Not only does Peck give a composite of
how this takes place, but this study and data confirm Peck's composite (71-74). This
research confirms character can be taught.
Weaknesses of the Study
One weakness of the study was the number ofparticipants. Eighteen was less than
half of the normal attendance for a Sunday evening service. Conclusions cannot be drawn
strongly with only eighteen participants.
Another weakness was the lack ofa control group. No group was assembled that
fiUed out the test instruments without attending any of the teaching sessions. Six persons
took the pretest who did not retum for the teaching sessions, but they did not retum for
the posttest either.
Another weakness was the lack of interaction throughout the teaching sessions.
Each evening had more of a lecture format than a discussion format. No time was given
to the whole group for questions or for clarification which would have likely enhanced the
learning and promoted fiuther engagement in the process.
Can this study be reproduced with a body ofbehevers that have not sat under my
preaching and teaching for four years already? Much of this material had emerged within
messages over the years of research. Nevertheless, even with this possible weakness, the
data clearly demonstrates changes occurred within the sk week time fi-ame.
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Contributions to Existing Body of Knowledge
I was unable to locate many sources on intentional character development. I began
with the corpus of leadership development from corporate America and the Church. The
hterature on leadership development had widespread agreement that character was the
most important trait for a leader, but few offered more than a passing mention of this
opinion. They were on their way to helpmg develop skills for interacting with people.
Stephen Covey, John MaxweU, Scott Peck, and Dennis Kinlaw have written some
materials on character development, but this is not enough. Writing for corporate
America, Ulrich, Zenger, and Smallwood make the clearest statement of these authors
that character can be and has been developed in intentional ways (215).
Because character can be developed intentionally, and because God has offered us
a right to receive a transforming touch, at least four areas of theology could be developed
more. The first is Wesley's Prevenient Grace. Prevenient grace is the behef that God
ofifers grace to everyone in enough portion to choose to cooperate with him prior to
conversion. This volitional aspect of receiving God's activity in our hves prior to
conversion is the structure upon which is based the entire position ofGod's supematural
engagement with the individual leading that person to conversion. The second is justifying
or converting grace where we volidonally cooperate with God who brings about
justification and the new birth. The third is sanctifying grace where we volitionally
cooperate with God to root out that bent toward sin, that sinfiJness, that selfishness
discussed in Chapter 2. The foiuth is growth in grace where we volitionally cooperate
with God who transfi^rms moving us toward sanctification and transformir^ us subsequent
to sanctification.
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The research and study project conducted here demonstrates further what these
other authors have told us that character can be developed in a more mtentional way. We
do not have to wait for it to rub off from someone. This research is the only material that
has been found that shows in a somewhat clinical way the relationship Peck writes about
with responsibility being key to the transition of values (71-74). Furthermore, this
research shows more graphically the relationship between the terminal and instrumental
values.
Peck places responsibility within the larger category of self-discipline (71-74). The
Apostle Paul writes ofself-control in terms ofrestraint (Gal. 5:23), and in terms of
proactive discipline (1 Cor. 9:25). Rokeach listed responsible and self-control as
instrumental values. The subjects in this study seemed to understand responsibility as a
value ofaction and seemed to understand self-control exclusively in terms of restraint.
This present research offers an understanding of self-disciphne that involves restraint, but
leans more heavily toward an intentional, pro-active engagement ofdevelopment.
This research discerns four main categories of character; love, truth, self-disciphne,
and the supematural engagement ofGod with the person. Most materials on character
development leave out the supematural engagement ofGod. Those materials that do
include God's activity consistently do not give details to that process. The other authors
do not explain the interaction of core values and instrumental values through the lens of
cooperative transformation brought about by God's activity in the process.
Practical Application
One practical apphcation is to develop this material into an article, series of
articles, or even a booklet that can be pubhshed and placed into the hands ofmany pastors
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and leaders. This material could be expanded and used for Sunday school or Bible study
material to help God's people be transformed to reflect God's character and to reach
God's world. The study lessons could be transcribed and used to help that process in any
given setting.
Another practical apphcation is to teach the material without the pretest and
posttest. Even though those instruments help shine hght on the core values and help
persons begin thinking consciously about character, those aspects could possibly be
produced within the teaching sessions.
A fiuther apphcation is the ongoing transformation of the researcher who has
gained beyond measure fi-om this process. A strength to this research was the impact it
had on the researcher. This impact could be reproduced to a point with anyone who
tackled this material, digested it, and presented it to a group.
Further Studies
One possible fiiture study would be to repeat the entire process with different
participants to see if the conclusions would be consistent with this research. Another
potential project would include a repeat of this study that also includes a control group. If
the results are similar, then that wiU lend more credibility to this present study and will
provide further insights to how character is developed.
An interesting study would involve young teens, older teens, or even college age
groups who would go through this study. This study was designed for those adults aged
twenty-six and older who have been Christians for a number ofyears; however, this study
could be conducted with younger Christians. Conducting this study with non-Christians is
possible, but the study was not developed for them.
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APPENDIX A
Rokeach Value Survey
INSTRUCTIONS
On the next two pages are 1 8 values listed in alphabetical order. Your task is to
arrange them m order oftheir importance to YOU, as guiduig principles in YOUR hfe.
Each value is printed on a gimimed label which can be easily peeled off and pasted in the
boxes on the left-hand side of the page.
Study the list careftilly and pick out the one value which is the most important for you.
Peel it offand paste it in Box 1 on the left-hand side.
Then pick out the value which is second most important for you. Peel it off and paste it in
Box 2. Then do the same for each of the remaming values. The value which is least
important goes in Box 18.
Work slowly and think carefiiUy. Ifyou change your mind, feel free to change your
answers. The labels peel offeasily and can be moved from place to place. The end result
should truly show how you reaUy feel.
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1 A COMFORTABLE LIFE
(a prosperous life)
2 AN EXCITING LIFE
(a stimulating, active life)
3 A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
(lasting contribution)
4 AWORLD AT PEACE
(free ofwar and conflict)
5 A WORLD OF BEAUTY
(beauty ofnature and the arts)
6 EQUALITY (brotherhood,
equal opportunity for all)
7 FAMILY SECURITY
(taking care of loved ones)
8 FREEDOM
(independence, free choice)
9 HAPPINESS
(contentedness)
10 INNER HARMONY
(freedom from iimer conflict)
11 MATURE LOVE
(sexual and spiritual intimacy)
1 2 NATIONAL SECURITY
(protection from attack)
13 PLEASURE
(an enjoyable, leisurely life)
14 SALVATION
(saved, eternal life)
15 SELF-RESPECT
(self-esteem)
1 6 SOCL\L RECOGNITION
(respect, admiration)
1 7 TRUE FRIENDSHIP
(close companionship)
18 WISDOM
(a mature understanding of life)
WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED GO TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Below is another list of 1 8 values. Arrange them in order of importance, the same as before.
1 AMBITIOUS
(hard-working, aspiring)
2 BROADMINDED
(opai-minded)
3 CAPABLE
(competent, effective)
4 CHEERFUL
(lighthearted, joyful)
5 CLEAN
(neat, tidy)
6 COURAGEOUS
(standing up for your beliefe)
7 FORGFVTNG
(willing to pardon others)
8 HELPFUL (working
for the welfare ofothers)
9 HONEST
(sincere, truthful)
10 IMAGINATFVE
(daring, creative)
11 INDEPENDENT
(self-reliant, self-suflBcient)
12 INTELLECTUAL
(intelligent, reflective)
13 LOGICAL
(consistent, rational)
14 LOVING
(affectionate, tender)
15 OBEDIENT
(dutiful, respectfiil)
16 POLITE
(courteous, well-mannered)
17 RESPONSIBLE
(dependable, reliable)
18 SELF-CONTROLLED
(restrained, self-disciplined)
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APPENDIX B
Decision-Making Factors Survey
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
DECISION-MAKING
QUESTIONS
On the next three pages are 10 guiding principles listed in alphabetical order. Your task is
to arrange them in order of their importance to YOU as you think about each situation
listed. The order YOU CHOOSE may vary in each situation. Each guiding principle is
printed on a gummed label which can be easily peeled off and pasted in the boxes on the
opposite side of the page.
Study the hst carefiiUy and pick out the one guiding principle that is the most important to
YOU. Peel it off and place it in Box 1 .
Then pick out the guiding principle which is second most iiqwrtant to YOU. Peel it off
and place h in Box 2. Do the same for the remaining principles.
Work slowly and think carefiiUy. Ifyou change your mind, feel free to change your
answers. The labels peel offeasUy and can be moved from place to place. The end result
should truly show how you reaUy feel.
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Question one:
When you face a difiScuk decision, what do you use to guide your decision?
Question two:
When you think about the situations and issues in our society, what helps you form your
opinion about these issues?
Question three:
Ifyou had children, what guiding principles would you suggest to them to help them make
thek important decisions?
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APPENDIX C
Promotional Letter�Bulletin Insert
September 24, 2000
Dear Friends:
I have been working on a Doctor ofMinistry degree in my spare time since 1995. I have
finished my classes, and only need to finish my final research project, the dissertation. I
have aheady invested over 2000 hours into this project.
In order to finish, I need your help. The PPR committee has given me permission to do
this. I will use 6 Sunday evening services. I plan to start October 8, 2000.
Would you attend the Sunday evening services on October 8, and the next five weeks? I
need as many persons as possible to listen to the teaching and fiU out a couple of forms.
This would be a great help to me.
The research I have done is on the development ofChristian character. I wiU be teaching
those six Sunday evenings on the development ofChristian character.
Here is what you will need to do ifyou choose to help me with this:
1 . Attend all six services
2. FiU out two forms the first night
3. FiU out two forms the last night
The research does not aUow me to recruit anyone to attend. So this is a general letter to
everyone. However, you are aUowed to invite anyone you think would be interested.
Thank you,
Ted
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APPENDIX D
Teaching Sessions�Outlines
Character Development (1)
I. Terminal Values
�End state ofbeing
�Desired end results
n. Instrumental Values
�Modes ofconduct
�Means
m. Supematural Engagement
�Conversion
�God event = necessary for Christian character
A. Backgroimd�Why?
1 . Character
2. Relevance
B. Bibhcal
1 . Genesis 17; Exodus 19; Leviticus 1 1 ; thom Exodus 28; Psalm 15;
Joshua 1; Deuteronomy 6-10-30 "circumcise"
2. Matthew 22�entirety ofOld Testament; 1 Peter 2 (Exodus; Leviticus)
1 Peter 1-3 "hagios" ; Romans 2; Matthew 5; 15; Galatians 5;
Attitude and behavior; Acts A�covuage
IV. Definition
A. "Moral excellence and firmness" Websters 187
B. CCC sum total
20s Hartshome & May
60s & 70s Rokeach
90s Josephson Institute
C. "Rehable and trustworthy having stood the test" ISBE 634
D. Ted�genesthai John 1:12
V. Rokeach: Central Peripheral Dimension
A. The more central a behef^ the more it resists change.
B. The more central a behef changed, the more widespread the effects on the
other behefs.
C. Components ofValues
1 . cognition thinking
2. emotions feehng
3. behavioral acting
4. Prov. 4:23; Matt. 15:16-20; Isa. 6:1-7
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Character (2)
Love
I. End state
A. tamim / telios "perfect" Genesis 6:9, 17:1, 20:5, Deuteronomy 18:13;
Psahn 101:2; Matthew 5:48; Phihppians 3:12-15
B. Psych.�^value of a person is direct result ofparental love
IL Definition ofLove
A. Peck�^spiritual growth
B. Paul�^maturity in Christ, (Ephesians 4)
III. Volitional�conduct
A. Intentional
B. Action (Peck, Hemfelt, Minirth, Meier)
C. Judicious . . . giving, withholding, praising, criticizing, arguing, struggling,
confi-onting, urging, pushing, pulling, (judicious�judgment involves intuitive plus
thoughtfid, ofl:en painfiil decisions)
-> Redemption <-
1. Hell
2. Heaven
3. Salvation
Love is not ... dependence or need or an interest in our own nourishment or nurture (God
could hve without us but chooses to hve with us).
D. (E. Stanley Jones) balance in the great commandment(s) Matthew 22:34-40
1 . Christian Character
2. Sign ofa Christian: John 13:35
E. 1 Corinthians 13
Love is not: envious, boastfiil, proud, rude, self-seeking, easily angered, record
keeper, happy when others hurt, defeatist
Love is: patient, kind, tmthfiil, protective, trusting, hopefiil, persevering,
never giving up, "The most exceUent way."
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Character�SelfDisciphne (3)
Instnraiental Value�Galatians 5:22-23; 2 Peter 1:5-7
I. Responsibility
A. Avoidance
B. Genesis 3
C. Exodus 32
D. 1 John 1:9
II. Delay Gratification: Growth�Self-enlarging
A. John 3�^new birth, changes, new ways to think�^painfiil + fi"ee
B. 1 John 2�children, young men, fathers
C. 1 Corinthians 13:12 foztorgeo "put away"
m. Dedication to truth
A. solving problems
B. Phihppians 4:8�^means to peace ofGod
rV. Balance
A. Work�Rest
B. Worship�Play
C. Ecclesiastes 3
D. Anger / Depression Ephesians 4:26�constructive versus destructive
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Character (4)
I. Truth / Deception
A. Leamed
1. avoid consequences
2. avoid legitimate suffering
3. mental iUness
4. femUy/ friends
5. no change with age
B. Volitional�core Jeremiah 17:9
1. Genesis 20 Abimelech
2. Exodus 20:16
3. Ephesians 4:22
n. White Lies
A. Avoid cmelty
B. Withhold information
m. Inner Truth
A. Resistance�^Jeremiah 17:9, Psahn 15
B. Steps to tmth
1. personal insight
2. see ourselves
3. embrace God's law
C. Alcohohcs Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, PhiUppians 4:8
IV. Truth
A. 3 John 4
B. World's view of tmth�(constmcted)
C. Christian view oftruth�(revealed)
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Character (5)
Supematural Engagement
I. Not consecration/dedication
n. Isa. 6�God desires to make holy
Ezek. 36�^new heart + new spirit + God's Spirit
in. Holy Spirit�work 1 Cor. 2:10-14; Gal. 3:1-5; 1 Thess. 5:23
A. New hfe / resurrection language Eph. 2:1-10; Rom. 8:1-11
B. New birth language John 3, 4:7; 2 Pet. 1 :4
C. New creation language 2 Cor. 5; Eph. 4:22-24
D. Change language 1 Cor. 6:9-11; Rom. 12:1-2
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APPENDIX E
Biographical Data
Explanation
You are asked to participate in two surveys tonight. The first one has two
lists, 1 8 values each that YOU are to rank according to their importance to
YOU. The second involves 3 situations. YOU are to rank the 10 guiding
principles according to their importance for YOU in making those decisions.
Please ask Ted ifyou have any questions at all. These are to remain
ANONYMOUS. However, for this research, your work must be placed into
various categories. So please fill out the following items.
Please list the last 4 digits ofyour Social Security number
Gender: Male Female
Age: 18-25 26-40 41-55 56-70 71 +
Marital: Single Married
Years You Have 1-5 6-10 11-20
Been a Christian: 21-40 41 +
Years in 1-8 High School
School: College College +
Work: Employee Self-Employed
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APPENDIX F
Individual Test Instruments Results
P-1
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Male 56-70 Married 41+ 1-8 self
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation
true friendship
freedom
world peace
national security
acconplishment
salvation
world peace
true friendship
self-respect
happiness
national security
honest
cheerfiil
ambitious
broadminded
forgiving
courageous
forgiving
helpfiil
cheerfiil
honest
responsible
ambitious
happiness
exciting hfe
world ofbeauty
self-respect
femily security
wisdom
femily security
exciting life
accomplishment
freedom
inner harmony
wisdom
loving
responsible
capable
helpfiil
self-controUed
clean
broadminded
loving
pohte
capable
independent
self-controUed
inner harmony
comfortable life
equality
pleasiu-e
mature love
social recognition
equahty
comfortable life
world ofbeauty
social recognition
pleasure
mature love
imaginative
logical
obedient
pohte
independent
mtellectual
courageous
clean
obedient
knaginative
inteUectual
logical
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
church
Scripture
opinion of spouse
values of society
opinions/values of family
advice of friends
expected future results
money
political party
Posttest
prayer
chittch
Scripture
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
opinions/values of family
values of society
expected future results
money
political party
church
prayer
Scriptmre
opinion of spouse
values of society
advice of fiiends
opinions/values of family
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
prayer
church
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
values of society
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
3 church
prayer
Scripture
advice of fiiends
opinion of spouse
values of society
opinions/values of family
expected future results
money
political party
prayer
church
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
values ofsociety
expected future results
money
pohtical party
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P-2
(render Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 71+ single 1 1 -20 High School no entry
Termmal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation honest honest
inner harmony family security forgiving clean
femUy security happiness responsible responsible
true friendship true friendship clean forgiving
accortqjlishment wisdom courageous helpfiU
happiness inner harmony polite courageous
wisdom world peace ambitious broadminded
world ofbeauty equahty self-controlled logical
social recognition self-respect broadminded pohte
self-respect accomplishment cheerfiil cheerfiil
exciting life world ofbeauty helpfiil capable
equality comfortable life independent ambitious
comfortable life national security imagumtive imaginative
world peace exciting hfe loving independent
national security pleasure logical self-controUed
matiu-e love social recognition capable inteUectual
freedom freedom obedient loving
pleasm-e inteUectual obedient
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P-2
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
church
Scripture
opinions/values of family
advice of friends
Posttest
prayer
Scripture
opinions/values of family
church
advice of friends
expected fiiture results
values of society
money
prayer
church
Scripture
prayer
opinions/values of family
church
Scripture
values of society
advice of friends
expected fiiture results
3 Scripture
church
prayer
opinions/values of family
expected fiiture resuhs
prayer
church
opinions/values of family
expected future results
values of society
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P-3
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Male 56-70 Married 41+ High School Self
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
freedom freedom honest responsible
salvation salvation obedient independent
wisdom wisdom loving honest
self-respect self-respect forgiving courageous
femily security family security ambitious broadminded
world peace equality capable imaginative
happiness true friendship helpfiil capable
national security happiness responsible helpfiil
inner harmony world peace cheerfiil obedient
true friendship inner harmony imaginative ambitious
equahty accomplishment inteUectual loving
world ofbeauty national security logical pohte
mature love social recognition poUte clean
pleasure exciting life clean cheerfiU
exciting life comfortable life courageous forgiving
comfortable hfe mature love broadminded logical
accomplishment pleasure independent inteUectual
social recogmtion world ofbeauty self-controUed setf-controUed
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P-3
Decision Making
Pretest
1 prayer
church
Scripture
advice of friends
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
expected fiiture results
values of society
money
political party
Posttest
values of society
church
Scripture
prayer
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
money
political party
church
Scripture
prayer
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
opinions/values of family
values of society
e3q)ected fiiture results
political party
money
Scripture
values of society
prayer
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
political party
money
Scripture
prayer
church
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
values ofsociety
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
pohtical party
money
Scripture
prayer
church
values of society
expected fiiture results
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
money
pohtical party
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P-4
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 56-70 Married 41+ High School Self
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation forgiving courageous
inner harmony happiness honest honest
world peace mature love helpfiil loving
happiness inner harmony capable forgiving
wisdom self-respect broadminded responsible
self-respect accomplishment independent cheerfiil
accomplishment wisdom clean self-controUed
femily security world peace courageous broadminded
freedom equality loving capable
true friendship freedom unaginative pohte
equality femily security responsible obedient
mature love national security self-controUed imaginative
world ofbeauty world ofbeauty cheerfiil helpfiil
comfortable hfe comfortable life inteUectual independent
national security true friendship logical logical
pleasure exciting life obedient inteUectual
exciting life pleasure poUte ambitious
social recognition social recognition ambitious clean
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P-4
Decision Making
Pretest Posttest
1 prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family no entries
church
advice of friends
expected fiiture results
values of society
pohtical party
money
prayer
Scrq)ture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of femily
expected fiiture results
advice of fiiends
values ofsociety
political party
money
prayer
Scripture
church
values of society
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture resuhs
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of femily
money
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
expected fiiture results
values ofsociety
advice of fiiends
political party
money
prayer
Scripture
church
values ofsociety
opinions/values of family
expected fiiture results
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
pohtical party
money
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P-5
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 71+ single 41+ 1-8 no entry
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation forgiving forgiving
world peace world peace courageous courageous
accomphshment femily security honest honest
national security national security obedient responsible
family security wisdom helpfiil cheerful
wisdom freedom broadminded self-controlled
equahty accomplishment cheerfiil broadminded
freedom true friendship responsible obedient
self-respect happiness independent inteUectual
true fiiendshq) equality self-controUed ambitious
iimer harmony self-respect pohte clean
happiness mature love capable independent
social recognition exciting life intellectual poUte
pleasure inner harmony loving capable
world ofbeauty comfortable life imaginative helpful
mature love pleasure ambitious loving
exciting life world ofbeauty logical logical
comfortable hfe social recognition clean imaginative
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P-5
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
church
Scripture
advice to friends
opinions/values of family
values ofsociety
expected fiiture results
political party
money
opinion of spouse
Posttest
prayer
church
Scripture
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
values of society
expected fiiture results
pohtical party
prayer
church
Scripture
opinions/values of femily
values of society
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
money
opinion of spouse
political party
prayer
church
Scripture
opinions/values of family
values ofsociety
advice of fiiends
opinion of spouse
political party
money
expected fiiture results
church
Scripture
prayer
opinions/values of family
values of society
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
political party
money
church
Scripture
prayer
opinions/values of family
values ofsociety
opinion ofspouse
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
pohtical party
money
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P-6
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 56-70 Married 41+ 1-8 Employed
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation honest forgiving
true friendship world peace cheerfiil honest
freedom true friendship ambitious loving
world peace self-respect broadminded cheerful
pleasure happiness forgiving ambitious
accomphshment freedom loving broadminded
exciting life femily security obedient responsible
happiness exciting life responsible obedient
family security accomplishment capable helpfiil
equality wisdom pohte self-controUed
wisdom pleasure courageous courageous
self-respect comfortable life self-controlled capable
world ofbeauty world ofbeauty independent poUte
comfortable life social recognition imaginative clean
national security equahty inteUectual independent
iimer harmony inner harmony logical imaginative
mature love national security clean inteUectual
social recognition mature love helpfiil logical
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P-6
DecisionMakii^
Pretest Posttest
1 prayer
advice of friends
chmxih
Scripture no entries
opinion ofspouse
opinions/values of femily
political party
values ofsociety
expected fiiture results
money
church
Scripture
prayer
opinionofspouse
opinions/values of femily
advice offiiends
values ofsociety
political party
expected fiiture results
money
prayer
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
Scripture
values ofsociety
political party
expected fiiture results
money
prayer
church
Scripture
opmion of spouse
opiniom/values of fanuly
advice of fiiends
values of society
pohtical party
expected fiiture results
money
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of femily
prayer
advice of fiiends
church
Scripture
pohtical party
expected fiiture resuhs
values of society
money
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Trf-nHpr Aa^ Marital Stfltiis YeaTS as Christian Education Employment
Male 71+ Married 41+ 1-8 Self
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation
wisdom
inner harmony
world peace
mature love
equahty
salvation
fenuly security
inner harmony
world peace
wisdom
equality
honest
forgiving
responsible
broadminded
obedient
ambhious
honest
broadminded
responsible
ambitious
self-controUed
loving
family security
freedom
true friendship
self-respect
national security
happiness
mature love
happiness
self-respect
true friendship
national security
world ofbeauty
loving
self-controUed
cheerfiil
helpful
pohte
logical
forgiving
independent
obedient
helpfiil
cheerfiil
pohte
world ofbeauty
accomplishment
exciting hfe
comfortable life
pleasiue
social recognition
accon^)hshment
freedom
exciting life
comfortable life
pleasure
social recogmtion
courageous
independent
capable
imaginative
inteUectual
clean
capable
imaginative
courageous
logical
inteUectual
clean
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P-7
Decision Making
Pretest
opinion of spouse
prayer
opinions/values of family
Scriptiue
expected future results
church
advice of friends
values of society
money
political party
Posttest
prayer
Scripture
church
expected future results
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
values ofsociety
money
pohtical party
advice of fiiends
2 expected fiitiu-e results
prayer
Scripture
opinions/values of family
chm^ch
advice of fiiends
opinion of spouse
values ofsociety
pohtical party
money
prayer
values ofsociety
political party
church
expected future results
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
money
advice of fiiends
prayer
church
values ofsociety
expected fiiture results
opinions/values of femily
Scripture
advice of fiiends
opinion of spouse
money
political party
expected future results
church
Scripture
opinions/values of family
prayer
values ofsociety
advice of fiiends
political party
money
opinion of spouse
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P-8
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 41-55 Married 21-40 CoUege + Employed
Termmal Values Instrmnental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation loving honest
famUy security world peace helpfiil forgiving
mner harmony self-respect responsible ambitious
happiness mature love honest loving
self-respect femUy security ambitious helpfiil
accomplishment accomplishment broadminded responsible
wisdom happmess capable broadminded
mature love inner harmony cheerfiil capable
national security wisdom forgiving cheerfiil
freedom excitmg Ufe pohte inteUectual
equality freedom independent independent
true friendship world ofbeauty clean courageous
world peace equality courageous poUte
world ofbeauty true friendship imagmative self-controUed
social recognition pleasure inteUectual clean
pleasure national security obedient imaginative
comfortable life comfortable life setf-controUed logical
exciting Ufe social recognition logical obedient
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P-8
Decision Making
PosttestPretest
opinion of spouse
expected fiititfe results
prayer
opinions/values of family
Scripture
money
advice of friends
church
values ofsociety
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
values of society
advice of friends
church
expected fiiture results
money
political party
2 Scripture
church
prayer
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
e5q)ected fiiture results
money
advice of fiiends
values ofsociety
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
values of society
advice of fiiends
church
expected fiiture results
money
political party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
expected fixture results
advice of fiiends
values ofsociety
money
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
church
values of society
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
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P-9
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 26-40 Married 11-20 ffigh School Employed
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation honest honest
wisdom wisdom loving obedient
family seciuity world peace polite loving
world peace freedom responsible responsible
equality world ofbeauty clean ambitious
national security national security forgiving pohte
happiness happiness helpfiil clean
self-respect femily security cheerfiil cheerfiil
true friendship equality independent forgiving
inner harmony mature love ambitious self-controUed
comfortable life self-respect obedient courageous
pleasure pleasure capable helpfiil
freedom true friendship self-controUed inteUectual
exciting life exciting life broadminded broadminded
mature love inner harmony intellectual logical
world ofbeauty social recognition logical capable
acconrqjlishment comfortable life courageous independent
social recognition accomplishment imaginative imaginative
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
Scripture
church
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
advice of friends
values ofsociety
money
expected fiiture results
political party
Posttest
prayer
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
church
advice of fiiends
Scripture
money
expected fiiture results
values of society
pohtkal party
prayer
church
Scripture
values of society
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
prayer
church
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected futiffe results
money
values ofsociety
political party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
money
values of society
expected fiiture results
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opioions/values of family
church
advice of fiiends
money
expected future results
values ofsociety
pohtical party
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P-10
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 41-55 Married 1-5 High School Employed
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation inner harmony self-controUed loving
inner harmony salvation forgiving forgiving
wisdom wisdom courageous honest
femily secmity freedom loving independent
mature love happiness honest courageous
true friendship self-respect broadminded obedient
accon:q)lishment accomplishment capable inteUectual
freedom true friendship logical helpfiil
equality femily security inteUectual self-controUed
self-respect mature love ambitious broadminded
happiness national security responsible logical
world peace world peace obedient ambitious
national security equahty cheerfiil c^)able
world ofbeauty world ofbeauty pohte responsible
comfortable hfe comfortable life helpfiil imaginative
pleasure pleasure independent polite
exciting hfe exciting life imaginative cheerfiil
social recognition social recognition clean clean
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P-10
DecisionMaking
Pretest
opinion of spouse
prayer
Scriptvu-e
opinions/values of family
advice of jfriends
church
values of society
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
Posttest
advice of fiiends
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
expected fiiture results
church
values ofsociety
money
pohtical party
2 church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
prayer
Scripture
values of society
ejq)ected fiiture results
advice of friends
political party
money
Scripture
prayer
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
opinions/values of femily
church
expected fiiture results
values of society
money
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
expected fiiture resuhs
advice of fiiends
values of society
money
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
opimons/values of femily
opinion of spouse
expected fiiture results
church
values of society
advice of fiiends
money
pohtical party
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P-11
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Male 41-55 Married 21-40 High School Employed
Terminal Values Instrmnental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation obedient responsible
wisdom inner harmony responsible pohte
freedom accomplishment pohte self-controUed
world peace mature love self-controlled cheerfiil
femily secmity wisdom forgiving honest
mature love true friendship honest forgiving
accomplishment self-respect helpfiil helpfiil
national security happiness ambitious loving
true friendship family secmity broadminded obedient
equahty equahty loving ambitious
exciting life world ofbeauty capable clean
comfortable hfe freedom cheerfiil broadminded
world ofbeauty social recognition clean capable
happiness world peace intellectual courageous
inner harmony comfortable hfe courageous independent
pleasure national security imaginative inteUectual
self-respect pleasure logical logical
social recognition exciting hfe independent imaginative
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P-11
Decision Making
Pretest
1 prayer
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
opinions/values of family
church
Scripture
expected fiiture results
values of society
money
pohtical party
Posttest
prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
values of society
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
prayer
opinion of spouse
Scripture
church
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
money
values of society
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
values of society
money
pohtical party
prayer
church
opinion of spouse
Scripture
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
money
values of society
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fi-iends
expected fiitm-e results
values of society
money
pohtical party
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P-12
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 41-55 Married 21-40 High School Employed
Termmal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation honest forgiving
world peace family security forgiving honest
family security world peace loving loving
national security comfortable life helpfiil helpfiil
freedom national security responsible obedient
true friendship wisdom cheerfiil responsible
world ofbeauty self-respect obedient courageous
equality happiness courageous cheerfiil
wisdom mature love pohte capable
accomplishment tme friendship self-controUed independent
happiness inner harmony ambitious imaginative
mature love freedom capable pohte
iimer harmony pleasiue clean ambitious
self-respect equahty inteUectual inteUectual
exciting life accomplishment logical clean
comfortable hfe social recognition broadminded self-controUed
pleasure exciting hfe independent broadminded
social recognition world ofbeauty imaguiative logical
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P-12
DecisionMaking
Pretest
1 prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opmions/values of family
advice of friends
ejqjccted fiiture results
money
values of society
political party
Posttest
church
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
money
expected future results
values of society
pohtical party
prayer
church
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
money
expected fiiture results
values of society
pohtical party
church
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
money
expected fiiture results
values ofsociety
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
expected fiiture results
money
values of society
political party
church
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of firiends
money
expected future results
values of society
pohtical party
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P-13
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Female 71+ Married 41+ ffigh School Self
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation courageous honest
wisdom wisdom forgiving forgiving
self-respect mature love loving loving
accomplishment happmess honest obedient
inner harmony self-respect obedient courageous
happiness femily security pohte pohte
true friendship equahty self-controUed cheerfiil
equality true friendship broadminded broadminded
freedom freedom cheerfiil self-controUed
world peace world peace ambitious capable
family security inner harmony helpfiil independent
mature love accomplishments responsible responsible
world ofbeauty social recognition uidependent helpfiil
national security world ofbeauty clean ambitious
exciting life national security inteUectual clean
pleasure pleasure logical logical
comfortable life exciting life capable inteUectual
social recognition comfortable life imaginative imaginative
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P-13
Decision Making
Pretest
1 prayer
Scriptm-e
chm-ch
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of friends
expected fiiture results
values of society
money
political party
Posttest
opinion of spouse
prayer
opinions/values of family
church
advice of fiiends
Scripture
values of society
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
prayer
Scrq)ture
church
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of femily
advice of fiiends
values of society
expected fiiture results
money
pohtical party
prayer
values of society
expected fiiture results
church
opinion of spouse
Scripture
opinions/values of family
money
advice of fiiends
political party
church
Scripture
prayer
opinions/values of family
values of society
opinion of spouse
expected fiiture results
advice of firiends
money
pohtical party
expected fiiture results
church
Scripture
opinions/values of family
prayer
values of society
advice of friends
money
opinion of spouse
pohtical party
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P-14
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Male 41-55 Married 21-40 CoUege + Self / Employed
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation courageous courageous
wisdom wisdom self-controUed forgiving
self-respect self-respect forgiving loving
inner harmony freedom clean responsible
true friendsh^ femily security honest self-controUed
family secmity true friendship loving ambitious
mature love accon^>lishment responsible helpfiil
freedom inner harmony polite honest
happiness happiness obedient logical
accomphshment mature love helpfiil obedient
exciting life comfortable Ufe cheerfiil polite
comfortable life exciting life ambitious broadminded
world ofbeauty world ofbeauty inteUectual inteUectual
national security equality unaginative uidependent
world peace national security broadminded cheerfiil
equality world peace capable capable
pleasure pleasure logical imaginative
social recognition social recognition independent clean
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P-14
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
Scriptm-e
opinion of spouse
opimons/values of family
expected future results
money
advice of friends
church
values of society
pohtical party
Posttest
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
church
expected future resuhs
values of society
advice of friends
money
political party
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
prayer
Scriptiu^e
church
expected fiitm-e results
advice of friends
money
values of society
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
church
expected fiiture results
values of society
advice of fiiends
money
pohtical party
prayer
Scripture
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
church
money
expected fiiture results
advice of fiiends
values of society
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
church
expected future results
values of society
advice of fiiends
money
political party
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P-15
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Emplovment
Male 41-55 Married 11-20 CoUege + Employed
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation
wisdom
inner harmony
happiness
mature love
femily security
salvation
wisdom
inner harmony
self-respect
accomplishment
mature love
obedient
forgiving
honest
loving
responsible
self-controUed
honest
obedient
responsible
self-controUed
capable
independent
self-respect
accomplishment
true friendship
freedom
pleasure
exciting life
true friendship
femily security
happiness
equality
comfortable
pleasure
helpfiil
courageous
capable
broadminded
inteUectual
logical
inteUectual
imaginative
logical
courageous
helpfiil
loving
social recognition
equality
comfortable life
world ofbeauty
world peace
national seciuity
exciting hfe
freedom
world ofbeauty
social recognition
national security
world peace
unaginative
independent
ambitious
cheerfiil
polite
clean
forgiving
pohte
broadminded
ambitious
cheerfiil
clean
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P-15
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
Scriptm^
opinion ofspouse
advice of friends
opioions/values of family
money
e?q)ected fiiture results
church
values ofsociety
political party
Posttest
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
church
expected fiiture results
money
values of society
pohtical party
2 Scripture
prayer
opinion of spouse
opimons/values of femily
advice of fiiends
church
ejqjected fiiture results
money
values ofsociety
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of family
advice of fiiends
church
expected fiiture results
money
values ofsociety
pohtical party
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
prayer
Scrqjture
church
advice of fiiends
e3q)ected fiiture results
money
values ofsociety
political party
prayer
Scripture
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of femily
advice of fiiends
church
expected fiiture results
money
values ofsociety
pohtical party
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P-16
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Emplovment
Female 71+ Single 41+ 1-8 Employed
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation honest honest
wisdom wisdom responsible loving
world peace femily security broadminded responsible
freedom world peace obedient forgiving
self-respect true friendship forgiving broadminded
accon^lishment self-respect self-controUed obedient
equality accomphshment helpfiil courageous
femify security national security logical helpfiil
social recogmtion equality cheerfiil self-controUed
inner harmony social recognhion capable uidependent
happiness iimer harmony ambitious logical
comfortable life world ofbeauty pohte inteUectual
world ofbeauty freedom courageous capable
true friendship happiness inteUectual clean
national security comfortable hfe imaginative poUte
clean
loving
independent
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P-16
Decision Making
Pretest
prayer
Scriptm^
church
expected future results
Posttest
prayer
Scriptiue
church
cjqjected future resuhs
Scripture
prayer
chmch
prayer
Scripture
church
expected future results
3 Scripture
prayer
chm"ch
ejq)ected fiitme resuhs
prayer
Scriptme
chvuch
e?q)ected future results
opinions/values of femily
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P-17
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Employment
Male 71+ Married 41+ High School Self
Termmal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
salvation salvation honest forgiving
wisdom wisdom responsible honest
world peace world peace forgiving loving
freedom equahty broadminded responsible
inner harmony femily security ambitious ambitious
femily security national security independent cheerfiil
national security self-respect helpfiil helpfiil
true friendship inner harmony capable logical
matitfe love freedom loving self-controUed
equality true friendship self-controUed pohte
happiness hqjpiness cheerfiil obedient
self-respect accomplishment logical capable
acconqjlishment social recognition pohte inteUectual
exciting life exciting life obedient broadminded
social recognition mature love clean independent
comfortable life world ofbeauty courageous courageous
world ofbeauty comfortable life inteUectual imaginative
pleasure pleasure imaginative clean
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P-17
Decision Making
Pretest
1 Scripture
prayer
opinion ofspouse
opinions/values of family
expected future results
church
pohtical party
advice offiiends
values of society
money
Posttest
Scripture
prayer
opinions/values of family
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
pohtical party
expected fiiture resuhs
church
money
values ofsociety
Scripture
prayer
political party
opinions/values of femily
opinion ofspouse
church
expected fiiture results
values ofsociety
money
advice of fiiends
Scripture
prayer
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
expected futiue results
opinions/values of family
political party
money
church
values ofsociety
Scripture
prayer
opinions/values of femily
expected fiiture results
opinion ofspouse
church
political party
advice of fiiends
money
values ofsociety
Scripture
prayer
opinion of spouse
opinions/values of farmly
pohtical party
expected fiiture results
advice of fiiends
church
money
values ofsociety
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P-18
Gender Age Marital Status Years as Christian Education Emplovment
Male 41-55 Married Non-Christian CoUege + Self
Terminal Values Instrumental Values
Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest
femily security femily security honest independent
happiness self-respect independent capable
accon:q)lishment wisdom logical logical
self-respect accomphshment inteUectual responsible
wisdom salvation capable honest
freedom mature love imaginative ambitious
inner harmony comfortable life responsible broadminded
mature love freedom courageous inteUectual
true friendship happiness ambitious courageous
salvation equahty broadminded imaginative
equality true friendship obedient helpfiil
national security national security helpfiil loving
world peace world peace cheerfiil pohte
world ofbeauty inner harmony loving obedient
comfortable life social recognition forgiving self-controUed
exciting hfe pleasure self-controUed forgiving
pleasure world ofbeauty poUte cheerfiU
social recognition exciting hfe clean clean
p-18
DecisionMaking
Pretest
expected fiiture results
opinions/values of femily
opinion of spouse
money
advice of fiiends
church
Scripture
prayer
values ofsociety
political party
Posttest
expected fiiture results
opinions/values of femily
Scripture
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
money
values of society
prayer
church
pohtical party
expected fiiture results
opinions/values of femily
Scripture
church
values ofsociety
advice of fiiends
opinion of spouse
money
prayer
pohtical party
expected fiiture results
Scripture
advice of fiiends
values ofsociety
opinion of spouse
money
opinions/values of faimly
prayer
church
pohtical party
3 expected fiiture results
Scripture
opinions/values of femily
church
opinion of spouse
advice of fiiends
values of society
money
prayer
political party
expected fiiture results
opinion of^use
opinions/values of family
Scripture
prayer
money
church
advice of fiiends
values ofsociety
political party
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APPENDIX G
RVS and DMFS Numerical Assignments
1 A COMFORTABLE LIFE
(a prosperous life)
2 AN EXCITING LIFE
(a stimulating, active life)
3 A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
(lasting amtributiwi)
4 AWORLD AT PEACE
(free ofwar and conflict)
5 A WORLD OF BEAUTY
(beauty ofnature and the arts)
6 EQUALITY OM-otherhood,
equal oppcKtunity for all)
7 FAMILY SECURITY
(taking care of loved ones)
8 FREEDOM
(indq)endCTce, free choice)
9 HAPPINESS
(contaitedness)
10 INNERHARMONY
(freedom from irmCT ccmflict)
11 MATURE LOVE
(sexual and spiritual intimacy)
12 NATIONAL SECURITY
(protecticm from attack)
13 PLEASURE
(an CTijoyable, leisurely life)
14 SALVATION
(saved, etanal life)
15 SELF-RESPECT
(self-esteon)
16 SOCL\L RECOGNITION
(respect, admiration)
17 TRUE FRIENDSHIP
(close companionship)
18 WISDOM
(a mature understanding of life)
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1 AMBITIOUS
(hard-working, aspiring)
2 BROADMINDED
(open-minded)
3 CAPABLE
(competent, efifective)
4 CHEERFUL
(lighthearted, joyful)
5 CLEAN
(neat, tidy)
6 COURAGEOUS
(standing up for your beliefe)
7 FORGIVING
(willing to pardon others)
8 HELPFUL (working
for the welfare of others)
9 HONEST
(sincCTe, truthful)
10 IMAGINATIVE
(daring, CTeative)
11 INDEPENDENT
(self-reliant, self-sufiBcient)
12 INTELLECTUAL
(intelligait, reflective)
13 LOGICAL
(consistoit, rational)
14 LOVING
(affecticMiate, tender)
15 OBEDIENT
(dutifiil, respectful)
16 POLITE
(courteous, well-mannered)
17 RESPONSIBLE
(dependable, reliable)
18 SELF-CONTROLLED
(restrained, self-disciplined)
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1 Advice ofFriends
2 Chm-ch
3 Expected Futm-e Results
4 Money
5 Opinion of Spouse
6 OpinionA^alues ofFamily
7 Political Party
8 Prayer
9 Scripture
1 0 Values ofSociety
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APPENDIX H
RVS and DMFS Pretest-Posttest Group Results
Rokeach Value Survey: Terminal Values�Group Results Pretest-Posttest
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS accomphsh comfort equahty
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 17-18 11-17 5-9
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 7-7 15-15 9-13
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 6-6 17-17 11-13
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 10-15 16-4 8-14
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 6-9 14-12 10-15
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 7-6 14-14 11-9
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 5-10 13-12 12-8
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 3-7 18-15 7-10
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-12 17-18 8-7
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 6-7 12-15 7-9
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 3-4 15-7 11-10
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 8-5 15-11 14-10
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Setf M 10-7 12-11 16-14
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 7-3 12-15 10-10
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 6-9 14-14 15-13
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 17-11 16-15 11-6
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 14-13 16-16 6-6
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 13-12 16-17 10-4
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS exciting life 6m secur freedom
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 14-14 3-8 13-4
F 41-55 1-5 HS En^ M 17-17 4-9 8-4
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 18-10 2-5 10-11
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 15-17 3-2 5-12
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 7-8 9-7 3-6
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 17-16 8-11 9-10
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 11-14 3-2 17-17
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 17-13 5-3 8-6
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 15-17 11-6 9-9
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 8-3 4-13
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 16-18 1-1 6-8
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 12-13 6-8 10-14
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 11-12 6-5 8-4
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 11-18 5-9 3-12
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 8-8 11-7 3-10
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 15-14 5-5 1-1
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 15-15 7-2 8-14
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 14-14 6-5 4-9
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Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS h^piness inr harmony mature loye
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 7-7 10-15 15-10
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 11-5 2-1 5-10
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 4-7 3-8 8-4
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 11-8 13-11 12-9
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Enq) M 8-5 16-16 17-18
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 4-2 2-4 12-3
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 6-3 2-6 16-
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 12-9 11-14 16-12
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 6-4 5-11 12-3
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 11-14 10-11
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 2-9 7-14 8-6
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 4-9 3-3 5-6
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 9-9 4-8 7-10
M 41-55 21-40 HS En^ M 14-8 15-2 6-4
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-5 13-11 17-18
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 7-8 9-10 13-16
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 12-8 3-3 5-7
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 11-11 5-8 9-15
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS nat'l secur pleasure salvation
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 6-6 12-12 1-1
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 13-11 16-16 1-2
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 9-16 16-15 1-1
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 4-5 17-13 1-1
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 15-17 5-11 1-1
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 15-12 16-17 1-1
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 15-13 18-15 1-1
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 4-4 14-16 1-1
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 14-15 16-16 1-1
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 15-8 1-1
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 12-12 17-16 10-5
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 18-17 11-12 1-1
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 14-15 17-17 1-1
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 8-16 16-17 1-1
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 5-6 16-17 1-1
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 8-12 14-17 2-2
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 11-11 17-17 1-1
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 7-6 18-18 1-1
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Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS self-resp social rec true friend
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 8-11 18-16 9-13
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 10-6 18-18 6-8
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 5-3 15-18 12-14
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 14-7 18-16 6-10
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 12-4 18-14 2-3
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 6-5 18-18 10-15
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 10-9 9-16 4-4
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 9-11 13-18 10-8
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 3-5 18-13 7-8
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 5-6 9-10 14-5
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 4-2 18-15 9-11
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 7-4 13-16 9-7
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 3-3 18-18 5-6
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 17-7 18-13 9-6
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 10-4 18-16 2-3
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 4-4 18-13 10-7
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 10-9 18-18 9-10
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 12-7 15-13 8-10
Gend Aee Xn Ed Emp MS wisdom world beauty world peace
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 2-2 16-5 4-3
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 3-3 14-14 12-12
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 7-9 14-12 13-2
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 9-6 7-18 2-3
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 11-10 13-13 4-2
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-7 13-13 3-8
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 7-5 8-11 14-7
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 6-5 15-17 2-2
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 2-2 13-14 10-10
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 2-2 13-12 3-4
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 5-3 14-17 13-13
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 2-2 16-15 17-18
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 2-2 13-13 15-16
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 2-5 13-11 4-14
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 12-12 9-15 4-2
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 3-3 12-18 6-9
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 2-5 13-12 4-4
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 2-2 17-16 3-3
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Rokeach Value Survey: Instrumental Values�Group Results Pretest-Posttest
Gend Aee Xn Ed Emp MS ambitious broadmind capable
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 10-5 14-14 12-16
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 10-12 6-10 7-13
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 5-3 6-7 7-8
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 11-13 16-17 12-9
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 3-5 4-6 9-12
F 56-70 41+ HS Seh" M 18-17 5-8 4-9
F 71 + 11-20 HS S 7-12 9-7 16-11
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 16-10 6-7 12-14
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 10-14 8-8 14-15
F 71 + 41+ 1-8 Emp S 11- 3-5 10-13
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 9-6 10-7 5-2
M 41-55 11-20 C+ Emp M 15-16 10-15 9-5
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 12-6 15-12 16-16
M 41-55 21-40 HS En^ M 8-10 9-12 11-13
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 3-6 4-7 9-10
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-10 16-5 6-7
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 6-4 4-2 15-13
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 5-5 4-14 8-12
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS cheerful clean courage
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 8-8 5-7 17-11
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 13-17 18-18 3-5
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 8-9 12-15 13-12
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 6-8 13-15 8-7
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 2-4 17-14 11-11
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 13-6 7-18 8-1
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 10-10 4-2 5-6
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 7-5 18-11 2-2
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 9-7 14-15 1-5
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 9- 16-14 13-7
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 13-17 18-18 8-9
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 16-17 18-18 8-10
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 11-15 4-18 1-1
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 12-4 13-11 15-14
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 2-3 12-14 6-13
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 9-14 14-13 15-4
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 9-11 18-18 13-15
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 11-6 15-18 16-16
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Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS forgiving helpfiil honest
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 6-9 7-12 1-1
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 2-2 15-8 5-3
F 41-55 21-40 C+ En^ M 9-2 2-5 4-1
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 2-1 4-4 1-2
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 5-1 18-9 1-2
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 1-4 3-13 2-2
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 2-4 11-5 1-1
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 1-1 5-15 3-3
F 71 + 41+ HS Self M 2-2 11-13 4-1
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 5-4 7-8 1-1
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 15-16 12-11 1-5
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 2-13 7-11 3-1
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 3-2 10-7 5-8
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-6 7-7 6-5
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 5-1 10-2 1-4
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 4-15 7-8 1-3
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 2-7 10-10 1-1
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 3-1 7-7 1-2
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS imagine independ inteUectual
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 18-18 9-17 15-13
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 17-15 16-4 9-7
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 14-16 11-11 15-10
F 41-55 21-40 HS En^ M 18-11 17-10 14-14
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 14-16 13-15 15-17
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 10-12 6-14 14-16
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 13-13 12-14 18-16
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 15-18 9-12 13-9
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 18-18 13-11 15-17
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 15- 18-10 14-12
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 6-10 2-1 4-8
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 13-8 14-6 11-7
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 14-17 18-14 13-13
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 16-18 18-15 14-16
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 13-16 17-11 18-17
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 10-6 17-2 11-17
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 16-14 14-8 17-17
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 18-17 6-15 17-13
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Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS logical loving obedient
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 16-15 2-3 11-2
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 8-11 4-1 12-6
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 18-17 1-4 16-18
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 15-18 3-3 7-5
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 16-18 6-3 7-8
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 15-15 9-3 16-11
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 15-8 14-17 17-18
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 17-17 14-16 4-8
F 71 + 41 + HS Self M 16-16 3-3 5-4
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 8-11 17-2 4-6
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 3-3 14-12 11-14
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 12-9 4-12 1-2
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 17-9 6-3 9-10
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 17-17 10-8 1-9
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 14-18 7-8 15-15
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 12-16 3-11 2-9
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 12-16 7-6 5-9
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 12-8 9-3 14-11
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS polite responsible self-control
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 3-6 4-4 13-10
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 14-16 11-14 1-9
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 10-13 3-6 17-14
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 9-12 5-6 10-16
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 10-13 8-7 12-10
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 17-10 11-5 12-7
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 6-9 3-3 8-15
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 11-13 8-4 10-6
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 6-6 12-12 7-9
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 12-15 2-3 6-9
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 17-13 7-4 16-15
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 17-14 5-3 6-4
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 8-11 7-4 2-5
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 3-2 2-1 4-3
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 16-9 8-5 11-12
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 13-12 8-1 18-18
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 11-12 3-3 8-5
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 13-10 �2-4 10-9
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Decision Making Factors Survey: Question One�Group Results Pretest-Posttest
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS friend church results money spouse
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 6-5 3-4 9-8 8-7 5-2
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 5-1 6-7 8-6 9-9 1-4
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 6-6 3-1 7-8 8-7 4-4
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 7-6 8-7 2-8 6-9 1-3
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 2- 3- 9- 10- 5-
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 6- 5- 7- 10- 3-
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 5-5 2-4
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 4-5 2-2 7-7 9 10
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 6-5 3-4 7-8 9-9 4-1
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 3-3 4-4
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 5-5 6-9 1-1 4-6 3-4
M 41-55 11-20 C+ Emp M 4-5 8-6 7-7 6-8 3-3
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 7-8 8-5 5-6 6-9 3-3
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 3-6 5-3 7-8 9-9 2-4
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-5 2-2 8-8 9-9 4-4
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 4-7 2-2 7-8 9-9 6-5
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-10 6-3 5-4 9-8 1-6
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 8-5 6-8 5-7 10-9 3-4
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS family pohtic prayer scriptu society
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 4-3 10-10 1-1 2-6 7-9
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 4-5 10-10 2-2 3-3 7-8
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-5 10-10 1-2 2-3 9-9
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 4-4 10-10 3-1 5-2 9-5
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 6- 7- 1- 4- 8-
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 4- 9- 1- 2- 8-
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 4-3 1-1 3-2
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 5-4 8-8 1-1 3-3 6-6
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 5-3 10-10 1-2 2-6 8-7
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 1-1 2-2
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 2-2 10-10 8-8 7-3 9-7
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 5-4 10-10 1-1 2-2 9-9
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 4-4 10-10 1-1 2-2 9-7
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 4-5 10-10 1-1 6-2 8-7
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 6-6 10-10 1-1 3-3 5-7
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-6 10-10 1-4 3-3 8-1
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 3-5 10-10 2-1 4-2 8-7
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-3 7-6 2-2 1-1 9-10
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Decision Making Factors Survey: Question Two�Group Results Pretest-Posttest
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS friend church results monev spouse
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 7-6 2-2 8-7 9-8 6-4
F 41-55 1-5 HS En^ M 8-4 1-6 7-7 10-9 2-3
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 6-6 2-1 8-8 7-7 4-4
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 8-6 2-7 6-8 7-9 5-3
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 6-5 1-2 9-9 10-10 4-3
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 7-5 3-3 6-6 10-9 4-7
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 2-3
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 6-6 2-2 7-10 8-9 9-7
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 6-9 3-4 8-3 9-8 4-5
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 En^) S 3-3 -4
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 6-3 4-9 1-1 8-6 7-5
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 5-5 6-6 7-7 8-8 3-3
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 7-8 5-5 6-6 8-9 1-3
M 41-55 21-40 HS En^ M 6-6 4-3 7-7 8-9 2-4
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 6-6 1-2 8-8 9-9 4-4
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-7 1-4 8-8 10-10 4-5
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 6-10 5-4 1-5 10-9 7-7
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 10-4 6-9 7-5 9-8 5-3
Gend Aae Xn Ed Emp MS familv pohtic praver scriptu societv
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 5-5 10-10 1-1 3-3 4-9
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 3-5 9-10 4-2 5-1 6-8
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-5 10-10 1-2 3-3 9-9
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 4-4 10-10 3-3 1-2 9-5
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 5-4 8-8 3-1 2-6 7-7
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-8 9-10 1-1 2-2 8-4
F 71+ 11-20 HS S -2 1-1 3-4
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 4-4 10-8 1-1 3-3 5-5
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 5-7 10-10 1-1 2-6 7-2
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 2-1 1-2
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 2-7 10-10 9-8 3-2 5-4
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 4-4 10-10 2-1 1-2 9-9
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 2-4 10-10 3-1 4-2 9-7
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-5 10-10 1-1 3-2 9-8
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-5 10-10 2-1 3-3 5-7
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 6-6 9-9 3-3 2-1 7-2
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 4-8 9-3 2-1 3-6 8-2
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-6 3-7 2-2 1-1 8-10
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DecisionMakii^ Factors Smvey: Question Three�Group Results Pretest-Posttest
Gend Age Xn Ed Emp MS friend church results monev spouse
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 6-6 3-5 9-8 7-7 5-3
F 41-55 1-5 HS Enq) M 7-8 3-6 6-5 9-9 5-4
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 6-6 3-1 7-8 8-7 4-4
F 41-55 21-40 C+ Emp M 7-5 3-6 6-8 9-9 4-3
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 6-4 2-5 9-8 10-10 4-1
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 8-8 3-3 6-6 10-10 4-7
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 2-2 5-4
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 S 7-7 1-1 8-8 10-10 6-6
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 8-7 1-2 7-1 9-8 6-9
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S 3-3 4-4
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 6-8 4-7 1-1 8-6 5-2
M 41-55 11-20 C+ Emp M 6-5 5-6 7-7 8-8 2-3
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 8-8 5-5 7-6 6-9 4-3
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 6-6 2-3 7-7 8-9 3-4
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 4-6 1-2 8-8 9-9 5-4
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 7-8 3-3 8-5 10-9 5-6
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-7 2-2 4-1 9-9 8-10
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 8-7 6-8 4-6 9-9 5-3
Gend Aee Xn Ed Emp MS familv politic praver scriptu societv
F 26-40 11-20 HS Emp M 4-4 10-10 1-1 2-2 8-9
F 41-55 1-5 HS Emp M 4-3 10-10 1-1 2-2 8-7
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-5 10-10 1-2 2-3 9-9
F 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-4 10-10 1-1 2-2 8-7
F 56-70 41+ 1-8 Emp M 5-2 8-7 1-3 3-6 7-9
F 56-70 41+ HS Self M 5-5 9-9 1-1 2-2 7-4
F 71+ 11-20 HS S 4-3 3-1 1- -5
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 s 4-4 9-9 3-3 2-2 5-5
F 71+ 41+ HS Self M 4-4 10-10 3-5 2-3 5-6
F 71+ 41+ 1-8 Emp S -5 2-1 1-2
M 41-55 NC C+ Self M 3-3 10-10 9-5 2-4 7-9
M 41-55 11-20 c+ Emp M 1-4 10-10 3-1 4-2 9-9
M 41-55 21-40 c+ Self M 3-4 10-10 1-1 2-2 9-7
M 41-55 21-40 HS Emp M 5-5 10-10 1-1 4-2 9-8
M 56-70 41+ 1-8 Self M 7-5 10-10 2-1 3-3 6-7
M 56-70 41+ HS Self M 4-7 9-10 2-2 1-1 6-4
M 71+ 41+ 1-8 Self M 5-4 10-8 1-5 6-3 3-6
M 71+ 41+ HS Self M 3-4 7-5 2-2 1-1 10-10
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APPENDIX I
Kohlberg's Levels ofMoral Reasoning
Egocentric - Perspectivistic
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Source of
Authority
Self-interest External Standards Internal Principles
Definitions Right is what adults
command or what
brings reward.
Wrong is what I am
punished for�^what
brings pain.
Right is what good
people do or what
the law says one
should do. Wrong is
what good people
do not do or what
the law says one
should not do.
Right is hving out
moral principles and
bemg just. Wrong is
violating a moral
principle and being
unjust.
Stimulus to Right
Actions
Fear ofpunishment
and desire for
reward.
Deshe to please
important persons
and perform one's
duty to society.
To be true to oneself
one must act upon
the moral principles
to which one is
committed.
Intentions Obhvious to
intentions.
Makes aUowances
for Intentions.
Lenience tempered
by sense ofduty.
Considers intentions
but also concerned
about justice.
Ability to take
another's
perspective
Understands the
perspective of
person in situations
that he/she has
experienced.
Understands the
perspective of
friends, femily, and
eventuaUy society.
Understands the
perspective of a
wide range of
persons, including
minority groups.
Value of Persons Valued in material
terms. Persons are
valuable for what
they do for me.
Valued because of
relationships of
affection and for
their contribution to
society.
Value because they
are persons. Human
hfe is sacred.
Justice What aduhs
command. Later,
equal treatment.
Defined by society. Equal consideration
for aU.
Table developed by Catherine Stonehouse, Orlean BuUard Professor ofChristian
Education at Asbury Theological Semmary.
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